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I

Alison Donnell 

The Craft of  Commitment: 
Evelyn O’Callaghan’s 
Scholarly Care for the 
Caribbean 

The first time I entered Evelyn’s office at the Cave Hill campus of  the University of  the 
West Indies (UWI), I assumed that there had been an emergency evacuation of  the library. 
Every surface was piled high with books and handwritten papers in a way that signalled both 
tumultuous enquiry and extraordinary precision. Closer inspection of  these piles, over the 
decades of  our collaborations—usually when we were trying to coax the printer/Internet/
email to work—revealed a far more interesting situation. Precarious pillars of  Evelyn’s own 
notes leaned up against towers of  books with bookmarks and interleaved papers in her 
characteristic handwriting, alongside mountains of  new books that she was about to read, 
many of  which had been sent by colleagues and presses from across the world. Thanks to our 
long professional friendship, I have learned to appreciate how these exterior manifestations of  
knowledge in process, in dialogue and in anticipation reflect the modes and the sheer capacity 
of  Evelyn’s own intellectual design—a demanding and diligent curiosity that has expedited 
her extraordinary contribution to West Indian literature and literary studies in the Caribbean. 

Evelyn settled in Jamaica with her family as a small child and, although born in Nigeria 
to parents of  Irish descent, is decidedly a Jamaican. The valedictorian for her graduating year 
at the prestigious Mount Alvernia High School in Montego Bay, she typified their declared 
pupil profile: “The ladies are fiercely smart and courteous and represent Jamaica well” 
(“Mount Alvernia High School”). After graduating with a first-class BA degree in English and 
Philosophy from the National University of  Ireland, she became the first Jamaican woman 
to be awarded a Rhodes Scholarship for her master of  letters in English literature at Oxford 
University. From her first job, in 1981, as assistant lecturer in English in the Department of  
English, at UWI, Mona Campus, in Jamaica, she began to make her mark in the field of  
West Indian literature. Indeed, it was not long into her new role as campus lecturer in the 
Department of  English at Cave Hill in Barbados that Evelyn introduced the first higher-
education course on Caribbean women’s writing, a body of  work she would continue to 
explore, to expand and to illuminate throughout her career. 
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Publishing the first study devoted to this field in 1993, Woman Version: Theoretical Approaches to West 
Indian Fiction by Women, her defining contribution acted as a beacon of  possibility for a generation of  
scholars seeking to establish the place of  women’s writing in the Caribbean literary landscape and the 
significance of  gender and sexuality as critical domains. Evelyn’s doctoral thesis, supervised by Professor 
Baugh at Mona, won the award for the most outstanding graduate thesis, and a revised version was 
published in 2004 as Women Writing the West Indies, 1804–1939: “A Hot Place, Belonging to Us.” Although this 
monograph also focused on women’s writing, it was far more audacious in its argument for nineteenth- 
and early twentieth-century writings as an integral part of  a tradition of  West Indian literature. Most 
of  the narratives to which she asked readers to attend were then unknown, and most of  those that were 
known were actively disavowed. Promoted to professor of  West Indian and Caribbean literature in 2005, 
Evelyn continued to extend the terrain for critical intervention by pushing back against narrowly defined 
versions of  the bona fide Caribbean writer. Three areas of  scholarship have since been added to her 
specialist portfolio: writings that explore nonheteronormative sexualities, writings that represent madness 
and alternative states and Irish Caribbean writings. Again, the emphasis on untold literary histories and 
disavowed subjects remains a critical priority, as Evelyn has continued to prompt serious consideration 
of  works that allow a fuller history of  the region to be acknowledged and to draw attention to texts that 
connect literature to local social justice agendas and urgent calls for progressive citizenship. 

A recognition that being and belonging to the Caribbean must proceed from an openness to 
diversity and multiplicity unites Evelyn’s critical interventions and offers us an inspiring ethic of  scholarly 
care for the Caribbean, in which scholars look to the region with a sense of  their connectedness to 
understand what work literary studies and the humanities can do. For Evelyn, this work has been focused 
on restoration—bringing back neglected and dismissed voices to question prevailing but restricted versions 
of  the Caribbean as it is rendered in the literary—and on challenge—demanding attention to those 
subjects, most powerfully, queer subjects, which the literary allows us to appreciate as integral to inclusive 
Caribbean worlds. In her most recent work on Caribbean literature, landscape and the visual arts, Evelyn 
again works from a refusal of  the dominant gaze to provoke questions of  how we look and what we see. 
Although all her publications have been centred on the region, the Caribbean is not a purely academic 
location for Evelyn; it is a place where real people live and where attention to language, to story, to history 
is attention to the present grounds for engagement and the terms of  future possibility. 

Few academics with the passion for their subject that Evelyn exudes take on senior administrative 
posts, but it is entirely in keeping with Evelyn’s commitments to UWI and to safeguarding literary 
studies—and the humanities, more generally—that she took several terms as head of  the department 
and deputy dean, before serving as dean from 2017. Offering leadership and playing her part in the 
institution through service work is an important indication of  Evelyn’s work ethic and her sense of  
commitment to the Caribbean. Evelyn’s career coincided with the era of  the postcolonial intellectual, 
which was characterized by an expert on the global south comfortably accruing capital for their fields, 
and they themselves in a high-earning job in a high-ranking university within the United States. Many 
such postcolonial intellectuals generated defining work for their generation, but they did not adhere to 
the same code of  rooted scholarly care that Evelyn has demonstrated in relation to the Caribbean. Her 
principle and practice of  commitment is evident in her approach to her students and colleagues. The 
quiet gifts of  unaffordable books and cheering lunches that complement her exacting critical attention to 
her students’ work has shaped a legacy of  literary critics who enthusiastically acknowledge her formative 
role in their careers and their confidence in their place in the academy. Equally generous and rigorous 
as a colleague, Evelyn is uncommonly careful in drawing attention to how her own arguments evolve in 
dialogue, referencing work by colleagues to demonstrate the value of  critical conversations but also to 
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represent the role her colleagues play as counterparts in the broad endeavour of  raising the profile of  
West Indian and Caribbean literature as an essential part of  Caribbean culture and as a creative avenue 
for understanding a localized Caribbean world view. 

Indeed, the considerable achievement of  Evelyn’s individual work needs to be understood in the 
context of  her wider commitments to the field. Not only has she attended all thirty-eight Annual West 
Indian Literature Conferences as part of  her own professional development and her sense of  duty to 
her students and colleagues within the field, but she has also kept the programmes and her notes on 
the sessions she attended, gathering a unique archive of  the field in transition. This concern with the 
importance of  safeguarding material culture in the Caribbean has led her to partner with archivists and 
librarians in the region in order to locate, preserve and make accessible rare sources. She has also brought 
these back into circulation through republication, as in her edition of  Frieda Cassin’s late nineteenth-
century novel With Silent Tread. Evelyn’s ongoing involvement with the Journal of  West Indian Literature (the 
only literary critical journal to be published within the anglophone region), founded in 1986 with Mark 
McWatt as first editor-in-chief, is also a testament to her commitment. Characteristically, though, in her 
presentation of  its history, she seeks to acknowledge the significant efforts of  her colleagues more than 
her own:

McWatt acknowledges that the survival of  his project depended on the 
enormous contribution of  his co-editor Victor Chang; eventually Chang 
himself  assumed editorial responsibility, with the assistance of  co-editors 
Michael Bucknor and myself. During Chang’s tenure, a Book Review Editor 
was appointed and, thanks to the indefatigable work of  Curdella Forbes, a 
more robust review section was produced. With Victor’s retirement from 
UWI a few years ago, I became editor-in-chief  and Michael turned senior 
editor, passing the care and survival of  JWIL from one generation to the next. 
(“About JWIL”)

Evelyn’s sense of  her place within a West Indian literary ecology that needs to endure is clear here, as 
it is in her other work that connects to the region’s educational landscape, including contributing study 
notes to Caribbean Examinations Council (CXC) texts that offer guidance to Caribbean teachers and 
schoolchildren learning about Caribbean literature. Evelyn’s intellectual labour has made a distinctive 
and hugely significant contribution to West Indian and Caribbean literary criticism, and so too has her 
organizational labour—her willingness to host and support conferences and symposia in the Caribbean 
that advance understanding of  the Caribbean and her sense of  welcome has been vital to fostering 
international conversations. In all of  these endeavours, Evelyn takes the trouble to make sure that 
everything is in place—from room bookings to semicolons. Her attention to detail is part of  her sense 
that it matters to do justice to the Caribbean, that the region both deserves and needs this respect. In her 
forthcoming publication, “Caribbean Picturesque from William Beckford to Contemporary Tourism,” 
an essay for Caribbean Literature in Transition 1800–2020, volume 1, which she coedited with Tim Watson 
during her tenure as dean, Evelyn brings the picturesque into dialogue with late-capitalist politics:

What kind of  natural landscapes, depicted in paintings and prints, are 
produced for the tourist market? There are still many that reproduce the 
picturesque narratives of  Beckford and Robertson; they are more modern and 
glossy, perhaps, with a few more ‘natives’, but the Caribbean people featured 
are still exoticized, usually smiling or serving or dancing (no boiling houses, 
no factories, no poverty, no slums here). Cruise ship passengers are sold tours 
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of  restored Great Houses or sugar and rum museums (tasting and drinking 
included). History and the way it has been written on the landscape are 
commodities that financially-challenged Caribbean governments continue to 
exploit. Golf  courses and gated luxury residential communities, mega-resorts 
and select condominium developments proliferate across the region—still 
selling the same old fantasy by landscaping the ‘natural’ to fit the tropical 
stereotype that will sell. Are the motives of  current developers and tourism 
boards and ministers of  development any less self-interested than planters 
like Beckford? For large parts of  the Barbadian south and west coastlines, for 
example, a view of  the sea is blocked by hotels and condominiums. Every year 
acres of  viable agricultural land get cleared for housing or industrial estates. 
Esther Figueroa’s deeply disturbing 2006 documentary on unregulated hotel 
construction and the environmental cost is appropriately titled Jamaica for 
Sale. (n.p.)

Her gestures connecting the past to the future, her work to that of  her colleagues, representations of  the 
Caribbean to the conditions of  its political possibilities are typical of  her ethic of  scholarly care. 

On a more personal note, it has been my privilege and pleasure to collaborate with Evelyn on a 
number of  projects. Her generous sharing of  knowledge, of  contacts and of  ideas, and her positive regard 
and support for me and for all those she recognizes as fellow workers in the service of  Caribbean studies 
have been hugely influential. Working with Evelyn on publications is always to learn from her scrupulous 
approach to scholarship and from her insistence that work in her cherished field is appropriately rigorous 
and relevant. The pleasure has come from her incomparable talent for mixing academic pursuit with an 
enjoyment of  human company, her ability to think and drink (often until 3:00 a.m.), and her inclination 
to converse seamlessly and astutely about the latest novel and the best new skincare. As many of  the 
contributors here also acknowledge, a professional friendship with Evelyn is a relationship with two 
equally fulfilling parts.

I recently found my first correspondence with Evelyn, sent after we met in person, first at Kent 
in 1989 and then at the Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies Conference 
in Jamaica in 1992. At that time, I was researching women’s poetry from the 1930s and ’40s and had 
written to Evelyn with some possible leads for her own work on early women’s narratives. Rereading 
her correspondence, which arrived fittingly thanks to the fetching stamps of  Barbados and on a card 
with a picture of  the Jamaican Cordia plant, I am struck by how consistent the terms of  our professional 
connection and ensuing friendship have been. After a response to some of  my suggestions for sources, 
Evelyn tells me that she has found lots of  narratives and offers to send me a piece that she had recently 
written. Although by far my senior in experience and expertise, she continues, “Also, it would be great to 
hear what theoretical works/formulations you find useful, and to stay in touch generally.” It is this spirit of  
trusting reciprocity that has informed our professional collaborations over the decades since. Our shared 
projects relating to Caribbean literature and erotic autonomy, to commonly unloved and often unyielding 
early writings, and to the recovery and preservation of  literary papers have been immensely rewarding, 
and I am so thankful that our early connection and amity has deepened as our careers have progressed.

It is with huge sadness that the story that Victor Chang was writing for this special issue was not 
completed before his death. Victor was Evelyn’s beloved friend and had been her colleague and mentor 
at UWI. The principled academic tradition rooted in a care for the Caribbean that Evelyn has fashioned 
is perhaps something of  an inheritance from Victor (and Erna and Eddie and Mervyn and Velma and 
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Betty), and a legacy now passed on to Michael A. Bucknor. Victor was never focused on his own work 
alone but rather on sustaining a literary and Caribbean literary ecology at UWI and in the region more 
generally: organizing events and conferences, editing journals and keeping international associations 
alive. His blossoming as a writer started after his retirement, and the loss of  his writing yet to come, as 
well as his joyful sense of  humour, his high standards, and his blisteringly honest opinions, is palpable. 
All the same there is so much to celebrate in this issue. When the idea of  a Festschrift was first mooted, 
and Bénédicte and I approached Evelyn’s friends and colleagues, there was an immediate and strong 
sense of  wanting to be involved; the works by writers (including previously unpublished works by Erna 
Brodber, Eddie Baugh and Mark McWatt), academic papers by students and colleagues, the cover image 
by her artist-colleague and friend Annalee Davis and the more personal tributes all acknowledge Evelyn’s 
defining role in the field of  West Indian and Caribbean literature and how much she is cherished as an 
intellectual and a companion. It is a comfort to everyone to know that Evelyn has built a study at home 
and that her knowledge towers will be a continuing part of  the architecture of  Caribbean literary studies. 

Give thanks.
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In Defense of  Beauty
Annalee Davis

My visual-art practice is informed by the plantation as an economic model of  
colonization, forming a baseline of  inquiry from which my work emerges. Based in Barbados, 
the small land mass where England began its experimentation in tropical agriculture from 
the first quarter of  the seventeenth century, my work explores this particular ground beneath 
my feet. The site where I live and work, Walkers, was originally operational as a seventeenth-
century sugar-cane plantation and converted to a working dairy farm more than three decades 
ago. My work considers the heterogeneous nature of  this site against more simply constructed 
narratives of  erasure and forgetting by examining present-day remains of  the plantation, 

Detail: mixed media on plantation ledger pages, 22 x 16 in. each, 2017.
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including the era of  the plantationocene. Offering counterpoints to fixed constructs of  the plantation as 
a closed site of  trauma and exclusivity allows for its reconsideration as an intertwined space; reconciling 
self  with land and plantation history is critical to healthy living in the context of  the Caribbean.

For some years now, I have been developing images that function as graphic interventions into 
plantation ledger pages, the substrate designed to log activity that took place on the plantation. Data 
entered into ledger pages was primarily economic, including registering wages, field activity, and rent 
rolls, as well as measuring rainfall and the signing out of  agricultural implements to plantation labourers. 
Pushing back against more typical economic renderings based on British accounting practices that 
underpin imperial expansion, my drawings suggest alternative cartographies emerging as apothecaries 
of  resistance and notations on the sublime.

In Defense of  Beauty is a suite of  six drawings on 1970s and 1980s plantation ledger pages. Created 
with latex paint, pencil and, in some cases, gold leaf, depictions of  distorted shadows cast by pieces of  
crochet meander across the neatly delineated rows and columns of  the plantation pay list. Suggesting 
alternative landscapes or floating archipelagos, pieces of  eighteenth- and nineteenth-century porcelain 
and clay sherds unearthed from former plantation fields infer a fragmented history replete with 
inconsistencies and fissures. These delicate, meandering lace-like forms also allude to the presence of  
women on the plantation, their unpaid labour in the domestic space and a shared desire for elegance 
and refinement. The graphic interventions proclaim themselves against the red lines and black words 
printed on fiscal substrates, veiling the bookkeeper’s cursive handwriting that logged wages, rent paid 
and stoppages. My inscription of  nontransactional images onto the ledgers offers alternative ways of  
reading the plantation by repopulating, complicating and exposing gaps in shared plantation histories, 
while enabling different understandings of  conflictingly imagined landscapes to be glimpsed. The series 
refers to a common need for beauty, proposing that postcolonial, post-independence spaces accommodate 
beauty also.

On a more personal note, I first met Evelyn in 1990 in Barbados at the time of  my solo show at 
the Barbados Museum and Historical Society. She had seen my exhibition and referred to it in a public 
lecture that she gave at the Steel Shed in Queens Park, which I attended. Afterwards, I was warmly 
welcomed to join her and a bevy of  friends and colleagues at the Waterfront Café in Bridgetown. We have 
since become very good friends, as we share many things, including a fierce commitment to and belief  
in the possibility of  a better Caribbean, an interest in Caribbean literature and the visual arts, and a love 
for the sea.

Never one to boast of  her considerable academic accomplishments, it was not from Evelyn that I 
learned of  her 2004 publication, Women Writing the West Indies, 1804–1939: “A Hot Place, Belonging To Us,” 
an expansive study of  writings about the West Indies by white women, both English and Creole. When 
I read that work, I particularly enjoyed her robust challenge of  fixed ideas about who belongs and who 
doesn’t in Caribbean society in relation to gender, race and the region’s literary canon.

Dovetailing with my own interest in whiteness in the context of  the Caribbean, I invited Evelyn to 
be part of  the 2016 White Creole Conversations, a project offering new ways of  thinking about whiteness 
in the Caribbean. Her contribution was articulate, frank and fresh. It was such a pleasure to have had 
Evelyn write about my art practice for the catalogue published on the occasion of  my solo exhibition 
in Texas (2016). The title of  her text, “Gardening in the Tropics,” a reference to Olive Senior’s book 
of  poetry, brought her particular lens of  gender and literature through which to view the work while 
acknowledging the trickiness of  making something beautiful out of  an ugly past.

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fannaleedavis.com%2Fwork%2FWhitecreole.html&data=02%7C01%7CA.Donnell%40uea.ac.uk%7C7ce8d12101f74248711a08d7a3723f86%7Cc65f8795ba3d43518a070865e5d8f090%7C0%7C0%7C637157583402853794&sdata=5tw%2BDR07gtqIcnNw1nGT7Zk96Vrjv%2Be1e5ClQcHXIDQ%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frablands.notsirk.com%2Fgardening-in-the-tropics%2F&data=02%7C01%7CA.Donnell%40uea.ac.uk%7C7ce8d12101f74248711a08d7a3723f86%7Cc65f8795ba3d43518a070865e5d8f090%7C0%7C0%7C637157583402863801&sdata=%2BkGRrUJYmRX3RBCf4GOjBGY6e9fg45Aq59dDL3AdhCU%3D&reserved=0
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In her introduction to the 2002 republication of  Frieda Cassin’s late nineteenth-century novel, 
With Silent Tread, Evelyn writes about “the contagious sickness of  West Indian post-slavery society” (21), 
suggesting that “[a]ll West Indians, wittingly or not, are contaminated by their history” (22). This notion 
has been an important reference for my art practice, specifically the Parasite series, which considers 
historical contaminants traumatically inscribed into the landscape and into our collective Caribbean 
psyche.

My discussions with Evelyn have been profoundly valuable to me, and I have benefited from 
her encyclopedic knowledge of  Caribbean literature. I always enjoy her wit as a public speaker and 
admire her courage and independent thinking as a scholar and writer. I have always been able to call on 
Evelyn to share her opinions, which are never in short supply, and to talk through ideas in new bodies 
of  work. I am delighted that one of  my drawings has been selected for the cover of  this publication in 
celebration of  Ev’s impressive academic career. Given that Evelyn enjoys beauty and maintains hope for 
this paradoxical, complicated part of  the world, a detail from the In Defense of  Beauty series of  drawings on 
ledger pages seems apropos for this issue.
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Joe Hook
Edward Baugh

The wizened little Chinese taxi man, whose cab
we took from San Francisco airport into the city
that Good Friday morning, made my day.
He’d headed up the median straight towards us,
smiling as if  expecting us, and, sure enough,
we’d hardly gone a distance when it tumbled
out of  him: I could have knocked him over
with a feather when he saw me, so he said.
I was the spitting image of  a man he’d
worked for once: Joe Hook, who had a bar
in Honolulu. Straightway I saw the man,
the sort you couldn’t mess with, could flick
and flash a switchblade quicker than you
could blink, heart-centre straight, tough
love’s exponent and exemplar; had ridden
horses in Mongolia and logs down the slope
of  the Rockies; washboard waist, a sort of
sun-browned Rick of  Rick’s Café. And then,
just such a street-smart roadrunner to see
through Joe Hook into his other self, demurely
flanked by wife and daughters, decent,
self-effacing, professorial.
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In Search of  Great-
Grandmother: An Intimate 
History of  Jamaica
 Erna Brodber

A woman, upsized like my eldest paternal aunt but as black as Trinidad’s pitch lake, 
kept entering my dreams very regularly in 2017. All of  this woman exuded unhappiness—her 
slow gait, the set of  her face and the expression on it—but her apparel belied her emotional 
state, for she was dressed in what looked like a middle-class woman’s best church dress, 
blackish blue in colour, the material heavy like expensive taffeta. Her shoes were black flats 
not coming out of  any lowly Jamaican store but handmade by a local but skilled shoemaker. 
She was always dressed like this when she entered my dream, and she was always walking 
up a slight incline, seeming to have to push herself  forward where the gravelly path made 
a bend. Though not paved, this path was obviously constructed so that it could entertain 
vehicles. The woman wore no hat, but there was a fair-sized bundle on her head, which she 

Source: The Garden. Nadia Huggins. Digital Photograph, 2005.
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balanced without help from her hands on her short fat plaits. The load on her head contained perhaps 
food or laundered clothes for the residents of  what we couldn’t see, but what would be not a great house 
but a well-constructed and painted wooden house of  three bedrooms and a veranda—a nice house and 
journey’s end, but not one this woman expected to enjoy. The dress she wore indicated that this woman 
was not the domestic servant to the residents of  the house, though she had an intimate relationship with 
the household. She didn’t quite know what her role was in the household, thus she was walking towards 
it as if  towards a responsibility rather than towards love and happiness. I was quite sure that this was my 
paternal great-grandmother, Frances Eliza, but what did this sad lady want with me, Erna Brodber?

 In my family’s myth of  origin, this woman is one of  the main architects of  the propertylessness of  
her son, my grandfather, and his line. As the story goes, percolating down to me, this woman married a 
white man with means. He died without a will, leaving two younger half-brothers, whom their common 
father had charged him to take care of. With no will in place, great-grandfather’s brothers took what 
of  the wealth they could, leaving little for the widow and her five children. Her eldest boy, twelve years 
old at his father’s death, had been enrolled in high school but couldn’t take up the place for instead of  
conserving the little for her children, this woman married her husband’s coachman, and together they 
frittered away the children’s heritage. What did this unfortunate woman want with me? My answer: she 
is living in the netherworld, distressed at what her descendants have been told about her. She knows there 
is another side to this story, and she wants to have it told. She knows that this great-granddaughter has 
the skills to research and write, and so she has put the burden of  cleansing her name on me. I felt it was 
my duty to accept the job and, since I like this kind of  work, thought I would enjoy it. She has not visited 
since I took the job. She assumes that, since I agreed, there is nothing more for her to say to me. This job 
will take ten years to complete; doesn’t she know that, at seventy-nine years of  age, I have not very much 
time in which to do her bidding? I will share with you who must carry on after me, and with the matriarch 
looking over my shoulder, what this work will involve. I don’t want this to be fiction: much of  what I have 
guessed and turned into fiction is already in Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home. I think she wants and I 
want an orthodox piece of  history that, being an academic piece, no one can refute.

Zora Neale Hurston, an African American anthropologist, made one of  the earliest comments 
on the Jamaican family, arising out of  her work in Jamaica in the 1930s, saying in Tell My Horse, first 
published 1938, “Black skin is so utterly condemned that the black mother is not going to be mentioned 
or exhibited. You get the impression that these virile English men do not require women to reproduce. 
They just come out to Jamaica, scratch out a nest and lay eggs to hatch out ‘pink’ Jamaicans” (19). My 
father, the son of  this woman’s eldest male child, prides himself  on his knowledge of  his family history. He 
says that he didn’t leave his parents’ home until he was thirty years old and, even when he did leave, left 
for a house in their yard that he had built for his young family. Therefore, for more years than any of  his 
other siblings, he was within earshot of  words about family. But while he is very knowledgeable about his 
mother’s line, he has very little to say about his father’s. This father was no less than twenty-nine years old 
when his mother, my great-grandmother who had been dreaming me, died, and so he should have known 
something more about her than that she squandered her children’s legacy. As the eldest male child of  a 
widowed mother, one would expect him to have been close to her and to have heard and retained what 
she said about herself, and then to impart this to his children. This black woman, like the black mother 
in Hurston’s quote above, is rarely mentioned and certainly not exhibited in our family. I intend that my 
work ordered by my great-grandmother would make others of  her kind visible—“the black mother […] 
not […] mentioned or exhibited.” 
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Contrary to the family myth, great-grandmother’s husband did leave a will. To his “beloved wife” 
he left two properties, Clapham and Mary Anns Gardens, this latter a part of  Bellevister. These properties 
were hers for her natural lifetime as long as she remained his widow, but if  she were to marry again, 
her interest would cease. Their five children were to get “all that remains residue of  my estate, land, 
buildings, stock and bank interest to be divided equally among them, their mother to be their guardian.” 
He appoints no executor; “the children are to be their own executors and executrix” (Will of  David 
Brodber, provided by Patricia Burke-Jackson through Antony Brodber). The eldest of  these children was 
seventeen years old and the youngest four years old when their father died at age forty-six in 1879. What 
kind of  executor and executrix could they be? This great-granddaughter with no legal training has to 
figure out what great-grandfather David Davis really intended for his wife and children, has to find out 
whether Frances Eliza really did marry again and what the legal outcome was for the properties and the 
children. This requires me to spend hours in the record office in Spanish Town perusing wills and deeds. 
The names of  properties change, as do the boundaries. Great-granddaughter has to consult the maps 
in the National Library of  Jamaica, in the Jamaica Archives and anywhere else to track down and note 
when David Davis owned Clapham and Mary Anns Gardens; how much energy did he put into getting 
them and getting them to sustain Frances Eliza and their five children?

Contrary to two other family myths, David Davis’s brothers did not trick the widow and her 
children out of  their inheritance, nor did David Davis write his brothers out of  his will. And the surname 
Broadber, which became Brodber at the beginning of  the nineteenth century, did not and perhaps was not 
meant to distinguish black Brodbers from white Broadbers. Thanks to the extended-family researchers, the 
current popularity of  genealogy studies and Ancestry.com, I know not only the name of  great-grandmother 
but also the name of  her father and where he lived. Frances Eliza, my invisible black great-grandmother, 
was born in 1843 or 1844, six years after emancipation. Her father, Arthur Johnson, was born in 1808 
and died in 1888 in Golden Grove, St. Ann. What could Frances Eliza learn from growing up with him? 
Great-granddaughter has to sketch his profile. He is likely to have been a slave. Great-granddaughter has 
to check the slave returns to see if  he can be located on any plantation and, if  he is, to see what colour and 
place of  origin has been assigned to him in his master’s slave returns. How did he, as a freedman, manage 
Frances Eliza and whatever other children he had in the post-slavery days? To pen his profile, we have to 
check years of  tax rolls to see what taxable property he had. Was he an ex-slave who interested himself  in 
national politics? We have to check the poll registers to see if  he voted and how he voted. These data help 
us to guess at the circumstances favouring his daughter’s marriage to a white man. 

A lot of  data and hypotheses for testing can come from oral sources. In the past, more than 
today, people discussed and knew each other’s business. Children listened in and remembered. ‘Tracing’ 
has long been a part of  community and particularly of  village life. You can pull the haughty down by 
reminding them in public of  the past of  their relatives and themselves. To do this well, you have to know 
your neighbour’s family history; thus every village in Jamaica has a collection of  personal histories going 
several years back in the past. Great-granddaughter has to plumb what is now called the ‘deep archives,’ 
that is, the knowledge that neighbours have amassed about each other, and has to track down those who 
have left the village to hear what they heard about Frances Eliza from their parents and grandparents. The 
remembrances at funerals contain valuable data. I visit funerals of  select persons as often as a politician; 
those who come after me will have to continue this. Baptismal records still exist in some churches and, 
if  they don’t, might be found in the Jamaica Archives. From these records, certainly of  the Anglican 
Church, you will know who stood as godparents for whom and in whose family; though not of  the same 
blood, there might be memories waiting to be mined. 
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Sexual liaisons between lowly black women and well-heeled white men in Jamaica of  the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was normal. Gad Heuman, in his estimate of  the population of  
Jamaica between 1768 and 1844, lists no “free coloureds until 1825 when there are 28,000 and in 1834, 
31,000 to 16,600 whites” (7). Clearly miscegenation was rife in the nineteenth century when Frances Eliza 
and David Davis lived; English men were not scratching out a nest to lay an egg but inserting sperms, in 
sexual cohabitation, into black wombs of  women who were not their wives, to the annoyance of  the few 
white wives who stuck around, according to their complaints to Lady Nugent (Wright 12). The biological 
act of  child making was rarely accompanied by the social act of  marriage, even when the men accepted 
paternity and financially took care of  their offspring by a lowly black woman. But black Frances Eliza was 
married to white David Davis in the Anglican Church in Clapham, St. Ann, in 1876. Did white David 
Davis enjoy a higher status than black Frances Eliza, making their marriage a very unusual event? Was 
his family perhaps ‘poor whites’ kidnapped or banished and brought to Jamaica, where they were poor 
and badly treated indentured servants, making a legal union between black and white more imaginable? 

We have to look at his history as well as hers to find out why she was made a married woman by a 
white man. Give thanks for serendipity. Working in the Jamaica Archives on an earlier project, I consulted 
the ‘platt’ books and by chance found that, in 1755, the Crown granted to four Broadber men three 
hundred acres of  land each, in the parish of  St. Ann. Thanks again to the wider kin group and Ancestry.
com, we know that the Broadbers were from Neath, Glamorgan, in Wales. Three hundred acres is a far 
cry from the four thousand acres with which proprietors like Lord Bathurst began their economic life in 
Jamaica. What was the Crown’s intention in distributing such miniscule acreages? How did this affect the 
lives of  these Welshmen whom the king invited to be “one of  our planters” (Platt Books vol. 1052, vol. 
177). Did this pull them nearer, for instance, to the landless enslaved population than to the sugar barons? 
Did they create a distinctive class of  white people, and did any of  this make a legal union between the 
invisible black mother and the white man more possible, more normal? This scribe has to look at the 
networks of  these white Broadbers through time to answer these questions. Did they have a history of  
marrying nonwhite women? 

We know from the efforts of  the wider kin and their involvement with Ancestry.com, and the kind 
hand of  Patricia Burke-Jackson, a genealogist, that Frances Eliza and her father, as well as her husband 
David Davis Broadber all lived in nineteenth-century St. Ann. The geographic area in which this search 
for the black mother is to be conducted is thus thankfully defined. It is the parish of  St. Ann. Why St. 
Ann, and could this fact influence the actions of  the black mother whose life I have been charged to make 
visible? Was St. Ann different in any way from any other parish? We know that conditions in the nineteenth 
century forced the small black farming population in that parish to unite and take their problems to the 
queen. They were helped by the nonconforming clergy. The queen’s response, dubbed “the Queen’s 
letter to the poor people of  St. Ann” is said to have influenced the conflagration in St. Thomas in 1865. 
Were Frances Eliza and her father, Arthur Johnson, as politically conscious as the other “poor people of  
St. Ann”? This question calls for an incursion into the files of  the Baptist Church, the Methodist Church 
and other religious organizations in St. Ann, especially in Golden Grove where Arthur and his family—
including Frances Eliza—lived, to see if  they were active members of  any of  these churches.

 “In Search of  Great-Grandmother” might be the apology that Frances Eliza would like, but it 
will be more than this if  my fingers and my eyes hold out. It will be a history of  Jamaica from 1721 to 
1899, from the settlement in Jamaica of  William Broadber, formerly of  Neath, Glamorgan, Wales, to 
the death of  Frances Eliza Johnson Brodber in 1899. The work’s spirit is trending through the Welsh in 
Jamaica to the involvement of  their ‘pink’ children in Jamaican society. William Braodber left Neath as a 
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merchant and lived in Jamaica as such. What were the links between Jamaica and Wales? This work will 
look at the behaviour of  merchants as they practised their craft in Jamaica and in Glamorgan, Wales. It 
will look at the medium-sized farmers in Jamaica and at occupations such as carpentry and that called 
‘overseer.’ It will look with a historical perspective at the marriage choices and the social networks of  the 
Broadbers, focusing on the period beginning with the birth of  David Woolery Brodber in 1806 and the 
change of  the surname from Broadber to Brodber. David Woolery is the father of  David Davis and the 
father-in-law of  Frances Eliza. I will be looking at the place of  women in the nineteenth century and 
especially at those issues affecting married women and inheritance. I will be looking at the development 
of  the parish of  St. Ann from its first foray into the history of  Jamaica in 1693. In this year, the enslaved 
African people in St. Ann murdered their master and thirteen other whites, and melted into the interior 
to become the Leeward Maroons (Patterson 267) never to be rejoined to their white masters. Using the 
history of  Arthur Johnson, Frances Eliza’s father, I will examine slavery and emancipation, the slave and 
the freeman/freedman in the interior of  St. Ann and the functioning of  the nonconformist churches and 
politics in St. Ann.

 The chapter headings of  this work, which will be subtitled “An Intimate History of  Jamaica,” will 
be the following:

1. “Glamorgan, Wales in Jamaica: Occupations and Social Networks”

2. “Women and Power in St. Ann”

3. “The African as Slave in St. Ann”

4. “The Freedman/Freeman in St. Ann”

5. “Christianity in St. Ann”

6. “The Fortunes of  the Pink and Brown Descendants in the Early Twentieth Century” 

In focusing on Frances Eliza, “In Search of  Great-Grandmother: An Intimate History of  Jamaica” 
will continue the path-breaking work of  Lucille Mathurin Mair. With the exception of  Patrick Bryan’s 
work, the tendency in the social history of  early Jamaica is to focus on the planter class and on the 
enslaved. This work pays attention instead to a middle stratum and treats Jamaica in its true state as a 
colour-coded social space. The mix of  religion and politics in the nineteenth century has been treated 
by Clinton Hutton and Shirley Gordon; this work hopes to expand knowledge in this area. In my book 
The Second Generation of  Freemen in Jamaica, 1907–1944, I have offered to students of  Jamaican history 
information on the African Jamaican freedman and freeman as they try to adjust to the nature of  the 
Jamaican society. This new work, set primarily in the nineteenth century, will add historical depth to the 
other. 

My academic interest has been in helping the Africans in Jamaica, silenced by history—unless 
they are freedom fighters—to see themselves. But perception is a two-way street. The African in Jamaica 
related with people of  other racial stock. The nature of  this interaction no doubt affected the African 
in Jamaica, and these people were not only the English master class but also other British whom history 
calls ‘secondary whites.’ In an article titled “Where Are All the Others,” I wrote, “I want to know what 
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the Irish, the Scottish, the Welsh gave to the creole mix as much as I want to know […] what particular 
part of  Africa is my heritage” (1). I have been asking my nonblack /non-African colleagues, with some 
success, to write their truths, for mine needs theirs to be complete. The fire stick has turned on me. I will 
have to explore the Welsh connection. I hope this is a beginning.
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Blood Relatives
Antonia MacDonald

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen i fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Dou Dou, She didn’t 
give me none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give 
me none.

She rocks herself  to the melancholy refrain. The song cannot escape her. Day after 
day she seizes on it, a solemn lullaby that makes her asleep to the present, one that moves her 
through time, back to her youth. Even as the song conjures up dim memories of  her youth, 
she does not remember where she learned the song. Perhaps it was one her mother taught her; 
perhaps it was part of  the children’s ring games that she played. Her memories spiral to the 
dark, smoky kitchen where she used to make rice pudding for Laurent and the children. He 

Source: Nadia Huggins. Digital Photograph. 2010.
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always used to complain that she had make it too dry or too soggy, too sweet or too bland. But he always 
ate every bit of  the large amount that she shared out for him. Her children did not complain. Instead they 
ate it loudly and quickly. Tchap, tchap, tchap. They did everything loudly and quickly. Perhaps even now, 
since they have made America their home, they are still doing everything loudly and quickly. She has not 
heard any news about them since they left home many years ago. Laurent also left. The police took him 
away. They took him down to the station, and he never came back. She waited a long, long time for him 
to come back. After all, he was her husband. But at the same time, she is glad that he is no longer here to 
trouble her. Men like Laurent make women’s lives miserable. Now she can enjoy her loneliness by herself  
with no one to tell her, “Do this” or “Do that.” Now Laurent can no longer beat her. She sings again: 

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen 
Mama mwen i fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Dou Dou, She didn’t give me 
none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.

She thinks about her mother. Did her mother ever give her anything? Did her mother ever love 
her? When she was five, her mother had given her to a rich lady in the town of  Micoud. The lady had 
promised that she would look after her. Instead, the lady made her a servant, a little vendor bringing 
food to sell by the market. She remembers the weight of  the bunch of  bananas that she use to have to 
carry on her small head. Her many thick plaits did not prevent the bananas from hurting her scalp. The 
hot sun would be like red ants biting the back of  her neck. Somebody told her mother that the lady had 
turned her child into a slave. Her mother came back and took her from the lady. Her mother was angry. 
Her mother’s eyes had been red as she spoke to the lady; her words were low and deep, as if  they did not 
belong to her. So low and deep they were that the lady had not seemed to understand what her mother 
was saying. She too did not understand. Why her mother was so angry? Was her mother angry with her 
or with the lady? She no longer remembers. She does not even remember who the lady was. But she 
remembers that her mother sent her away. That she sent her to live with someone else. That she did not 
love her. That she made her marry Laurent. Even now the memory stiffens her narrow shoulders, tightens 
the gaunt lines of  her face.

She remembers when she first married Laurent. He use to beat her at night because he said she 
was acting like she didn’t want him to touch her. He would say that being with her in the bed was like 
lying down on a piece of  wood. For that, he would beat her in the dark. The blows would come from all 
directions. They mostly hit her head. Her mother lived in the same house. It was a big house, but noise 
travelled through the many spaces in the boards that made up the partitions. Her mother’s room was next 
to the one in which she and Laurent slept. Her mother could hear the noise of  Laurent hitting her. Her 
mother would say, “Aye, Mr. Laurent, if  you have to beat her, then light the lamp so you can see where 
you hitting her.” Her mother never came into the room no matter how loud she cried, “Soukou, help! Jesu, 
Marie, Joseph, Soukou.” No, her mother never loved her. She gave her away when she was small. She 
made her marry a man who was black and ugly like the devil, and wicked like the devil too.

She sings again, this time with sorrow. 
 
Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Dou Dou, She didn’t give me. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me.
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She wonders if  she can still make rice pudding. It has been a long time since she ate it. These days, 
she does not eat much, and she does not eat any of  the things she likes. Doctor say she has sugar and must 
not eat anything sweet. They say because she has sugar she cannot prepare food for herself. Now she does 
not cook. They say she does not see well enough and puts too much salt in the food. They say she have to 
get somebody to cook for her. The people that are cooking for her now cannot cook. The food they give 
her has no salt. The food they give her has no taste.

Laurent use to say her food did not have a good taste. He use to say it was because she put some-
thing in it to make him sick. He said it was poison that was making it taste bad like that. His big hands 
would sweep the plates with his food and the bowls with his meat and his red peas from the table onto the 
floor. The plates and bowls were made of  enamel so they would not break, but the enamel would chip 
and the plates and bowls soon would look like Cousin Tatta’s face—full of  big black spots. Ay yay aye, but 
Tata was ugly yes. 

She smiles at that remembrance. 

But say one, say two, even though Cousin Tatta was well black and ugly and looking at her face 
made your belly feel as if  you had just taken worm medicine, she make the best rice pudding in the world. 
On Saturday afternoons, after she had finished washing down by the Marisol river, Tatta would come 
back home, smelling of  carbolic soap, her tight plaits sticking out of  her head like the prickles on the 
sour-orange tree. Tatta would clear a space on the kitchen table so that she could prepare her rice pud-
ding. Most times, the cow’s milk that Tatta would use was what had been put aside for Laurent’s Sunday 
breakfast. But when she told Tatta not to use that milk, she would just laugh and say, “Then tomorrow 
he will just have to drink something else. Give him bush tea. It good for him. It will make him pass more 
gas. It is because he have gas that he so miserable. I never see a man whose face always set up like Mr. 
Laurent.” Tatta could say what she wanted. Laurent was not beating her. Blows were not falling on her 
in the dark, blows like rain pouring down on her from everywhere. She wasn’t the one who had to pick 
up the food from the floor when Laurent flung it off the table. If  Tatta knew how hard it was to get the 
stain of  gravy off the pitch-pine floor, Tatta would understand why it didn’t make sense to get Laurent 
vex. Laurent did not like dirtiness around him. The floors in his house had to be clean and shiny. Every 
day she had to get down on her knees and scrub the floor clean, clean, clean.

But Laurent didn’t use to mind the mess that Tatta would make in their kitchen when she was 
preparing the rice pudding. The smell of  milk boiling over into the fire would make her anxious. What 
if  Laurent got vex with her for that. True, it was Tatta who was making the rice pudding. But maybe he 
would think she should tell Tatta to be more careful. As if  anyone could talk to Tatta. Same way her face 
ugly, same way she hard-headed. But her rice pudding was really good. Maybe is because she would make 
the milk almost burnt before she added the brown sugar, a little vanilla essence and the stick of  cinnamon 
to it. The mixture would make the kitchen smell so nice that she would stay there watching Tatta instead 
of  doing her housework. The last thing Cousin Tatta would do was to add stale cooked rice. Then she 
would stir the pot hard to prevent the pudding from sticking to the bottom. The effort of  stirring and the 
heat from the coals would cause Tatta to sweat. Each bead of  sweat would compete with a spot on her 
face. Soon, the black spots on her face would disappear under the shine of  the perspiration. The front 
of  her dress would stick to her chest. Then you could see that she wasn’t even wearing a vest under her 
clothes. You could see her big hanging breasts. You could see the nipples black like the spots on her face. 
It was at that time that Laurent would come in the kitchen. He would watch Tatta sweating over the pot. 
He would joke with her, “Tatta, you using sweat to give the pudding bon gout. You making sure the diwi dou 
have good taste.” Laurent could see that Tatta wasn’t wearing anything under her dress. No brassiere, no 
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vest. Tatta was lucky she wasn’t married to Laurent. If  Tatta was his wife, he would beat her for that. But 
Laurent would sit in the hot kitchen watching Tatta. His eyes would follow Tatta as she poured her sweat 
into the pot of  rice pudding. Laurent’s eyes would shine bright like firefly as he waited to get his share. 

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Dou Dou, She didn’t give me 
none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.

In the yard that is criss-crossed by sunshine, Natalie scowls as she listens to the thready song that 
makes its way untiringly from Mme Laurent. She pays no attention to the kwéyol mutters that serve as the 
old lady’s commentary. Natalie isn’t into French patois. French patois was something grown-ups spoke to 
each other when they didn’t want children to understand what was being said. She had grown up listening 
to the stream of  clacks and sibilants making their way out of  her mother’s mouth. The belly laughter, the 
hands slapping thick thighs, the “Ében wi Bondyé” that had been part of  this. The liveliness of  that noise 
in the paper-thin walls of  their Brooklyn home was a source of  both annoyance and embarrassment for 
Natalie, and she had not wanted to associate herself  with it. Even as she would dig her headphones deep 
into her ears, the sound of  their voices would snake its way into her brain: “So, Tatta girl, you hear what 
happen to Shirlee, you hear how the man she sleeping with is a married man, and his wife come to the 
place Shirlee working and put some good licks on Shirlee? Imagine Shirlee who always playing big and 
bad let a woman beat her up like that!” Natalie would wait to hear what her mother would reply. After 
all, her mother was no different from Shirlee. The man Tatta currently had belonged to someone else. 
Tatta’s fate could well be like that of  her friend Shirlee. But her mother never answered. Her only com-
ment would be a grunt that could pass for complicit laughter. It was that contrapuntal grunt balancing 
the polyphony of  the chattering women that would pull Natalie away from the safety of  her room. She 
would stand at the kitchen door watching her mother’s expressionless face. Nothing to see there. Instead, 
her mother’s plump body spoke for her as she moved to and fro in the crowded kitchen, busying herself, 
laying out the ingredients to make her favourite dish. Rice pudding. 

In spite of  the disdain with which Natalie generally holds her mother, she has to concede, very 
grudgingly, that her mother makes the best rice pudding in the world. The thick, almost-caramel top, the 
slightly burnt bottom, the plump raisins that liberally populated the pudding—just thinking of  it causes 
her mouth to water. Sometimes she thinks to herself  that the amount of  sweat her mother generates when 
stirring the pudding, sweat which more often than not finds its way into the dish, might well be the special 
ingredient that makes the rice pudding so mouth-watering. And watching her mother make the pudding 
is as pleasurable as eating it. 

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Dou Dou, She didn’t give me 
none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.
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Mme Laurent resumes her singing, and Natalie is reluctantly brought back to the present, to being 
marooned in a place that was her mother’s home, a place that is now her home. But Natalie is not sure 
she wants to stay here. This is bush. Country. Rural. Pastoral. Living far away from the capital means no 
Internet and intermittent cellular service. Life without social media is so unspeakably boring. There is 
nothing to do except listen to Mme Laurent’s off-key singing, and that hardly constitutes entertainment. 
But with the insouciance typical of  teenagers, Natalie consoles herself  with the thought that she still has 
her Kindle, and at least there is electricity in the house. At night, the village is an ungenerous scattering 
of  tiny yellow dots against the pitch-black sky. But when Natalie looks out at the darkened houses, she is 
grateful for the luxury of  solitude, so grateful that she dares to make plans for a future here. Natalie prom-
ises herself  that if  she decides to stay, one of  the first things she will do is get Internet service. Not because 
it will allow Natalie to email her mother—she is still enjoying the pleasure of  not having to interact with 
her mother in any way whatsoever. But Natalie believes that Internet service would bring the world to her, 
would give her company when she wants it, would rescue her from Mme Laurent.

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave dou Dou, She didn’t give me. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me.

Mme Laurent wonders why Cousin Tatta has sent this girl back to the island. People who go to 
America never come back. Her children never came back. Tatta herself  never came back. She left preg-
nant. Now this girl comes. Tatta’s daughter. Laurent’s daughter. Nobody has to tell her that child is Lau-
rent’s. Same thin face, same big eyes. Same high forehead. Same tar-coloured skin. The girl’s face is too 
black for her to see if  she has any of  Tatta’s spots. And her belly big, just like Tatta’s was when she left. 

You would think that Laurent would not want to have anything to do with a woman who looked 
like Cousin Tatta. Tatta’s face was takté. Her hair was short and hard. And she was fat. But from the time 
Tatta was a young girl, Laurent use to look at her with a smile on his face. A smile that she never saw when 
he looked at her. And she was so much prettier than Tatta. Her skin was the colour of  cow’s milk that had 
in just a little bit of  coffee, her hair was long, her plaits were thick and soft. And even though people said 
that her mother had to work obeah to get Laurent to marry her, she knew that was not true. Laurent was 
lucky to have a nice, brown-skin wife like her. But what was true was that, when Laurent had married her, 
her mother had given him the piece of  land that had been in the family for generations and generations. 
It was a nice piece of  land. It had plenty of  stones to keep the good, good soil in place. It was easy to 
cultivate, even though it was on the side of  a hill. And even after Laurent got that nice piece of  land, he 
would still always criticize her. He was always complaining that she was not a good wife. He would still 
beat her. He beat her even after she let him get her pregnant. And her mother did nothing to stop him. 
One of  the children she was carrying had died after Laurent had given her a bad beating. All her mother 
did was give her castor oil. Her mother wanted to make sure she passed out the bad blood that the dead 
baby had left in her body. Her mother just wanted to make sure she could have more children.

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, I bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, I bay Lala, i pa ban mwen.

Her mother let Laurent do what he want because he was the master of  the house. When Laurent 
started to go down by the river to watch Cousin Tatta bathing, her mother did not say anything to him. 
And when Tatta had said, “Auntie Aggie, Cousin Laurent coming in my room in the night and touching 
me where he not suppose to,” her mother had slapped the girl, saying she was too womanish. That did 
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not stop Tatta from complaining, and eventually all the mother did was shrug and say, “Tatta, I tired 
telling you make sure you close the door when you go and sleep.” Even though her mother knew that the 
door in the room where Tatta slept could not close. There was no lock on it, and the bottom part was 
rotten because for years wood ants had filled their bellies on it. After a while, Tatta had stopped com-
plaining about Laurent coming in her room. At night, she would hear Laurent and Tatta whispering. 
She would hear Laurent’s belly laugh, and Tatta would make noise as if  someone was tickling her under 
her foot. Her mother could hear them laughing and talking. The children could hear them and some 
mornings would whisper to her, “Mamma, last night we hear Daddy and Cousin Tatta talking long, long, 
long. We hear them laughing, loud, loud.” In this big house with many rooms, no matter where you were, 
you could hear everything. Her mother never said anything to Tatta. No one said anything to Laurent. 
Her mother said that it was not her place to talk to Laurent. That was for his wife to do. And when she 
had tried to talk to Laurent, all she had got from him was a black eye. One that took months to cure. 
Laurent said that young though she young, Tatta was more woman than her. But she didn’t blame Tatta 
for what Laurent said. It wasn’t Tatta’s fault that Laurent like fat, ugly girls. It wasn’t Tatta’s fault that 
Laurent preferred to leave a nice big bed and go and stay in Tatta’s little two-by-four room. Sometimes 
when Laurent came back in the bedroom, he would be smelling of  sweat. The same sweat that you could 
smell when Tatta was making rice pudding. Tatta’s sweat. He would not even make the effort to dry the 
sweat before lying down next to her on their bed. She would squeeze herself  far in the corner so that his 
body wasn’t touching hers. But Laurent would grab her shoulder and make her turn to face him. She 
could smell the salt-fish smell on his hands—“Bondyé, this man really doh have no respect at all at all for 
his wife.” And turning her face to the partition, she would loudly mutter that thought. For that, he would 
hit her, then he would force her to turn around with the threat that, if  she didn’t, he would mash up her 
face in the wooden partition. When she turned to face him, she would call him “Salòp!” He would hit 
her for that. Wap! The blow on the side of  her head would make her ears ring. When she called him “vyé 
nèg,” he would hit her harder. Wap! This time his fat, heavy, black and smelly hand would catch the side 
of  her face, knocking the words away from her open mouth. Wap, wap, wap! Her mother would hear him 
hitting her. Tatta would hear him hitting her. The children could hear their father beating their mother. 
Nobody stopped Laurent. Nobody said anything to Laurent. Laurent was the master of  the house. His 
money paid the bills. His money put food on the table. Food everybody ate. Her mother. Cousin Tatta. 
The children. Laurent could do what he want.

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen.

When Tatta’s belly started to push out, Laurent sold a piece of  the land that her mother had given 
him. He sold it to buy Tatta’s passage to New York. He didn’t find that hard to do. But when her children 
had wanted to go to New York, not one red cent came out of  his pocket. He told them to find their own 
money, he told them they big and therefore they not on his account. He did not consider selling land to 
help them. But for Tatta, he made the effort. People in the village started to talk about Tatta’s big belly. 
They wondered aloud who was the man who caused it to get big. They had seen the way Laurent use 
to look at Tatta down by River Marisol. She knew that behind her back they said that Laurent was the 
baby father. In front her face, they would just smile and say, “Afternoon Mme Laurent, we see Cousin 
Tatta getting fat like a thief. It must be all the rice pudding she eating. You should tell her it not good for 
a young lady to carry so much weight. Both of  you all living in the same house, and look at you, so thin. 
And look at her, so fat!”
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But she didn’t show them that their words bothered her. Sometimes when she looked at Cousin 
Tatta, she felt like kicking her on her belly. But other times she felt sorry for her. Tatta was young. She 
didn’t know any better. Laurent was a big man. He should not have taken advantage of  Tatta. He should 
have made sure Tatta didn’t get pregnant. At these times, she would blame her mother. When Tatta had 
come to live with them, she was only ten. Mama Aggie had promised her sister, Cecile, to look after Tatta 
as if  she was her own child. Cecile should not have believed Aggie. Cecile should have remembered that 
Aggie had turned her girl child into a servant for rich people. Cecile should have remember that Aggie 
had given her girl child to Laurent, a man everybody knew was wicked like Jab. Cecile should have re-
membered that Aggie had given Laurent the best piece of  land in the family. Cecile should have known 
not to believe anything Aggie said. But Cecile had turned her back and gone to England. She use to send 
Tatta five pounds. First, it was regular, then it was occasional. Soon it stopped altogether. When the mon-
ey stopped, Tatta started to make rice pudding to sell. She would also make coconut tarts and pennépis. 
Not that there was a lot of  money in these things. But at least it could buy Tatta some of  the things a 
young girl needs. Sometimes she would see the effort Tatta putting into making these things, the amount 
of  heat Tatta would have to take to make the coconut tarts, the amount of  care she had to take to make 
pennépis. Knowing the hard work Tatta had to do made her understand why, in the end, Tatta found it 
easier to lie down and let Laurent do the hard work. Why Tatta let Laurent ride her like a mule. Why 
now Tatta had ended up with a big belly. She knew it was not her business, but she felt she had to say 
something. She had to make Laurent know that what he did Tatta was wrong. But for opening her mouth, 
all she got was one hard cuff in her face and a black eye that made her face look like somebody stick an 
eggplant on it. Laurent said he was a big man and nobody could stop him from doing what he wanted.

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen.

But in the end, the police stop him. They stop Laurent for good. Sergeant Didier made sure of  
that. A secret cunning smile gives life to her face. What a nice man Sergeant Didier was. So polite. Such a 
gentleman. A man who knew how to treat women properly. It was Tatta who brought Sergeant Didier to 
the yard. He said he wanted a big order of  Tatta’s rice pudding. But when he entered the yard, he never 
looked at Tatta. He only looked at her—all the time he standing there, he only looking at her. Laurent 
wasn’t there that time. And after that, Sergeant Didier made sure to come when Laurent wasn’t there. 
So Laurent couldn’t see how Sergeant Didier looked at his wife. Maybe Laurent should have seen the 
way that man looked at her. Maybe it would make him stop beating her. Maybe it would make him leave 
Tatta’s bed. 

She liked the way Sergeant Didier looked. He stood straight like a bamboo, his pants well pressed, 
shirt neatly tucked in. He smelled like nutmeg, and she would wonder if  he was a man that got headaches. 
Her grandmother, Ma Girard, use to smell of  nutmeg because she suffered with headaches. Ma Girard 
always had a cloth filled with grated nutmeg tied around her head. And when she had seen him without 
his clothes, she had liked touching Sergeant Didier’s skin. It was so smooth, without any hair, and hard, 
without any fat. It wasn’t like Laurent’s flabby, hairy skin. She like the way Sergeant Didier tasted. She 
liked the way the smell of  him reminded her of  the house when it was just cleaned. And when he put his 
shoes neatly under her bed, she liked the fact that he had good manners. His manners were so good that 
he would ask her if  he could touch her. There. Here. Everywhere. And she would say, “Yes,” because he 
had good manners. So when Laurent was down by the river looking at Tatta, when her children were 
running up and down in the savanne, when her mother was in the town spending Laurent money to buy 
groceries for the month, she would lie in bed with Sergeant Didier and let him look at her with his eyes. 
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Eyes that were bright, bright and shining like a clean lamp. She would enjoy the way he touched her. Such 
a gentle man. 

Tatta knew what was happening when Sergeant Didier came to the house. The look on her face 
when he came to ask for rice pudding made him know that she knew it wasn’t rice pudding he wanted. 
But Tatta never said anything. 

Sergeant Didier was angry when Laurent gave her the black eye. He had wanted to take Laurent 
down to the station. But she stopped Sergeant Didier. Only people coming into the yard would know she 
had a black eye, since during that time Laurent said she could not leave the house. If  Sergeant Didier 
took Laurent down to the police station, people would wonder how he knew about her black eye. Laurent 
would wonder. Her mother would wonder. Instead, she let Sergeant Didier kiss the black eye, his lips cool 
on her eyelids, his breath warm on her face. Sergeant Didier touching her made the black eye feel bet-
ter. Two whole weeks of  touching because now Laurent would stay out for a long time. Laurent said she 
wasn’t making any effort to make the eye better. Laurent said that, when he looked at her face like that, it 
made him want to make the other eye black. She would just look at him and sing,

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Dou Dou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen.

Laurent hated to hear her sing. 

When Tatta went to America, Laurent was quiet for days. When he opened his mouth, it was to 
complain: “The food too dry. The food too salty. The house too dirty. The children too rude. Your mother 
too lazy. You too thin. You don’t know how to make good diwi dou. You didn’t learn nothing from Tatta.”

She did not let his words bother her. They would enter in one ear and leave in the other. One by 
one, her children left home when they had saved enough money for their passage. And now Sergeant 
Didier was telling her that soon he would have to leave. They were sending him to another part of  the 
island. He only had two more weeks to pack his things. She wished that it was Laurent who was leaving. 
Then she would be able to lie down in her bed with Sergeant Didier and not worry about anybody com-
ing and catch them there. When she said that to Sergeant Didier, he just smiled and said to her, “Soon. 
Soon I will make sure he leave. I will make sure that jail is where he will live. Don’t worry. He will not 
know how, but he will leave you alone. Mark my words.” And he would say it so calmly that she would 
stop worrying. A gentleman like Sergeant Didier would not lie. He would keep his word.

And in the end, the police, Sergeant Didier’s friends, locked up Laurent for good. They charged 
Laurent with raping a young girl down by River Marisol. When they came for him, he kept saying, “They 
lie on me, they lie!” He kept shouting that the girl and he were friends. He said he did not rape her. That 
she was the one who had said to him that, if  he want, he could come and see her bathing naked in the 
river. That she had let him put his hands under her dress. That she had asked him to pull down her panty. 
And anyway, is just the tip he had put in her—he never push the whole thing in. That she tell him just the 
tip would make her feel sweet. 

No one listened to Laurent. The policemen laughed at him and said, “Lolo pa ni zépòl!” They keep 
calling him “Nèg mawon” and “vyé nèg.” The police keep hitting him with their batons, all over his face. 
Good for Laurent. Now he would know how blows feel. Her mother had stood there watching. When 
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Laurent cried out, “Miss Aggie, tell them I not a rapist,” her mother just smiled and turned her face away. 
And when Laurent looked at her saying, “You is my wife—tell them not to take me away. Tell them is not 
true!” she just looked at him, no expression on her face at all. True, she was laughing inside, but she was 
careful not to show it, just in case the police let Laurent go, just in case they did not lock him up for good. 
If  she smiled, when he came out of  jail he would mash up her face, maybe she would lose all the teeth 
that she had smiled with. Her mother could afford to smile. Her mother was safe from Laurent’s cuffs.

Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Doudou, i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala, i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Doudou, She didn’t give me none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.

Natalie thinks that if  she hears this song one more time, she will put her hands around Mme Lau-
rent’s scrawny neck and choke her to death. But Mme Laurent might not be so easy to strangle. True, she 
looks like she has one foot in the grave, but looks are deceiving. Mme Laurent has enough energy to walk 
up and down the yard all day. 

Natalie struggles out of  the chair and stands in the doorway. She watches Mme Laurent pace the 
large yard and wonders at her tirelessness. The sight of  the thin, hunched woman makes Natalie’s bad 
temper boil back down like milk on a stove whose heat has been turned off. She is aware that she depends 
on Mme Laurent and that very soon she will need her help. Reluctantly, the words of  the song make 
their way into Natalie’s brain, and now she wonders who is Mme Laurent’s ‘Doudou’ and who is ‘Lala.’ 
Natalie does not dwell on this for long. Natalie’s contractions are coming faster. She will soon be having 
the baby. All by herself. 

Natalie had had a vision of  her pregnant self, surrounded by her school friends. They would be 
holding her hands and wiping her brow. Doctors and nurses would be rushing around saying, “Stat,” or 
whatever other urgent commands they normally give. It would be just like she’d seen it on Grey’s Anatomy. 
Natalie had not imagined that the baby would be born in St. Lucia, far away from Brooklyn, far away 
from a first-world hospital with all its trained doctors. Instead, she is here in a village with no doctors, 
with only an old singing woman. God knows what midwifery skills this woman has. Her mother sent her 
here to die! 

For so long Natalie has been angry with Tatta that now she has forgotten the thousand reasons for 
her hostility. Swallowing down on the pain, of  her increasing contractions, Natalie considers the conse-
quence of  getting pregnant just to spite her mother. When she had told her mother that she was pregnant, 
Natalie had rejoiced in the shock and sadness that had briefly made their way across her mother’ s face. 
Tatta had said nothing. Natalie had done all the talking. The shouting. The screeching. It was anger that 
had made Natalie say to her mother that she had had enough of  her and was going to make her own new 
family. It was spite that had made Natalie scream that she didn’t want to have her baby in a polluted noisy 
city, in a house where married men came and went. It was the desire to punish her mother, to silence that 
belly laughter that had made Natalie curl her lips in disdain and announce that she didn’t want her child 
to grow up anywhere close to Tatta. For days, Natalie had screamed at her mother, calling her by her 
name, stretching each syllable out: “Taaatttttaaa.” Natalie had accused Tatta of  being an unfit mother. 
Natalie had said that Tatta would be a disgrace as a grandparent. And, putting the final cadence on her 
concerto of  abuse, Natalie had declared that she wished Tatta was not her mother.
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When Natalie had eventually stopped shrieking, when her fifteen-year-old vituperation had spent 
itself, Tatta had quietly and carefully packed a small suitcase and had then informed Natalie that she had 
bought her a ticket to go to St. Lucia. There she would live with an elderly cousin, also named Natalie, but 
usually called Mme Laurent. Tatta was confident that Cousin ‘Talie would welcome Natalie, would treat 
her as her own daughter. And when Natalie was ready to make the baby, Cousin ‘Talie would help her.

Defiantly, Natalie had left Brooklyn, happy to be rid of  her mother.

My mother made rice pudding, she gave Doudou, She didn’t give me none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.

Now drawing comfort from the singing, Natalie is reluctant to interrupt it. She should tell Mme 
Laurent that she is about to have the baby. Instead, Natalie wishes for Tatta. Natalie wishes her mother 
was here, to hold her, to call her “doudou darling,” “honeybunch” and “sugar plum,” and feed her bits 
of  rice pudding. 

Natalie wishes.  
 
As her body doubles over, Natalie aches for her Brooklyn home and her fat black, noisy mother. 

 
Mama mwen, i fè diwi dou, i bay Doudou , i pa ban mwen. 
Mama mwen I fè chikola, i bay Lala , i pa ban mwen. 
My mother made rice pudding, she gave Doudou, She didn’t give me none. 
My mother made hot chocolate, she gave Lala, She didn’t give me none.
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Remembering 
Dunfermline
Mark McWatt

Because, in one of  his novels, Wilson Harris mentioned
“the ruined Dunfermline Abbey of  Fife” (where, in fact,
Black Marsden, his title character, is encountered), I,
while on a trip to Edinburgh, felt I had to visit the Abbey;
so my wife and I crossed the Firth and found our way
to the eloquent ruins. Accustomed by then to the savour
of  sacred sites, I enjoyed exploring the stone remnants,
while brooding on their past glory—and on their
incongruous recent association, in my mind, with a
Guyanese author and his strange novel … And I felt
the wide and threatening world grow somehow
smaller—and a little more like home.

After we’d had our fill of  ruined Abbey,
we wandered through the town and ended up
in a pub for a late lunch. As I sat sipping wine
and thinking about the town and its associations,
I suddenly remembered another literary reference:

“The king sits in Dunferline toun

drinking the blude-reid wine”

—which was exactly what I was doing, having 
chosen the Merlot—and I unpacked all the sadness 
of  that poem, the death by drowning of  Sir Patrick Spens
and his crew, their wives waiting in vain for their return: 
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even, in other versions of  the tale, the death of  the king’s
daughter on the way home from Norway. Then, as
one who loves to travel on water, it struck me that Scottish
waters were particularly dangerous: Apart from poor Sir 
Patrick Spens, who never wanted to go to sea, there was 
Lord Ullin’s daughter, who died crossing Lochgyle
to escape her father’s wrath—because she was running away
with a Highland Chief  of  whom he disapproved … and 
I found myself  feeling most sorry for the ferry boat
boy, as I recited softly to my puzzled wife,

“Outspoke the hardy Highland wight:

I’ll go my chief—I’m ready:

It is not for your silver bright

But for your winsome lady”

and I wondered that so many innocent men
lost their lives because of  the needs of  kings and lords:
I would not have survived long in those ancient times
when men gave their lives for lords and kings
and beautiful ladies having fun …

Later that evening, on the fast train to London,
we sat opposite an elderly lady surrounded by 
cases and parcels—and I noticed the tags all had 
an address in St. James, Barbados, not far from our
own home … A fitting end to a day of  coincidental 
memories and the overlap of  past and present.
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On My Way to Somewhere: 
To Dublin from Cork or Dear 
Mr. O’Reilly
Velma Pollard

For my wonderful Irish Jamaican friend, Evelyn O’Callaghan

I get out of  the taxi and rush to buy my ticket for the 10:30 train to Dublin. “Fifty-nine 
euros,” the girl says, and I try not to show my shock. It would have been thirty-three online. 
How come my careful adviser didn’t tell me the financial significance of  ‘online’ when he 
wrote? Next time, then.

Source: Photo by Nathan Hurst on Unsplash
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I see fellow travellers from the conference and get into an animated old talk. We remember each 
other from several conferences ago. I suggest we go to the gate as 10:30 approaches. And we go. The 
ticket taker says, “Confirmed seats only,” and sends me back. They had checked in online. A brand-
new experience, this. I had never been refused a seat on a train because I was not confirmed. What did 
confirmation mean in that situation anyway? Of  the thirty or so of  us unfortunates, they took the three 
at the top of  the line. The rest of  us would have to wait for the 12:30.

I overhear people talking about industrial action the week before, which might well be resumed 
today. I am trying not to panic. My friend in Dublin will leave church and go straight to the train station 
to get me.

I go back to the window to ask the young lady to stamp something on my ticket to ensure that I 
get on the 12:30 before I make my next move. She tells me the 12:30 is booked out, but I will surely get a 
seat on the 2:30. She suggests I talk to the stationmaster.

He is tall and well built. He has kind eyes. He says I should go online to see the situation on the 
train. How? I ask him to help me, and I begin to complain about the unreasonableness of  my being left 
and about the vast difference in price between tickets bought at the station and tickets bought online.

“Do you have a credit card?”

“Yes.”

“Well, follow me to my office. I will check you in. Go back and get a refund 
for your ticket from the girl at the window.”

In his office, online, he confirms for me a seat on the 2:30 train and pays thirty-three euros from 
my credit card. He says I am still wait listed on the 12:30.

Oh, Mr. O’Brien, Mr. O’Donaghue, Mr. O’Callaghan or even Mr. O’Reilly, after whom the 
building the conference was held in was named, what have I done to deserve such kindness? I will never 
forget you. You have become the symbol of  Ireland. You saved me sixteen euros and also got me a seat 
on the train!!!

He takes me to the machine in the hall where I put in my PIN and get the actual ticket with a seat 
number on it.

I am the last of  the wait listed to be taken on the 12:30. I settle down in the last carriage in a 
window seat, where I gaze out at blue mountains passing and share animated conversation with three 
young men, two very thin and one very fat. The conversation is one-sided. One of  the thin guys has a 
thing about Nigerians, who will eventually wreck the economy of  Ireland, he says, working different 
scams to drive big cars, live well and do nothing. I ask him how he knows I am not a Nigerian. The other 
thin guy assures him that, at less than five percent of  the population, they cannot wreck the economy. His 
next problem is children who do not know how to do anything, waiting to wreck the world in the next 
twenty years. The fat guy concentrates on eating his sandwich.
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I cannot be distressed about any of  these problems. I had managed to call my friend who mercifully 
had taken her mobile (cellphone) to church (on vibrate, of  course). All I have to do is enjoy the ride and 
be sure to recognize her (after thirty years!!!) at the train station.

“To Tipperary,” I read on a sign as the train whizzes by, and I am smiling.

  I am seven. My mother is singing in the hall. 

“It’s a long way to Tipperary,

  It’s a long way to go.

  It’s a long way to Tipperary

  To the sweetest girl I know …”

I am twenty. It is Sunday afternoon. I am listening to My Word on BBC. They are given single lines 
to make up stories. The line is “It is a long way to Tipperary,” and this really smart guy makes the Rarie 
a bird and tells a long tale, taking himself  all over the world to find the bird. He lets it go and ends, “It’s 
a long way to tip a Rarie.”

Green sloping hills, a peaceful Sunday countryside and, sooner than I imagined, Dublin.
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In Barbados
Caryl Phillips 

 In 1999, and then again in 2000, I was fortunate enough to be a visiting professor at 
the Cave Hill campus of  the University of  the West Indies. My faculty sponsor was Evelyn 
O’Callaghan, who I had first met in Jamaica in the early nineties. I was somewhat familiar 
with Barbados but not with the university or with the practical realities of  basing myself  there 
for a few months. Not only was Evelyn selfless and enthusiastic in the manner in which she 
helped, but she made it her business to introduce me to Barbados, so that I quickly understood 
that, of  course, I wasn’t at all familiar with the place. Despite the constant pressure on her time, 
we travelled east, west, north and south, to visit a beach or an old house or a place of  natural 
beauty or a gallery, or simply to have lunch or dinner at a favourite spot of  hers. It was only 
later that I realized how much of  the island I had absorbed under her tutelage. Recently, when I 
sat down to consider writing about Jean Rhys and her journey from the Caribbean to England 
at the start of  the twentieth century, I knew that I would ‘linger’ a little in Barbados and try 
to distil some of  what I had experienced with Evelyn into the pages of  the novel. During my 
time in Barbados, I was able to witness Evelyn’s commitment to the ideals of  the University 

Source: Photo by Brian Yurasits on Unsplash
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of  the West Indies, to the needs of  her students and fellow faculty members, and her determination to 
foster an environment of  excellence in the face of  many obstacles, both administrative and financial. As 
a reader, writer and teacher, she believed, and continues to believe, in Caribbean literature, and Evelyn 
has done more than she probably realizes to help those of  us who are also committed to steady our nerves 
and keep pushing forward. I owe her much as a friend, colleague and scholar.

 

Extract from Caryl Phillips, A View of  the Empire at Sunset (Vintage, 2018, pp. 60–66)
Bridgetown presented a spectacle unlike any she had ever seen. People appeared to rush neglect-

fully in all directions, voices were permanently raised, and such a press of  humankind she had never 
before encountered. The day was oppressively hot, and she discovered that down by the harbour it was 
impossible to find any shade. Her father quickly secured the assistance of  an elderly Negro who possessed 
a serviceable carriage, and they soon left behind the hullabaloo of  the capital and found themselves bowl-
ing along the narrow coastal road and being cooled by a stiff breeze. The carriage wheels turned noisily 
against the tarmacadam, but once the road degenerated to dust, they revolved with less clamour; the 
further they moved away from Bridgetown the bumpier their passage became, until the dust finally gave 
way to dirt and she realized that they were moving along little more than a crude track. She looked across 
at her delicate father and resolved that she would attempt to enjoy what time remained with him before 
she would have to embark upon the ominous journey to England. After all, ever since he had made the 
decision to send her to England, her father seemed to have fallen into a depression that she understood 
was most likely connected to their impending separation, but his decision to not speak with her about his 
conflicted heart had only served to widen the melancholy distance that seemed to have opened between 
them. The waiter at the seafront restaurant her father selected for lunch seemed familiar with him, and 
perhaps because of  the man’s solicitous attitude her father was overly polite and, having eschewed break-
fast, ordered both callaloo soup and grilled fish. Her own nerves had been so distressed by the upheaval 
of  the carriage journey she knew that she would be able to manage only the soup, and as they waited 
in silence, both father and daughter were held captive by the sight of  the pelicans diving in harmony as 
though linked together by an invisible thread. 

After the obsequious waiter had cleared the plates and left them alone to decide whether they 
wished to order ice cream, her father stopped playing nervously with his moustache and reached across 
the table and took both of  her hands in his own. He was unkempt, for he had not bothered to shave, and 
the skin around his nose and beneath his eyes was rough and blotchy where certain blood vessels had 
established a permanent presence near the surface. “I shall speak plainly, for it pains me to think of  you 
disappearing over the horizon without our having had the opportunity to confer.” She smiled weakly at 
him and wondered just what it was he expected his sixteen-year-old daughter to say in response to such 
a statement. The waiter reappeared with his notepad, but her now-impatient father firmly dismissed the 
dark apparition so that once again it was just the two of  them, and the sound of  the sea lapping up the 
shallow incline of  the beach, and the silent pelicans describing their graceful turns, although neither fa-
ther nor daughter felt moved to continue to witness the performance.

“I believe that in the midst of  some heated exchange your brother Owen once called you ‘a re-
placement child’.” Her father paused and she waited for him to resume. “We were unfortunate to lose a 
daughter, but as you know, you came along within a year of  our loss. Your brother’s words were thought-
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less, but I presume he apologized.” She looked beyond this sweating, hesitant man and fixed her attention 
on the fishermen hauling their boats high up onto the sand and unloading the silver flashes of  fish into 
a huge tarpaulin, which they then proceeded to drag into the shade. People gathered around under the 
trees and to the side of  the guava bushes, where the fishing nets were now spread, and they pointed at 
various fishes which were immediately lifted clear of  the cloth and tossed into proffered buckets. It was 
clear to her that if  trade continued at this lively pace, then there would be no need to take any of  the day’s 
catch to the market.

“You do understand that Owen’s behaviour has made life difficult for us all, and the visit of  your 
challenging aunt has done little to help us reestablish any sense of  domestic harmony.” She turned and 
stared incredulously at her father, for this was the same fiend into whose custody she would soon be deliv-
ered. Aunt Clarice had travelled ahead, ostensibly to visit a friend in Barbados, but she suspected that her 
aunt’s early departure from their household had been hastily organized. “My sister has less than positive 
feelings about our world, and she appears to enjoy badgering your poor mother with her observations of  
our West Indian shortcomings. You no doubt overheard some of  this unpleasantness?” Her father smiled 
and squeezed her hands, and as he did so it was clear to her that her father had not formed a coherent 
idea in his throbbing head of  what exactly it was that he wished to share with his daughter. Her mind 
turned to her sour mother, whose fierce assessment of  people was rapid and unambiguous. Unpolished 
shoes or filthy fingernails were impossible to recover from, as were ill manners at the dining table. Peas 
were to be pushed up onto the back of  a fork, food was to be chewed thirty-two times, elbows must never 
be placed on the tabletop, the soup bowl must be tipped away from oneself  and napkins returned to the 
table at the end of  the meal. Her confused father continued to smile, and she once again hoped that he 
would put aside his caution and make the decision that tonight he would board the ship and escort her to 
England and in this manner save himself.

Her father took her back to Bridgetown by way of  an inland route which, despite the tedious 
flatness of  the island, enabled them to achieve a slightly elevated view across the top of  the swaying 
sugarcanes which dominated the landscape in every direction. Occasionally she glimpsed an avenue of  
ramrod-straight, evenly spaced palm trees that led towards an estate house, but there was little else to dis-
rupt the spectacle of  nodding tropical produce. As they re-entered the outskirts of  the capital, her father 
commanded the driver to come to a halt outside a dilapidated house whose appearance suggested that it 
might at any moment fall to the ground. She followed her father into the building and up two flights of  
well-worn creaking stairs to the top floor, where he knocked quietly on a door and then pushed it open. 
Together they entered a shuttered, queer-smelling room with a single inadequate rug that attempted to 
cover the bare boards. In a cot in the far corner lay a prematurely aged Negress who looked as though she 
had lain there for many months and, having embraced degradation, would clearly never again rise from 
this place. Her father asked his daughter to remain where she stood, and she watched him cross the room 
and take the thin bony hand of  the woman and whisper some words before touching his patient lightly on 
the forehead and attempting to reassure her, but the scrawny woman was serene, for it was clear that Jesus 
had long been the only man in her life. Her father calmly opened his doctor’s bag. On the wall above the 
cot she saw two nails, which she assumed must have at one time supported pictures or paintings. The walls 
were marked with rectangles of  darker paint, and while her father was occupied with the ailing woman, 
she tried hard to imagine what exactly might have hung in these now empty spaces. 
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Once they reached the harbour, her father paid off the elderly Negro, whose local vernacular re-
mained impossible for her to penetrate. The two of  them then stood together and waited for the return of  
the rowboat that would take her out to the ship that was festooned in lights and anchored a short distance 
offshore. The rowboat was ferrying out a handful of  passengers at a time, and it was apparent that her 
aunt must have already decided to go on board, but she had expected this desertion. Together with her 
father, she listened to the futile washing noise of  the sea as it lapped up against the quayside, and then, 
as it was getting chilly, she snatched her shawl tight around herself. She didn’t pull away when her father 
draped a heavy and lifeless arm around her shoulders, for, having left the bedside of  the mysterious wom-
an, he had insisted on pausing for a beaker of  rum at practically every shop they passed en route to the 
harbour. He slurred a little as he spoke. “My darling daughter, shall I tell you about England? Would that 
interest you?” She didn’t trouble herself  to peer into his face, for she had no desire for her final image of  
her father to be that of  a man whose eyes were damp with emotion and whose tongue was heavy with al-
cohol. “In the small country of  England it is not uncommon for a man to look you in the eye and say one 
thing while meaning another thing altogether, and thereafter abandon you to bridge together for yourself  
the gap of  reason which clearly exists between the two positions.” He paused as though allowing her time 
to absorb the import of  what he had said, but in truth she had heard him express this and other far harsh-
er sentiments over a good many years. His caustic observations about England were generally aimed at 
his wife, or any casual visitor, including his sister Aunt Clarice, which, she assumed, partly accounted for 
the existence of  bad blood between them. “As you know, I am content to live out the remainder of  my 
days among these West Indians. I have studied the English newspapers, and savagely suppressing upris-
ings in various quarters of  the globe has only encouraged the English to think of  themselves as all-con-
quering heroes. But you tell me, what glory is there in defeating a horde of  barefoot primitives with spears 
for weapons and no experience of  rifles and cannons?” By now people were glaring ungenerously in her 
father’s direction, and as the two of  them shuffled their way along the pier, she longed for this ordeal to 
be over. Her father slipped his arm from her and stepped around to gaze at her. With one solitary finger 
he reached down and raised up her whole face. “Don’t forget your family, Gwennie. I for one am looking 
forward to your letters. Write often, but not at the first shock. You won’t disappoint, will you?” She now 
looked into her father’s eyes and tried hard to dispel her fears, for she had no understanding of  how he 
might pass the night or if  he had even booked lodgings. Her father swayed a little and then pulled her to, 
and as he hugged her she could feel him crushing her coral brooch. 

Each week, on thin sheets of  poor quality newsprint, the island newspaper, The Guardian, both 
recorded and reported the highlights of  the events of  the previous week in bothersome, smudged print. 
She could already picture her father with a drink to hand on their veranda, carefully dropping his eyes 
past the narrow births, marriages, and deaths column, and the lists of  those who had attended various 
social functions, to the succinct paragraph which announced the arrivals and departures from their small 
island. It was there that he would find her name in tiny print, with the details of  her vessel and its date 
of  departure and the intended destination and anticipated date of  arrival. Slowly, all the while fixing his 
eyes on the pertinent paragraph, her father would rise and pour more rum over the melting ice in his 
glass and then, profoundly shaken by a grief  he was too proud to share, he would grope behind his back 
and ease himself  back down and into his chair. His daughter was gone. His dear Gwendolen was on her 
way to England.
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Red Sneakers
Kim Robinson-Walcott

When Devon seh, “Come, mek we go a South go visit Royan,” mi look at him wid mi 
eye wide open. “Mama would never allow that!” mi seh to him. “You know dat.”

Devon roll him eye. “Mama don’t have to know,” him seh.

Mi look pon him. “Mi no want her beat mi.”

Devon seh, “How old you is?”

“Mi soon turn fifteen,” mi seh. 

“And you grandmother still beat you?”

“No, because mi don’t do nuttin to mek her beat mi.”

“All you do is go school and go church and come home. Come visit yuh cousin, nuh? 

Source: Photo by Stanislav Kondratiev on Unsplash
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When last you see him?”              

 True, mi don’t see Royan now fi bout two year. Since him move a South him don’t come back this 
side of  Kingston.

“Him ask fi you last time mi see him,” Devon seh.

“Royan ask fi mi?” True, mi always have a soft spot fi mi big cousin. Him tall and him good-
looking and him used to look out fi mi when mi a likkle girl. Him three years older than mi. Devon mi 
cousin too, but him nearly same age as mi, just a year older.

“You going come back early?” mi ask Devon.

“Yeah man, we reach back long before Mama get back this evening.”

“All right,” mi seh. “Mi can come inna mi school uniform?”

“Just come,” Devon seh.

Mi brush mi hair and pin it inna di same bun style Mama send mi go a school in, and mi mek sure 
mi blouse tuck in neat inna mi skirt cos Mama always seh mi must look neat and tidy out a road. Then 
mi run go follow Devon cos him start walk off already. 

We walk cross town, along Harbour Street, then down by the waterfront. Is long time mi don’t 
come down here. We use to come here some Sunday afternoon, but true mi a study fi mi CSEC now, 
Mama seh mi must stay home and read mi book dem. Mama seh she want mi get somewhere in life, not 
like mi no-good mother who lef  mi wid her fi raise mi. She say she give up on Devon but she going mek 
sure mi stay home and read mi book and don’t let no boy breed mi. Is pure study-study-study, book-book-
book she want fi mi, but sometimes when she not there, mi sneak and watch movie on cable. 

The breeze nice and the waves small and rippling and the sun glinting on the water and it nice 
down there, even though is nuff bottle and lunchbox a wash up pon the shore. Mi looking cross the 
harbour, mi woulda love spot a plane a tek off or land. Devon walking ahead. Him turn and seh, “Come 
nuh, gyal? Mi did tell Royan mi woulda reach long time. Mi don’t want him leave out.”

We leave the harbour side, go up one lane, then down another, then we turn into one yard. Two 
man sitting in one corner call out to mi, “Hey schoolas!” One big-breast woman wid bright green hair 
a sit down pon some steps wid one plate of  food. She look up and laugh, “Mi like yuh pretty uniform 
though. Down to yuh white sock dem and yuh polish shoes. Beg you dem shoe deh? Mi coulda wear dem 
go a one dance.” She laugh again.

Mi feel a way when she talk bout mi shoe dem cos in truth mi no like dem. Mi uncle send dem 
from England inna di Christmas barrel, and mi know mi suppose to like dem cos dem a Clarks, but dem 
no nice Clarks like di one di man dem a sport, fi mi Clarks thick and black and flat and have a strap cross 
the top that look like pickney shoe. Mi feel a way yes, and mi want say supp’n back, want tell the woman 
seh she bright, fi mi shoe dem coulda never fit fi her yam foot dem, but Devon seh, “Weh Royan deh?”
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“Him round a back,” the woman seh. “Him a work.” 

Devon tell mi fi follow him round a back. When we go round there, mi only see one man who mi 
no know. “Royan!” Devon call out.

Mi look again. Is Royan fi true. But is a different Royan. Him skin now bout two-three shades lighter, 
him bleach him hair yellow, tattoo deh pon him arm dem like Kartel. Him a talk pon him cellphone, and 
him put up him hand tell Devon keep quiet don’t interrupt him.

“Hello,” mi hear him a talk, “am I speaking to Mrs. Maple Goldblum?” and him a buss one 
American accent. Mi never know seh Royan coulda twang so. 

“I’m calling about the state lottery,” him seh. The twang sound like one of  dem white boy on TV, 
like Justin Timberlake in Bad Teacher maybe. Mi look pon him, and him have on some new-brand jeans 
and him have one thick gold chain round him neck. 

And then mi see him shoe dem. Him a sport one high-top bright-red sneakers, like mi see di 
American rapper dem a wear in music video. Di shoe have some diamond studs scatter over dem that 
glitter in the sun and one big gold star on each side. Star shoes fi a star boy. Dem pretty so till. Mi look 
down at mi fool-fool Clarks.

“Yes, Mrs. Goldblum,” him a go on talk, “you heard right. You are the winner of  a one-million-
dollar jackpot. All you have to do to get your winnings is to pay a processing fee of  five thousand dollars, 
transferred to this bank account. Have you got a pen to write down the account number?”

Devon a look pon mi wid one funny look pon him face. “Better mi tek you back a yuh yard,” him 
seh.

“Why?” mi seh.

“You no know what a go on?” Devon seh.

“No,” mi seh. Mi no know who Royan a talk to and what him a talk bout. Mi no business wid dat. 
All mi know is mi have one boss cousin, him a talk wid one cool white-people twang, him look like a rap 
star, him complexion clear and bright, an mi never see shoes so pretty like dem red sneakers deh. 

Royan finish him call, and him look up and see mi. “Wha’? Sweetie, a you dat? How you grow so 
big so quick?”

“Royan,” mi seh, “you coulda teach mi fi twang like dat?”
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Conceptual Residues of  
Imperialist Ruination: Waste, 
Weeds and the Poetics of  
Rubbish in Edward Baugh’s 
Black Sand and Olive Senior’s 
Gardening in the Tropics
Michael A. Bucknor

Source: Belmont, St Vincent. Nadia Huggins. Digital Photograph. 2015.
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I’ll study the passions and subtleties of  weeds,
make new terms with earth. 
—Edward Baugh, “Hedge Trimming”

Some hand must crawl and recollect your rubbish. 
—Derek Walcott, “Mass Man”*

In the poetry of  Edward Baugh and Olive Senior, a poetics of  refuse brings emphasis to images 
of  historical detritus that record both the material and metaphysical violation left in the post colony. Both 
Jamaican poets use motifs of  waste and weeds to expose the way in which hegemonic attitudes to the land and 
nature are transferred to human subjects. The necessary confrontation with the epistemological legacy of  
imperialism is one of  the main interventions of  postcolonial criticism.1 For postcolonial ecocritic Elizabeth 
DeLoughrey, imperialism led to, among other things, conceptual corrosion: the “erasure of  indigenous 
knowledges” (and knowledge systems) and the “erection of  a hierarchy of  species” (“Ecocriticism” 265). 
Beneath the material ruins of  landscape, seascape and nonhuman nature that DeLoughrey identifies as 
sites for ecocritical readings of  West Indian literature, there is also a metaphysical “rubbish heap” that 
postcolonial poets interrogate and challenge (265–75). This idea of  conceptual rot is taken up by Anne 
Laura Stoler in “‘The rot remains’: From Ruins to Ruination,” which reads Derek Walcott’s “Ruins of  a 
Great House” as an ecocritical treatise for analysing the mental ruinations of  imperialism. Here, I argue 
that through their poetics of  rubbish both Baugh and Senior revalue waste and the rejected weeds of  
our society, salvaging2 black or Caribbean subjectivity from the sediments of  imperial constructions and 
rehabilitating our conceptual horizons of  community and humanity.

The idea of  salvaging as having the potential to shift conceptual horizons appears in various 
guises in Senior’s woman-centred work, in Walcott’s postcolonial poetics and in the work of  ecocritical 
thinkers such as Walter Moser. In Senior’s sociological text Working Miracles: Women’s Lives in the English-
speaking Caribbean, she articulates the concept of  ‘making do’ as a way in which Caribbean women survive 
economic hardship and sustain their households. But I would like to add that this phenomenon also 
indicates the creative and reconceptualizing potential of  Caribbean postcolonial subjects. In Senior’s 
delineation, ‘making do’ is to “make something from nothing,” and it “involves ‘cutting and carving’ 
or ‘cutting and contriving’, i.e. being resourceful in using whatever is available to maximize its utility to 
oneself  and family” (129–30). The idea of  the Caribbean woman as ‘miracle worker’ is suggested in the 
ability to “make something from nothing,” but it also calls up the biblical Creation story, whereby the world 
was created from nothing.3 In this regard, there is not only a creative impulse associated with ‘making do,’ 
as expressed in the description of  “cutting, carving and contriving,” but also a transformative imagination 
to see value where others saw nothingness or worthlessness. The creative impulse and the perceptive 
imagination in this salvaging operation assign value to the discarded, ruined, seemingly worthless thing 
in a recycling process that, itself, implies a reconceptualization of  waste. John Scalan, discussing late-
capitalist societies of  consumption, has noted that there has been a “strong equivalence between poverty 
and waste,” and, in this association, he conceptualizes salvaging, as Senior does in Working Miracles, as 

* As a tribute to Ev, my friend and coeditor, I offer this article: in celebration of  the work you have done in cementing the institution 
of  the Annual West Indian Literature Conference (this first draft of  this paper was done in Barbados at a conference you helped to 
organize); in serenading your critical labours on Caribbean women writers (Olive Senior’s work a focus here); and in recognition of  
your love for the Caribbean landscape (an ecocritical reading offered here).
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survival strategy (3). However, in her poetry, Senior does not always invoke salvaging in the context of  
poverty and, therefore, necessity. While in “Hurricane Story, 1944,” salvaging happens in the context 
of  changed economic circumstances, in “Hurricane Story, 1903,” acts of  salvaging are associated with 
people who are close to the land and who choose to subscribe to an alternative knowledge system. For 
the grandparents who relied on spiritual divination, including the ability to read the land, salvaging was 
more than just facing the natural disaster. In this articulation of  salvaging, Senior gestures to a different 
knowledge system, as linked to Afro-Jamaican belief  systems that envision a nonexploitative relationship 
between African-Caribbean subjects and the land. 

Walcott’s postcolonial poetics, as expressed in his essays “The Muse of  History” and “What the 
Twilight Says,” also invokes a reconceptualizing ethos, but primarily to articulate creative possibilities 
for the Caribbean writer, what he calls “the truly tough aesthetic of  the New World” (“Muse” 37). He 
suggests that the postcolonial vision of  the New World ought not to see only “historical degradation” 
(“decimated tribes” and “degraded arrival”) but should embrace the creative inspiration rooted in a 
“political philosophy of  elation” and, via this reconceptualization, salvage creative possibilities (36–41). 
Traumatic history should not be seen just as “the bitter memory of  migration” and a source of  suffering 
but also as one that can become a creative muse (41). Walcott envisions the Caribbean postcolonial writer 
as salvaging creative inspiration from the “rubbish heap of  history” and from limit. For him, “if  there was 
nothing, there was everything to be made,” and “poverty seemed a gift of  the imagination” (“What” 4–6). 
He conceives of  that possibility as linked to a reconceptualization of  colonial history, not as a source of  
lament, but as an occasion for elation (“Muse” 37). 

Like Senior’s ‘making do’ miracles and Walcott’s creative reorientations, Moser’s theory of  recycling 
cultural waste indicates possibilities of  recalibrating conceptual legacies around the material and the 
metaphysical world. Moser distinguishes between “reusage” and recycling. While both concepts involve 
“repetition, transference and transformation,” reusage is more like salvaging that preserves something of  
the original waste matter, while recycling, especially of  an industrial process, tends to make new things 
from the old. However, Moser notes that “‘recycling,’ especially in the cultural sphere, always contains 
the idea of  transformation and metamorphosis. It never brings a system, or a material, back to the same 
position, or to its former identity. In each process of  cultural recycling there is a new production or 
new meaning to be registered.” This new production of  signification is also “applicable to non-material 
objects, such as figures, forms, structures, paradigms, and even ideas and concepts” (Moser). 

This view of  innovative salvaging is also seen in Baugh’s poems about the creative experience. 
From as early as his first collection of  poems, A Tale from the Rainforest (1988; Rainforest), through to It Was the 
Singing (2000; Singing) and now to his third book, Black Sand (2013), Baugh has often meditated on nature 
and its conceptual value. For example, Curdella Forbes observes that in Singing “seascapes and marine 
imagery play a large part in these poems that knit together and unravel memory, loss and revelation” 
(82). And Wayne Brown, reviewing Rainforest, notes that nature is “everywhere the underlying moral 
touchstone of  this collection” (183–84). Yet, very little detailed attention has been given to the ways in 
which Black Sand, in particular, or Baugh’s poetry, in general, directs our attention to motifs of  weeds and 
waste and their creative and conceptual possibilities. In Black Sand, Baugh ironically begins with “End 
Poem,” in which, as I have argued before,4 he “signals the importance of  using poetry to shine light on 
the left-behind—life’s detritus, ‘the rubbish heap of  history,’ if  you may, on which Caribbean creative 
endeavour thrives—making ‘rubble’ and ‘weed’ ‘central tropes of  creative expression’” (Bucknor). Similar 
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to the poet-observer in Walcott’s “Mass Man,” Baugh’s poet-persona fulfils Walcott’s “green-dream” for 
the Caribbean by salvaging creative possibilities from “rubbish”: “some mind must squat down howling 
in your dust, / some hand must crawl and recollect your rubbish, / someone must write your poems” 
(Walcott, “Mass Man” 31). 

From the first poem that is associated with endings and ruins, Baugh hopes to “strike music,” 
creating artistic delight for an audience, imaged as goats and children—those whose artistic tastes have 
not been influenced by the hegemonic, discriminating norms of  civility. The diction here in the phrase 
“strike music” connotatively implies ‘striking gold,’ more in line with Walcott’s idea of  the “Adamic 
elation” of  a creative breakthrough, as opposed to a Christopher Columbus colonial mode of  discovery 
(“Muse” 36–37):

[A]nd when that daring song tower falls, 
may goats and children know delight 
poking round each rubble height 
and sunlight  
strike bright music 
from shards of  weed-grown walls. (Baugh 13)5

Here, though not explicitly referencing historical degradation, “Baugh self-consciously, even self-
deprecatingly, suggests that poetic overreaching for high towers of  creation will end in ruins,” (the line 
reminds us of  the biblical Tower of  Babel, as well as the falling walls of  Jericho), but there is creative 
benefit from the apparent ‘failure’ or fall; the artist will “strike bright music / from shards of  weed-
grown walls (13)” (Bucknor). By finding creative value in failures, falls, brokenness, ruins and disasters, 
Baugh implicitly suggests a reorienting of  our critical gaze, a redirecting of  our conceptual lenses and 
rehabilitation of  hegemonic philosophical premises. In this way, he shows that nature is discursively 
constructed and open to reinterpretation.

In this revisioning of  disregarded aspects of  nature, Baugh isolates not the exotic image of  a 
white-sand beach but the often neglected “beach of  black sand” as the perfect image to discuss the 
possibilities of  poetry (Bucknor). One such value in poetry is its ability to shed new light on everyday 
reality and its capacity for multiple modes of  perception. In the poem, “Black Sand,” he begins with 
the conditional: if  a poem could be “open and wide” and have the ability to “absorb like black sand the 
sun’s heat” and “respond to bright sunlight with refractions of  tone,” poetry would perhaps take on the 
conceptual possibilities of  the natural environment (Baugh Black Sand 16). “In that one word ‘tone,’ he 
captures both a visual image and a sound image, employing synesthesia and making us think about the 
way in which poetic language can straddle different sensory responses—quickening us to understanding” 
(Bucknor). With the word “refractions,” Baugh views poetry as a special lens, and in this regard establishes 
the reconceptualizing, revisioning potential of  poetry emerging from the ‘rubbish heap’ of  postcolonial 
history. Eventually, the poem ends celebrating the cleansing, healing properties of  poetry; like the beach 
of  black sand, poetry, in its reconceptualization of  traumatic history, will wash away hurt and pain. If  
the poetry maker is patient, we will see light emerging through the darkness of  our Caribbean historical 
experience and through the darkness of  conceptual and creative endeavour. 
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Like the ordinary pebble on the beach in the poem “Black Sand,” which wears down “the jagged, 
edges” of  historical wounds, Baugh sees recreative possibilities in the withered leaf  of  the poem “I Wish 
You a Leaf  Falling”:

I wish you a leaf  falling 
from the tree of  heaven 
catching rare angles of  light 
as it twirls in its fall, ever 
so slowly, such music, such 
flute notes. (44)

The poem recreates a moment (watching a leaf  falling) that provides muse for a poet. Here again, Baugh 
sees creative possibility, a salvaging from the trash heap of  fallen leaves, from the rubble and weeds. For 
Baugh, the withering leaf  in its fall “twirls,” providing “such music, such / flute notes,” and this motif  
of  music appears in the other two poems in such lines as “refractions of  tone” (“Black Sand” 16) and 
“strike bright music” (“End Poem” 13), almost suggesting through the technique of  synesthesia the idea 
of  ecological harmony. 

This conceptual revision of  waste and the instructive capacity of  landscape can also be seen in earlier 
poems such as “Hedge Trimming,” “Lignum Vitae,” “Turning Point” and “Nigger Sweat.” In “Hedge 
Trimming,” for example, Baugh, through his persona declares, “I’ll study the passions and subtleties of  
weeds, / make new terms with earth, its terrors” (88). Consequently, from an ecological perspective, one 
of  the lessons learned from the natural environment, read with openness, is the regenerative potential of  
nature. Also, in “Lignum Vitae,” Baugh acknowledges that “when the final carry-down artist” “scorch the 
earth til not / even lizard don’t crawl,” the “wood of  life, salvation tree” renews “phases of  lilac-blue” and 
“bloom[s] choirs of  small butterflies” (129). Here again, Baugh’s fondness for using musical metaphors 
to express the creative possibilities in his poetics of  refuse connotes a theory of  poetic symmetry and 
ecological harmony. Although “generations of  stale pee and puke / […] stain the sidewalk by Parade,” the 
“wood of  life, salvation tree” “bloom[s] choirs of  butterflies,” and in this connection, Baugh suggests that 
the waste from the humans’ “pee and puke” result in butterfly blooms (129). Ecology accord is reinforced 
through synesthesia (visual, sound and kinesthetic imagery merged into one), as well as through the music 
of  poetic symmetry of  “I weep” and “I bloom” (129). In the poem “Turning Point,” which Diana Brydon 
has read as a reorienting of  our conceptual coordinates, Baugh observes that the “ruined groves of  
blotched carbuncular cocoa / trees and senile, bearded citrus” led to a “dead end” (Baugh 123; Brydon). 
In Baugh’s reconception, as Brydon argues, the ironic labelling of  a ruined empire as New World is taken 
as a sign, like Walcott in “Muse of  History,” that these endpoints also “marked a promise, or possibility, a 
turning point” (Baugh 123; Brydon). I agree with Brydon that Baugh is suggesting a conceptual turning 
point or detour from imperialist framing of  the landscape and the natural.

Having reconceptualized waste as creative source, Baugh calls attention in other poems to how 
the hegemonic valuation of  the natural surroundings is often used to authorize dehumanization. In the 
poem “Nigger Sweat,” for example, the poet shows the way in which neo-imperial hegemonic thinking 
transfers the dominant conception of  waste material to human subjectivity, as poor black people seeking 
a visa are treated almost like garbage, via the United States (US) Embassy’s civil requests of  officialdom. 
For DeLoughrey, one of  the core impacts of  imperial discourse is the “erection of  a hierarchy of  species” 
that is often refracted through race, class, gender and other discursive coordinates of  human subjectivity 
(265). The civil request “kindly keep them [your documents] dry,” imprinted on an authoritative sign at 
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the US Embassy’s Visa Section in Kingston, Jamaica, in 1982, mobilizes this implicit hegemonic schema 
via human waste matter (Baugh 126). According to Gerald O’Brien, the attention to metaphors of  
undesirability (diseased body, nonhuman object or waste material) has characterized American immigration 
attitudes and policies at least since the 1800s. For example, as O’Brien argues, from examining the US 
“Congressional Record” of  1921, “the undesirable newcomer was characterized as waste material, or 
“cargoes of  humanflotsam” (39). Sweating is one of  the ways through which the body expels waste matter. 
Although waste matter is not primarily understood in terms of  natural order, there is often an appeal 
to the natural as a legitimizing authority for specific ideological conceptions of  waste. As Moser argues, 
garbage is “defined and identified in quite different ways by different [thought] systems,” though generally 
when it is viewed hegemonically, it is determined by “what falls out of  order, what is considered impure, 
what has decayed from its ‘normal’ functioning, what must be refused, rejected and evacuated.” In this 
instance, the embassy will reject visa applications that carry the taint of  waste matter—“nigger sweat” 
(Baugh 126). However, this sweating is also a sign of  trauma (“like Big Fraid hold we” [127])—the kind of  
trauma that is produced from unequal positions of  power, where the powerful US can define black people 
and their sweat as something unworthy of  its acceptance. “Nigger sweat” becomes the sign of  hegemonic 
rejection through which waste matter is now transferred to human subjectivity.

However, this poem rejects this reading of  black man’s sweat and subjectivity as unfairly limiting, 
unhistorical and hegemonic. The persona counters this reading of  black subjectivity as naturally 
associated with worthlessness (“is / […] not because / black people born wutliss”) or as a subjectivity 
to be overlooked (“the […] Marine boy / wid him ice-blue eye […] / dis a walk through the place and 
pretend / him no see we”), calling to how black man’s subjectivity has been discursively produced by 
economic philosophies that are built on historical exploitation (Baugh 126). Sweat, in the eyes of  Baugh’s 
persona, is an overdetermined concept, a “river running through history” (126), not reducible to wasteful 
matter. As Moser argues, garbage is also conceived of  in its “temporal dimension” as “related to the 
questions of  memory and archaeological knowledge of  the past,” a trace of  history, if  you will. Therefore, 
“this sweat / that put the aroma / in your choice Virginia, / that sweeten the cane / and make the cotton 
shine” is a product of  exploitable labour, what the persona calls, “just honest nigger sweat,” and, as an 
expression of  trauma in the waiting room of  the embassy, it is a sign of  psychological damage evident 
in the “bruk-spirit” potential of  the place (126–27). In the final lines of  the poem, which refer to the US 
Embassy and Jamaica as a “bruk-spirit / kiss-me-arse place,” both Jamaica and America are associated 
with breaking the spirits of  the Jamaican subject. In this alignment, Jamaica, like America, is a place of  
dehumanization, and this poem articulates a critique of  the post-independence “liberation narrative” 
that, as David Scott argues, fails to account for the continuing “repressive power that denies the subjugated 
their essential humanity” (201). Baugh’s use of  refuse as a marker of  psychological damage is consistent 
with Moser’s ecocritical analysis, according to which, “the psychoanalytical dimension of  refuse is related 
to anality” and notions of  cleanliness, “expulsion and retention.” In “Nigger Sweat,” the very system that 
treats black labourers as rejects forces them to metaphorically “kiss ass” (126-7), which ostensibly means 
to engage literally with waste matter, reinforcing, in the dominant view of  waste material, the labourers’ 
indignity and inhumanity. This neo-imperialist environment sets up a hierarchy of  species by mobilizing 
natural waste as consolidating philosophy. Yet, the mock, servile tone that the persona uses in the embassy, 
which masks the “ceitfull curse,” “kiss-me-arse,” exposes the duplicity in tonal language that allows the 
Jamaican subject both to appear subservient and to subtly critique American hegemonic philosophy. 
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A similar uncovering and reconceptualizing of  this ‘species hegemony’ is crafted via a poetics of  
waste by Senior in her collection Gardening in the Tropics. Though this poetry collection has been more 
critically scrutinized for its engagement with nature, the connection between waste and discursive damage 
requires further exploration. Senior is concerned not only with countering the “erection of  a hierarchy 
of  species” but also the “erasure of  indigenous knowledge,” as DeLoughrey points out (265). In the 
poem “Meditation on Yellow,”6 for example, about colonial and neocolonial exploitation of  indigenous 
and postcolonial subjects, as well as of  the land, Senior exposes the manipulation of  discourses of  waste 
(“piss” and “faeces”) not as naturally worthy of  rejection, in and of  themselves, but as a mobilizing 
strategy to preserve hierarchies of  privilege. Although the imperial hegemonic structure uses waste to set 
up these divisions of  value, Senior reconceptualizes waste as an equalizing concept; the Taino persona 
observes, “despite the difference in our skins / our piss was exactly the same shade of  yellow” (Gardening 
12). The reference to “difference in our skins” alludes to racial hegemony, as further made explicit in 
the following lines: “We were not golden / We were a shade too brown” (13). These lines signal the way 
in which difference in skin colour is viewed by the colonizer as a sign of  lack and unacceptability. Here, 
difference is marked also by excess/extremity and negation; Senior uses the qualifier “too,” as well as the 
term of  negation “not.” She also ensures that we connect the differing conceptual paradigms by her echo 
across both: “same shade of  yellow” versus “[w]e were a shade too brown” (13).

In addition, economic power is not the only source of  power; Senior shows how waste might be a 
sign of  indigenous knowledge of  chemistry, which has the potential power to cut down the oppressor. Early 
in the poem, the indigenous persona imagines revenge through the chemical warfare of  brewing teas: 
“[h]ad I known [you were coming] I would have/ brewed you up some yellow fever-grass/ and arsenic” 
(11). Of  course, the Taino subject knows that the consequences of  consuming arsenic are deadly.7 Later 
in the poem, the poet uses human waste as a sign of  indigenous power when the conqueror is imagined 
drinking tea and having diarrhoea:

[P]erhaps as you sip tea 
at three in the afternoon 
a bit incontinent 
despite your vast holdings. (12)

 As DeLoughrey et al. argue, “While the brutality of  the plantation system produced a particular relationship 
with the natural world, it is important to consider those sites that served as vital repositories of  indigenous 
and African beliefs and assertions of  rebellion against the plantation capitalism” (2–3). In this regard, 
Senior reconceives human excrement as a source of  alternative power to counter economic power, which 
is quite different from hegemonic conceptions of  excrement which, according to Moser, is equated with 
garbage. The persona also acknowledges that there are aspects of  nature that can have a great impact 
on human subjects, which should warn all humans to handle the natural environment with care: “I like 
to feel alive to the possibilities/ of  yellow / lightning striking” (Senior, Gardening 12). As DeLoughrey et 
al. declare, “in the battle against amnesia induced by colonialism’s erasures, the deterritorialization and 
transplantation of  peoples, and even natural disasters, the Caribbean writer often seeks nature as an ally” 
(3). 

Senior’s work reconceives of  both waste and weeds as having value when considered from 
alternative philosophical perspectives. In this poem, the possibility for ecological regeneration and reuse 
is linked to both, if  we read streaking “yellow marks” as evidence of  human piss:
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Golden the macca 
the weeds 
which marks our passing 
the only survivors 
on yellow streaked soil. (13)

Rather than “El Dorado” (cities of  gold), it is the “macca,” the weed, the yellow streaks on the soil that 
Senior highlights as truly golden (Senior “Meditation” 11, 13). Human waste and nature’s weeds map 
indigenous rituals of  interpretation, reorienting our conceptual horizons beyond imperialist hegemony. 
Consequently, human waste and nature’s weeds are not read just as refuse but also as valuable sources of  
regeneration, as traces of  history that bear evidence of  alternative epistemologies associated with balance 
and harmony rather than with extraction and division. 

Senior, in poems such as “The Knot Garden” and “Seeing the Light,” rehabilitates weeds and 
stray, wild flowers not as nature’s wastes to be rejected and discounted but as having reusable value in the 
larger scheme of  the earth’s ecology. Anne Collett has already pointed out the significance of  Senior’s 
connection between human subjects and plant life that rehabilitates the dominant representation of  
women and weeds, as Senior “sings the praises of  woman-weed—a song of  survival and rebellion” (Collett 
58). Consequently, in Senior’s work, the transfer of  the garbage conception to human beings because of  
race, class or gender hegemonies is exposed in the “stray flower” association with the uncontrollable 
woman who challenges the “conflation of  women’s bodies with passive nature” (DeLoughrey et al. 4):

You cannot stop 
those street gals 
those streggehs 
flaunting themselves everywhere. (Gardening 17)

As Collett notes, “Olive Senior’s poetry articulates the possibility of  the mental in the material, it refuses 
Cartesian metaphysics and suggests that wild women are a powerful breed” (60). 

In the poem, “Seeing the Light,” Senior challenges the European values of  civilization, morality 
and progress through irony, rhetorical questions and puns—“Conquista? Evangelismo? Civilización?”—values 
that amounted to the destruction of  forestry, the creation of  drought and the disturbance of  the balance 
of  the ecosystems. For Europeans, ‘seeing the light’ meant accepting their way of  life as a superior life, 
their world view as more advanced, their cultural practices as examples of  progress—moving away from 
perceived dark ways of  ‘bush’ and ‘forest’ that are seen as marks of  uncivility. The phrase ‘seeing the 
light’ also carries religious connotations, as Christ is imaged as the ‘Light of  the World,’ and his disciplines 
likewise (Matt. 5:14). Additionally, seeing the light implies conversion, people moving from a world of  
darkness into God’s eternal light of  salvation: “You told us your / one God had the power to bring us the 
true light” (94). Yet, the poem insists on another manifestation of  seeing the light that implicitly connects 
European intervention in the region with new forms of  exploitation and environment destruction:

Gardening in the Tropics nowadays means 
letting in the light: they have brought in machines 
that can lay waste hundreds of  hectares 
in one day, they’ve brought in (since we have 
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already passed this way) other peoples to hack 
and burn through; smoke obscures the sun for 
months now, there are not enough trees to pull down 
the rain. (93)

Senior here begins to expose an irony that letting in light ultimately meant ‘creating darkness,’ destroying 
nature and creating havoc in people’s lives. 

Through a series of  rhetorical questions and diction associated with violence, Senior guides her 
readers to see the light about European discourse and destruction. When one considers the activities of  
‘light’ that are associated with violent and destructive language—“lay waste” (line 3), “hack” (line 5), 
“burn” (line 6), “pull down” (line 7) “cut” (line 9)—and generally cause destruction by disembowelling the 
land, Senior makes us question the truth of  claims associated with the vaulted mission of  coming to civilize 
these backward cultures (93). Unlike the Europeans, the people of  supposed darkness are associated with 
‘miniscule’ and sustainable relations to the land: “cleared just enough,” “opened a pinpoint,” “made the 
tiniest scratch,” “never took more than we needed” (93). Contrastingly, the European invaders “tore up 
what sustained us”; “our world / under your sway fell into true darkness” (94). Ultimately, for Senior, 
seeing the light is to recognize that notions of  progress and improvement are high-sounding positivist 
terms that mask the ideological manoeuvres of  Europe to gain legitimacy in order to conquer and rape 
indigenous resources. It was rhetorical strategy that anchored their lust for economic wealth. Seeing the 
light also means that we should recognize how religious discourse was used to legitimize the destruction 
of  Taino culture and that we should question the value system of  Europe and to recognize that capitalist 
gain was of  greater importance than religious and cultural improvement. Most significantly, we should 
scrutinize the terms of  received knowledge and knowledge claims themselves: civilization, evangelism 
and enlightenment. 

In this reconceptualization in poems such as “Meditation on Yellow,” “Seeing the Light” and 
“Gourd,” Senior suggests through allusion that Taino culture is the source of  an alternative cosmology. 
This celebration of  another viewpoint suggests that Eurocentric views represent just one version of  
truth that is not unrelated to their economic interests. In “Meditation on Yellow,” there is reference to 
Yucahuna—Taino God of  good/name for the Creator/Spirit of  the Sacred Mountain of  the Yuca—and 
to Attabeira-Fertility Goddess (11); in “Gourd,” reference is made to Orehu of  Amerindian mythology, 
who is the spirit of  the water or water mama/mumma. In this poem, objects viewed as simple and of  
little use contain greater powers: the calabash or gourd is held up as a sacred object that is the source of  
the creative power and explains the very beginning of  the world. By providing a pre-Euro/history of  the 
Caribbean, Senior suggests that this land was not a barren, worthless place prior to European arrival. 

In a similar rhetorical move, Senior reassigns value to weeds and bush in the post-independence 
Jamaica to suggest the lasting legacy of  imperialist dogma. State violence mirrors the violence of  the 
invaders, as Senior uses the same language to describe their concept of  order: “hacking out of  paths and 
ditches” and “cutting of  swaths to separate out flowers / from weeds, woods from trees” (86; emphasis 
added). Again, this is a hierarchical maneuver and there is also a conflation of  weeds with people 
considered the ‘undesirables of  society’:
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[O]ur leader 
finds instead of  neat trench 
and barricade separating species, 
higglers and drug barons moving 
into the more salubrious climes. (86)

According to John Rashford, “[T]he most common human responses to wild plants are to destroy them 
to make space, remove interference, and create useful products” (18). However, as he further points out, 
“[W]eeds are common because they derive a positive advantage from the settlement and environment 
and thus cause interference with human activities” (18). In this poem, Senior exposes the transfer of  
worthlessness from weeds to some human subjects alongside the powerful potential of  nature to regenerate 
itself. Postcolonial politics creates a jungle of  every man for himself; this is not the jungle landscape of  
Taino sharing and community but the mad gold rush of  capitalism and economic advancement. Colonial 
obligations continue today—the focus on plants helps to show that the hegemonic view of  the Caribbean 
as a place of  negation is not a consequence of  nature but rather a view created by ideological forces 
aligned to imperialism and its aftermath, including nationalism. So, even though we are not politically 
serving a foreign master, the allusion to the International Monetary Fund suggests that Jamaicans are 
still serving the economic masters of  neocolonialism with our ‘service to foreign debt.’ Essentially, Senior 
points out that our postcolonial state is a ‘twisted state of  affairs’ also reflected in our political culture that 
has led to such fierce divisions that blood is awash on our land. 

From a meditation on the poetics of  refuse—rejected plants and waste material—Senior invites us 
to contemplate the relationship of  human subjects to their environment and suggests that we could learn 
an ecological rather than an economic approach from a Taino world view. In “Meditation on Yellow,” 
Senior, like Baugh, ends with musical references:

[Y]ou cannot tear my song 
from my throat 
[…] you cannot catch 
my rhythm. 
[…] You cannot reverse
Bob Marley wailing. (17)

Such references match Baugh’s “strike bright music” (“End Poem”), “such music, such flute notes” (“I 
Wish You a Leaf  Falling”) and “choirs of  small butterflies” (“Lignum Vitae”) (13, 44, 129). Together, 
these Jamaican poets sound out the possibilities of  a poetics of  harmony and balance, what I am calling 
a ‘poetics of  ecology.’ If  poetry can absorb from nature something of  its conceptual core, it might have 
something to do with its ecology harmony, reciprocity and a sense of  community between the human 
and the environment, the kind of  harmony we expect in musical production. To some extent, the concept 
of  poetic ecology builds on Senior’s conceptualization of  the writer’s role as one of  resonance, which 
she identifies in her Philip Sherlock Lecture as being created when “you speak to a community and it 
speaks back to you”) (“Poem as Gardening” 37). This idea of  reciprocity is also connected to an alternative 
apprehension of  sustainable ecologies, as Tom Szaky, explains:

‘[G]arbage’ is a uniquely human concept that does not exist in nature. In 
nature the output, or waste, of  one organism is the useful input for other 
organisms. Feces from a fox can become food for a berry bush, whose fruit 
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can later become the food for a bird that may end up as supper for the fox 
whose droppings started it all. This natural harmony is rooted in the principle 
that the outputs of  organisms tend to bring significant, if  not fundamental, 
benefits to other organisms. (2)

Both Baugh and Senior indicate, through their poetry, the urgency of  finding conceptual value in salvaging 
and revaluing ecological principles of  living as an alternative to capitalist exploitation and its damaging 
species hierarchies by finding metaphysical significance in both weeds and waste.

Notes
1 See, for example, Elleke Boehmer, who argues that “postcolonial literature […] is writing that sets 

out in one way or another to resist colonialist perspectives” and to insist on “symbolic overhaul, a 
reshaping of  dominant meaning” (3). 

2 ‘Salvaging’ means, inter alia, “something extracted (as from rubbish) as valuable or useful” 
(“Salvage”). 

3 See Gen. 1:1–2 (New International Version): “In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth. Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of  the deep, and the 
Spirit of  God was hovering over the waters. And God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and there was 
light.”

4 My earliest thoughts of  reading Baugh in light of  waste are published in my review of  Black Sand 
(Bucknor). I repeat some of  those ideas here but expand them significantly into a more explicit 
postcolonial, ecocritical response.

5 All references to Baugh’s individual poems come from Black Sand.
6 All references to Senior’s individual poems come from Gardening in the Tropics.
7 The consequences of  arsenic ingestion are the following: “The superficial effects of  arsenic 

poisoning are jaundice and a skin rash, but this tends to be after a long build up. Acute poisoning 
from a high dose results in intense gastric distress – basically everything goes wrong with your gut 
causing vomiting, diarrhea and bleeding, along with pain. Death follows convulsions and coma 
with circulatory failure being the ultimate cause. This may happen within a few hours of  ingestion” 
(“Deadliest Poisons”). 
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Towards an “inclusive, 
fluid diversity in Caribbean 
writing”:  The West Indian 
Scholar and Her Quarrel with 
Literary Criticism
J. Dillon Brown

How then, sir, how, I am asking you, could we all be the same?

—Evelyn O’Callaghan, The Earliest Patriots

Source: UWI, Cave Hill Campus Dean’s Address - The Humanities & Education, YouTube.
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My first encounter with the work of  Evelyn O’Callaghan occurred when I was working on Jean 
Rhys and I happened across her 1998 contribution to ‘the Wasafiri debates’ over the status of  Rhys as 
a West Indian writer. Her short piece, entitled “‘Jumping into the Big Ups’ Quarrels’: The Hulme/
Brathwaite Exchange,” now strikes me, in retrospect, as a wonderfully representative introduction into 
her way of  thinking and writing (all the way down to the quotation in the title). In it, Ev lays out a carefully 
considered case in favour of  including Rhys as a West Indian writer, coming down on the side of  Peter 
Hulme in this now-famous “‘big ups’ quarrel.” While the article is inexorable in the logic of  its conclusions, 
the means by which her article arrives at these findings gesture more towards nuance and openings for 
further debate. Ev is indisputably disagreeing with Edward Kamau Brathwaite (as he was then known), 
but she also offers plenty of  countervailing context to signal her understanding of  Brathwaite’s point 
of  view. She does this first by historicizing his suspicion of  Rhys and explicitly identifying with him as a 
Caribbean-based scholar: “[G]rowing up in the Jamaica of  the early seventies, I knew where Brathwaite 
was coming from” (34). She goes on to gently correct his own reliance on the common critical narrative 
that West Indian women’s writing only began appearing in the middle or end of  the twentieth century, 
grouping a Brathwaite quotation in with those taken from a host of  other critics and thus diffusing any 
sense of  an abrasive ad hominem attack. Finally, in a neat rhetorical trick, she embraces Brathwaite’s 
own theory of  creolization—highlighting its “spirit of  inclusiveness” (36) and carefully illustrating its 
advocacy for a multiplicity of  voices—as the culminating support for her own case that the white West 
Indian experience (including Rhys’s) cannot fairly be written out of  the region’s literary history. In this 
small piece, then, one can find many of  the most salient traits of  Ev’s work: the ability to balance assertive 
critical judgement with complicating nuance; a disposition towards broadminded but rigorously reasoned 
argumentation; an insistence on documented evidence; and, finally, a resolute commitment to inclusivity 
in all its manifold forms. It is this last trait—the commitment to inclusion—that I will focus on here, as I 
think it marks Ev’s most enduring and distinctive contribution to the study of  West Indian literature as we 
have come to know it today.

This drive towards inclusivity—expanding the accepted boundaries of  our critical purview—is, 
of  course, at the centre of  her first monograph, Woman Version: Theoretical Approaches to West Indian Fiction 
by Women, published in 1993. A foundational text for understanding both women’s writing and feminist 
critical practice in the study of  anglophone Caribbean literature, the book undertakes to establish the 
literary value and character of  woman-authored texts from the region, in the face of  a critical tradition 
that had systematically ignored them. As Ev notes in the introduction, when she began studying Caribbean 
literature in the 1970s, she was “under the impression that there were no women writers from the region 
apart from Jean Rhys” (1), and even after the rise of  more visible female authorship during the 1980s 
and 1990s, “the texts chosen for teaching at the University tended to remain those of  the ‘big boys’ 
(Brathwaite and Walcott and Carter, Lamming and Naipaul and Harris)” (2). First and foremost, this is 
her quarrel with literary criticism: her scholarship and, importantly, her teaching work to address what 
was then a gaping critical lacuna regarding the recognition of  women’s writing. Seeking to repair this 
gap in the criticism, Woman Version serves as a veritable catalogue of  West Indian women’s fiction, as well 
as a real-time demonstration of  the substantial payoffs that arise from treating it as a legitimate object of  
serious literary analysis.

In addition to this archetypal feminist gesture of  reclamation, the book also makes an important 
argument about inclusivity in a different domain: literary theory. Published in the heyday of  Euro-
American theory in the literary academy of  the global north and amid the institutionalization of  
postcolonial studies as a discipline heavily inflected by theory, Woman Version makes a judicious case for 
including literary theory in the study of  West Indian literature, despite the well-grounded suspicions of  
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the region’s scholars and writers. As Ev observes at one point, “engaging with ‘Western theory,’ difficult or 
otherwise, does not seem to me necessarily the kiss of  death; indeed, it is part of  my purpose in this book”; 
she goes on to argue that “aspects of  any theory can quite usefully be appropriated for specific textual 
analysis” (52; emphasis in original). Elsewhere, she firmly makes the case for the book’s wide-ranging but 
discerning embrace of  theory, asserting that “rather than attempt to construct one theoretical model or 
another, I have suggested the need for modified and/or synthetic theoretical approaches which can and 
do take account of  the multiplicity, complexity, and the intersection of  apparently conflicting orientations 
which we find in the writing” (111). Emphasizing the Caribbean as the site of  an unavoidably “eclectic 
and polyphonic culture” (111), this approach parallels Edward Said’s notion of  ‘travelling theory’ (and 
foreshadows the concept of  intersectionality that dominates discussions of  identity today), advocating 
for a capacious, creative approach to literary theory that welcomes its potential insights while seeking to 
preserve Caribbean agency in the face of  theory’s hegemonic capacities. 

The book’s titular phrase ‘woman version’ underscores the mindfully disruptive ecumenicism 
at the heart of  its project. With connotations inspired by the remix culture of  dub music, the term 
makes space for critics of  Caribbean women’s writings to “envision the texts as appropriating, echoing 
and subverting elements of  ‘master narratives’ of  all kinds, as versions which are not ‘sub’-anything 
but, rather, woman-centred discourses that attend to a diverse range of  voices and perspectives” (97). 
This is an enabling openness, strongly on the side of  heterogeneity and inclusion, and refusing “narrow 
options based on polarities” (66). In its embrace of  overlooked women’s texts, as well as of  (at least some) 
mistrusted insights of  continental theory, the book enacts the very precepts for which it advocates: “that 
any theoretical formulation about this literature be inclusive, making a space for all voices […] whether 
or not they fit into pre-set agendas in the construction of  a ‘politically correct’ West Indian canon” (34; 
emphasis in original). It is important to stress here that the book is meticulous in its refusal to endorse the 
historical or political entailments of  all such voices; instead, it insists only that they be heard. Nevertheless, 
its central precept emerges in Ev’s commitment to capturing the “special sense of  inclusive, fluid diversity 
in Caribbean writing by women” referenced in my title. In this first book, then, Ev enunciates a powerful 
mode of  resistance to “dogmatic theoretical delineations as to who may speak about what in which voice or 
language” (81; emphasis in original), influentially challenging scholars to question—and ideally, revise—
critical preconceptions that act to foreclose the vital plurality she sees at the heart of  West Indian literature 
and society. 

Ev’s second book, Women Writing the West Indies, 1804–1939: “A Hot Place, Belonging to Us,” takes 
this ecumenical, field-widening impulse in a historicist, archival direction. Fundamentally an expansion 
of  Woman Version’s first chapter, the book stands as a definitive scholarly inventory of  early West Indian 
writing by women, itself  a monumental, critically important achievement; it also offers a set of  insightful 
reflections on how reading such texts can illuminate—by which is often meant ‘complicate’—our 
conventional understandings of  how race, class, gender and imperialism have operated in the region. At 
its most elemental level, the book stands as an irrefutable counter to the then-widespread impression that 
there essentially was no West Indian writing by women until more than halfway through the twentieth 
century; instead, as the book demonstrates, “female-authored texts are generally not so much missing 
from national archives, as ignored” (3). At another, equally important, level, the book is dedicated to 
demonstrating the value of  a more exploratory, open-ended vision of  what West Indian literature is and 
how it might usefully be read. In Women Writing the West Indies, then, we see an extension of  the principles 
animating its predecessor: the desire to open up not only the canon of  West Indian literature deemed 
suitable to read but also the critical methods and assumptions employed to analyse it. 
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This second book’s drive towards inclusion resulted in an obvious material reward—the recovery of  
long-forgotten or overlooked West Indian writing—and this has proven to be one of  Ev’s most influential 
legacies as a scholar. There is now a great deal of  momentum behind the location and preservation (and, 
subsequently, analysis) of  Caribbean archives in the discipline. Ev is forthright in her introduction about 
the initial difficulty of  this work, observing that “accessing primary sources was a long and often tedious 
process” (15), and she acknowledges surprise at how little of  the relevant work could be found in the 
Caribbean’s own regional archives. After tracking down what she believes to be the sole extant copy of  
Mary Lockett’s 1902 novel Christopher in the Library of  Congress in Washington, DC, she relates a crucial 
epiphany of  her own regarding preservation, noting that since the book “was ‘too fragile’ to be copied 
or reproduced and the pages were visibly disintegrating in my hands, one has to make an urgent case for 
proper archival attention to this vanishing corpus of  texts” (16). One very direct consequence of  Ev’s time 
in the archives is the reissuing of  Frieda Cassin’s late nineteenth-century Antiguan novel With Silent Tread 
and of  Elma Napier’s 1938 novel of  Dominica, A Flying Fish Whispered; Ev herself  wrote the introductions 
for both. A less direct but no less important consequence of  what she calls “the rather patchy terrain” 
(174) of  early women’s writing from the West Indies, which her book has arduously excavated, is the 
energy and awareness now animating scholarly interest in archive location and preservation, leading to 
an ever widening sense of  what is available and important to read if  one wants to fully comprehend what 
West Indian literature is.1  

Along somewhat different lines, the most challenging inclusion enacted by Women Writing the West 
Indies occurs along the fraught axis of  race: as the book frankly acknowledges in its introduction, if  one is 
looking for early women’s writing in the region, the vast bulk of  it will inevitably turn out to be authored 
by “elite or middle-class white women” (9). Such writing, it is fair to say, has not been especially amenable 
to the common protocols of  a West Indian literary-critical practice established in the interests of  national 
consolidation and the redress of  racial oppression (indeed, the book’s subtitle, “A Hot Place Belonging To 
Us,” conveys some of  this uneasiness of  belonging). However, Ev argues forcefully for the necessary 
inclusion of  such voices, just as she had—in my first encounter with her work—for the inclusion of  
Rhys. One aspect of  this insistence hinges on her sense that the field of  West Indian literary studies has 
changed and matured over time. Acknowledging the tactical importance of  prioritizing subordinated 
voices as the discipline found its feet in the exhilarating ferment of  the anti-colonial movement towards 
national(-cultural) independence, she suggests that such narrow parameters are no longer necessary or 
even desirable. Instead, Ev asserts that “more subtle and flexible critical responses are required in the 
context of  West Indian literature which has come of  age and no longer needs to buttress identity by 
rigidly suppressing diversity” (7). At this later point in time, it seems possible, for example, to concede 
that whiteness has always been “inextricably bound up with current definitions of  blackness” (40) and 
thus that excising the former from consideration is in fact detrimental to understanding the latter in any 
meaningful sense. Furthermore, the book is alert to the irony of  a discipline established on the basis of  
resistance to the homogenizing, simplifying discourse of  colonialism turning around and doing much 
the same thing towards a different group of  outsiders (in this case, white Creole women) by insisting that 
“only some relationships to the past are valid, only some versions of  historical reconstruction are ‘usable’”; 
instead, the book strives to “reiterate […] the crucial value of  attending to all voices and versions, in an 
effort to revisit restrictive notions of  identity and push back the boundaries of  what constitutes West 
Indian literary history” (176; emphasis in original).2  

Along with this sense of  historical shifts in the field’s standing and social function, the book 
also offers a more abstract statement of  principle about its own inclusive practices, asserting that “it is 
counterproductive to employ theoretical approaches which limit themselves to categorical boundaries 
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and tend to homogenization in the interest of  certain ideological or formal constraints. As the texts 
themselves often resist neat labels, so too should readings” (14). The immediate result of  this stance in 
the book is an enlivening sense of  the complexity of  white Creole women as they wrote to, about and 
against their Caribbean surroundings. Whether observing how the power of  such women was not as 
straightforward as is often assumed, due to the sexual politics of  the time, or showing how locally born 
white women often expressed soberly critical ambivalence about English colonial culture, the readings 
offered within this book illustrate, in time-honoured form, how such things are never really as they have 
conventionally been understood or represented from the outside. A survey of  early literary representations 
works to “suggest that the figure of  the white West Indian woman is hardly a stable icon, but rather a 
construct, an amalgam of  stereotypical representations that served a number of  narrative purposes” (37; 
emphasis in original). The book’s more detailed treatment of  the actual writing done by white West 
Indian women in turn illustrates “that these narratives are worth reading precisely for, not despite, their 
heterogeneity” (176; emphasis in original), as they can offer insight into the complicated tradeoffs and 
shifting allegiances that characterized Caribbean colonial life. In her introduction, Ev is forthright about 
the utility and the potential pitfalls of  the book’s project: “[W]hile I attempt to ‘recuperate’ the texts of  
white colonial women, my purpose is not to demonstrate their contribution to Empire or to debunk myths 
about their racial prejudices, but to examine how their work constructs the West Indies and how they 
insert themselves into their own accounts” (15). Importantly, the purpose here is not to redeem or justify 
but simply to examine and assess. The book argues that, even if  such women’s voices can seem utterly 
compromised by their imbrication in colonial power (however differentiated this might be at the level of  
gender), they were nevertheless an integral part of  the making of  the West Indies. Consequently, it insists, 
to ignore the writing of  such women would constitute an ominous kind of  historical myopia. 

Thus, one can see Ev’s ongoing quarrel with literary criticism as a measured but constant 
insistence on opening up to complexity and clear-eyed, ecumenical analysis. It is worth reiterating that 
this disposition is not remotely sentimental or reflexive but principled: Ev, as many will know, is not one to 
suffer fools or foolishness gladly (or quietly!), and her scholarly work is exactingly argued and meticulously 
documented. Moreover, although she herself  worked primarily on women’s texts and then on white 
women’s texts, the principles of  inclusion for which she argued are transferable to all kinds of  other 
groupings or categories. For instance, one can trace an almost direct line of  descent from Ev’s work to the 
efflorescence of  work on LBGTQ issues in contemporary West Indian literary scholarship, while other 
prevalent lines of  inquiry, such as those into Indo-Caribbean and Chinese Caribbean writing, among 
many others, appear as logical extensions of  her work’s insistence on an expansive critical frame. In 
closing, it seems important to observe that this drive towards inclusion that I have been tracing extends 
in Ev’s work into more practical realms as well. Her writing often explicitly examines the pedagogical 
potential of  its analysis, and when reading through her voluminous writing, one is struck by the frequency 
with which she cites unpublished conference papers. Her commitment to West Indian literature is thereby 
revealed as a communal calling, an ongoing process of  shared investigation and conversation, open to 
dispute and revision, never quite finalized. The afterword to Women Writing the West Indies is explicit in 
this regard, offering itself  as “a ground clearing exercise” that allows other, younger scholars to go about 
“mapping the territory in new and exciting ways” (174). Even if, then, this JWIL issue commemorates her 
retirement—and thus something of  an ending—there are numerous new beginnings to be discovered in 
the scholarly riches that Ev has, in her lovingly cantankerous way, already bequeathed us.
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Notes
1 For this impulse, one can look especially to the multi-institutional, open-access Digital Library of  

the Caribbean, as well as to the Caribbean Literary Heritage Project, funded by the Leverhulme 
Trust and led by Alison Donnell. 

2 This invocation of  “all voices” precisely echoes the language from Woman Version cited earlier in 
this essay, suggesting a crucially important through-line in Ev’s thinking.
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“Solace of  Laudanum”: 
Shadows of  Maternity in 
Derek Walcott’s Omeros
Maria McGarrity

Questions of  maternity shadow female characters in Derek Walcott’s Omeros (1990).1 
Walcott displays a nuanced portrait of  gender and mothering in his most well-known and 
challenging work. A litany of  female figures shows the endurance of  the maternal even as 
children and gestation are questioned and interrupted. According to Evelyn O’Callaghan, 
in her groundbreaking study of  women, literature and the West Indies in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries,

Male-authored accounts, naturally enough, are not usually 
concerned with the details of  women’s lives. [...] women had no 
official place in the drama of  imperial conquest; their roles as 

Source: Photo by Matt Hoffman on Unsplash
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mother of  heirs and paragons of  reassuringly cozy domesticity, were strictly 
supportive. In different ways, black and white women in the West Indies […] 
were chattels, and thus outside the dominant narrative of  colonialism in which 
the main players were men and the main topic was conquest. (O’Callaghan, 
Women Writing 17)2 

Walcott’s twentieth-century verse epic Omeros reflects the larger elision of  the feminine in the Caribbean 
that O’Callaghan describes. Yet, in Omeros there are striking scenes of  the feminine body either used for 
renewal or/and consigned to death, and the women who do appear in his text are linked through a kind 
of  shaded and sometimes even eclipsed childbearing. O’Callaghan explains in her Woman Version that “the 
whole issue of  mothering (not necessarily by biological mother) is central to this literature, and is often 
treated ambivalently” (3). In fact, what O’Callaghan’s Caribbean, feminist critical work has shown is that 
focusing on women and celebrating the inclusiveness of  what constitutes the feminine and feminism are 
central not only to women’s writing but also to the Caribbean in general. Perhaps O’Callaghan herself  
would be surprised to see the degree to which her call for examining the intricate multiplicity of  women’s 
narratives and experiences would work to reveal Walcott’s maternal figures in Omeros.

Four female characters and their respective interconnected maternal praxes provide subtle yet 
striking points in Walcott’s narrative. Helen, the central female character in Omeros, who represents the 
perfection of  the St. Lucian feminine form, becomes pregnant. The impending birth holds possibility 
but is not assured. The biographical personage of  Walcott’s mother, Alix, appears in a few chapters.3 
She is no longer the young vibrant mother teaching at the Methodist School in Castries but rather 
the elderly figure struggling with a fading memory in the local Marian home. The poet celebrates his 
remembrances of  Alix as he recalls her in his early life and laments her contemporary decline. The 
actual maternal presence of  Alix Walcott struggles for words though her body remains. She endures yet 
without full cognition. In contrast to both Helen and Alix, Maud Plunkett, the ageing Irish settler-colonial 
wife, has her childlessness marked, and she has never brought a pregnancy to term. The obeah woman 
Ma Kilman, purveyor of  spirits and cures, holds a name that signifies maternity although she is without 
children.5 Yet, she intimately engages with the most surprising feminine form in the text: the Swift. This 
creature of  flight, who has previously been associated with the neutral ‘it’ pronoun, becomes, upon ‘her’ 
death, a transformative, affirmative and redemptive ‘she,’ as Walcott writes, “We shall all heal” (319).

In Omeros, the most notable female character, Helen, signifies the island of  St. Lucia—fought over 
fourteen famous times by the British and the French—as a modern version of  Homer’s famed “face that 
launched a thousand ships.” In his article on “Landscape, Femininity, and Caribbean Discourse,” Ben 
Heller notes, “Caribbean discourse has generally linked the birth of  a distinct Caribbean culture to the 
land/seascape of  the region. And just as this land/seascape is accorded feminine attributes, so is the 
culture. This conflation of  landscape, femininity, and culture is not perceived, however, as a distorting 
patriarchal imposition” (414). For Heller and his examination of  the archipelago in the wake of  twentieth-
century imperialism, the fluid signifier of  the island/scape as a feminine ideal moves beyond the margins 
of  the sea as a wave that builds and smashes shorelines across the wider Atlantic world. This general vision 
of  the Caribbean as feminine space becomes even more striking when considering Walcott. According to 
Line Henriksen, Walcott “assigned little speech to St. Lucia’s […] Helen, instead defining [her] largely 
through [the] bod[y]” (87). Henriksen suggests,

The problem of  the poet’s representation of  his social autre extends to the 
representation of  gender. The most complex representation of  a character 
in Omeros centers on Helen, who is seen as representative of  the island of  St. 
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Lucia, which is indeed also known under the name of  Helen. Woman and 
island are tied together by metaphor because they share in beauty and are 
both fought over. […] The representation of  Helen thus reveals an intention 
that expands beyond the mere narration of  events concerning her daily life 
and position between two lovers. […] Both the poet-narrator himself  and the 
poem’s chronicler, Plunkett, aspire to give Helen (island as well as woman) a 
voice and a history. (92)

While the characterization of  Helen accords with these critical paradigms, Helen asserts her independence 
from dominant male figure(s) amid whom she must find her own route. 

Walcott also places this female character within the embodied and highly feminized land/seacape. 
He describes St. Lucia and Helen’s body in the same terms:

[I]t magnified the peaks of  the island’s breasts.  
and it buried stiff factions.  He had come that far  
to learn that History earns its own tenderness 
in time; not for a navel victory, but for  
the V of  a velvet back in a yellow dress. (103)6

Helen’s impending maternity is revealed early in the text as she explains, “Girl, I pregnant, but I don’t 
know for who” (34). She later explains to Maud her complicated position with Achille and Hector: “I am 
vexed with both of  them” (124). For Helen, the notion of  progeny and childbearing becomes associated 
with the painful, fractured colonial legacies of  the archipelago that Achille and Hector represent (Achille, 
the fisherman who stays true to his calling, versus Hector, the fisherman who sells his boat for a taxi). The 
question of  progeny preoccupies the characters in Omeros.7 Helen’s pregnancy (64) evokes Antonio Benítez-
Rojo’s definition in The Repeating Island of  the Caribbean as a womb: “[T]he project of  inseminating the 
Caribbean womb with the blood of  Africa; the Atlantic is today the Atlantic […] because it was the 
painfully delivered child of  the Caribbean, whose vagina was stretched between continental clamps” 
(5). The choice of  the sea or the land, the challenging sustenance of  fishing or the relative ease of  the 
tourist dollar, is not merely an issue of  parentage for these characters but one for all of  St. Lucia and the 
wider Caribbean. The questions surrounding Helen’s maternity provide a complex sense of  gestation and 
future inheritance at once. This challenging position emerges not only because she is torn between her 
two lovers but also because she is struggling with Maud, even though she is reliant on her to some degree. 
According to O’Callaghan in her “Views and Visions: Layered Landscapes in West Indian Migrant 
Narratives,” 

[D]espite the racially stratified nature of  plantation society, the domestic 
world was an intimate one, resulting in a surprising level of  interdependence 
between white, black, and coloured women. As a result relationships of  
power within the household were anything but stable, and hierarchies and 
boundaries were constantly negotiated and transgressed. (493)

Just such a complex relational dynamic between Helen and Maud is evident in Omeros. After Helen has 
revealed her condition to Maud, Walcott notes, 
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Maud stood, enraged, in the sun.
Then she picked up the flower Helen had wrenched from the vine.
The allamandas lasted three days. Their trumpets would bend
and their glory pass. But she’d last forever, Helen. (125) 

Helen’s growth and pregnancy are contrasted with Maud’s fading garden flowers and absence of  children. 
Helen and her child portend a fruitful future for St. Lucia. 

The only Caribbean woman in the text who has successfully given birth is the poet’s mother. Alix 
Walcott appears almost as a shade in the text. She is associated with a domestic architecture that forms 
the poet’s childhood: “Our house with its bougainvillea trellises, / the front porch gone, was a printery” 
(67). Upon entering the upstairs of  the old house, Walcott notes, “A desk in my mother’s room, not that 
bed, sunlit. / with its rose quilt where we were forbidden to sit. / Pink handbills whirred under their 
spinning negative” (67). What Walcott terms his “mother’s amnesia” (167) and location in the Marian 
home, a residence named for the Catholic Virgin Mother, provides an introduction to the body of  the 
woman and his own sense of  loss. Walcott captures a particularly moving conversation with his mother 
while she is in the home and strikingly has to be reminded of  her own maternity: 

I was both father and son. I was as old as her
exhausted prayer, as her wisps of  memory floated 

with a vague patience, telling her body: “Wait,” 
when all that brightness had withered like memory’s flower,
like the allamanda’s bells and the pale lilac

bougainvillea vines that had covered our gabled house.
They, like her natural memory, would not come back.
Her days were dim as dusk. There were no more hours.

From her cupped sleep, she wavered with recognition.
I would bring my face closer to hers and catch the 
Scent of  her age.

“Who  am I? Mama, I’m your son,”
“My son,” She nodded. (166)

A fractured memory troubles the characters, even as it provides a potential reminder and solace of  
maternal connection for Alix. Walcott captures his feelings of  dislocation even while his mother remains 
alive:

     I felt transported, 
past shops smelling of  cod to a place I had lost 
in the open book of  the street. and could not find.
It was another country, whose excitable
gestures I knew but could not connect with my mind,
like my mother’s amnesia; untranslatable. (167) 
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The union between the ageing Alix’s struggles for language and memory and Maud’s bodily decay and 
ultimate death become clear at Maud’s funeral mass. As Paula Burnett explains of  the two women, 
“Maud […] unlike Alix was given an actual ceremonial funeral” (173). Walcott writes, 

I was both there and not there. I was attending 
the funeral of  a character I’d created;
the fiction of  her life needed a good ending

as much as mine; that night by the tasselled shade
with its oblong halo over her bowed hair sewing,
I had looked up from the green baize with the Major’s

face from the ornate desk to see light going 
from her image, and that image was my mother’s,
whose death would be real, real as our knowing.

Join, interchangeable phantoms, expected pain
moves me towards ghosts, through this page’s scrim,
and the ghosts I will make of  you with my scratching pen,

like a needle piercing the ring’s embroidery
with a swift’s beak. (266)

Maud’s funeral portends the passing of  Walcott’s own mother who is memorialized in the practice of  
poetry through the embroidery of  fabric with the Swift’s bill. Female maternal images connect and repeat 
throughout the text to inscribe memory and create a legacy of  feminine union. 

Maud herself  is one of  the more elusive figures in the text. Maud is a colonial wife who gardens 
and embroiders. She has no children. Her character is associated with flight, escape and the seeming 
absence of  desire. O’Callaghan describes this figure in the Caribbean context as  

the supportive wife epitomized in the figures of  ‘Excellent Ellen’ or ‘Household 
Pearl’ as popularized in the West Indian media. This construct dominated 
cultural representations of  white womanhood and more importantly, it 
determined what was considered to be the norm of  female conduct, especially 
for middle-class and elite women. (26) 

While Maud certainly fits into the category that O’Callaghan describes, it remains unclear whether Maud 
seeks or avoids progeny and what effect that may have on her seemingly quiet colonial-settler housewife 
persona. She tends her garden as a means of  providing a kind of  fecundity on the island since she has 
been unable (or unwilling) to do so through conventional bodily means. The cause of  her lack of  children 
initially remains obscure. As the major and Maud are introduced, silence marks their union: “Maud 
delivered her orchids, for all these years / of  self-examining silence” (24). She delivers flowers rather than 
children.Walcott continues, “Their silence / was a mutual communion” (24–25). As O’Callaghan notes, 
“[W]ithin a generalized resistance to hegemonic, imperial discourse, attention to patriarchal oppression 
elucidates the fact that this concern tended to eclipse issues important to women […] thus silencing 
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female voices” (Women Version 50). Yet, there are subtle indications throughout the text that Maud not only 
has experience but also may have expressed her voice and even exercised a degree of  agency in this realm.

Walcott’s opacity surrounding Maud’s health and fertility reflects cultural norms of  the period. 
Gail Pheterson and Yamila Azize’s 2005 study of  women’s health care in the West Indies provides useful 
context, indicating that “many physicians told us that they commonly misrepresent procedures and 
outcomes on medical charts, a camouflage aimed at protecting both themselves and women. However, if  
something goes wrong, there is no reliable documentation, clinical accountability or medical responsibility 
for patient well-being” (51). In fact, the study authors found that the phrase ‘menstrual regulation’ is a 
pseudonym for abortion in the Caribbean and beyond among doctors (50), and they continue to explain 
other choices that obfuscate meaning as

many health professionals expressed caution about their language, not only 
with women but also with colleagues, especially in writing out a referral for 
abortion. A family doctor who recently arrived on one of  the islands told how 
he was making referrals to the gynecologist for ‘pregnancy termination’ until 
someone told him: ‘just write down stomach pain.’ (50) 

Precisely this kind of  veiled language is associated with Maud and the question of  progeny for 
the Plunketts throughout the text. Maud’s garden correlates to her health, though these health concerns 
are sublimated almost entirely in Omeros. Yet, Maud’s garden is planted notably with a seraphic Queen 
Anne’s lace. The plant, often considered invasive and thought to be native to Europe and Asia, is named 
for the British monarch who had eighteen known pregnancies, though none of  her children—only a 
few of  whom were born alive—lived to adulthood. Queen Anne’s lace is a flowering plant, the seeds 
of  which, when ingested, are a known abortifacient that do not allow a zygote to implant, thus ending 
pregnancy and regulating menstruation.The plant appears twice in relation to Maud (Walcott, Omeros 62, 
254; McGarrity 60). Deliberate termination or miscarriage are both possibilities for Maud in this riveting 
line: “Solace of  laudanum, menstrual cramps” (263). While opiates are often used to treat acute pain, 
the juxtaposition of  “menstrual” with “laudanum” suggests a connection to reproductive rupture. When 
adding in the Queen Anne’s–lace usage, the subtle becomes more overt. It seems entirely possible that 
Maud’s reproductive choices were her own, either for her own health or/and that of  a potential child. 

The desire of  the Major, Dennis Plunkett (Maud’s husband), for children, coupled with the absence 
of  progeny, suggests difficulties within their marriage. Maud’s desire relates to her wish to return home 
to Ireland though, as Walcott explains, she would remain “moored to the hedge” of  the Plunkett farm 
(122). As Walcott avers, “he [Plunkett] forgot the war’s / history that had cost him a son and a wife” (309). 
Plunkett loses them both. As Loretta Collins notes, “[I]n Omeros […] Western medicine, with its frequent 
emphasis on reading physical symptoms, responds inadequately to Walcott’s expression of  Cultural pain” 
(147). Maud’s pain will not be cured. Maud’s position on St. Lucia is a striking modernization and, in 
fact, reversal of  the usual white woman on the plantation—as O’Callaghan explains more broadly, the 
“white witch” who provides a rival for the affections of  the black mistress (22–31). Maud appears to 
conform more to the Victorian ideal of  the “Angel in the House” (26–30). Maud’s sexuality in Omeros 
is almost entirely elided. Her potential or troubled fertility is unspoken. The desire for “a son,” as her 
husband repeatedly states, is one of  the central narrative arcs. Yet, it is her husband’s lamentation for his 
lost “son” and the quest to recover him that provide this arc; Maud, for her part, is silent on that quest 
for recovery. Yet, the question of  progeny and intergenerational connection, ruptured by history, occupies 
even unexpected figures in Omeros.
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The Swift, central to the journey in Omeros, encapsulates an unusual notion of  inheritance. While 
much criticism has focused on the masculine pursuit for father/son, Walcott actually positions the Swift 
as the great feminine force piloting this necessary journey. The Swift is both a spiritual and physical guide, 
a bird whose compass makes Achille’s voyage possible. Walcott writes,

As wift had carried the strong seed in its stomach
centuries ago from its antipodal shore,
skimming the sea-troughs, outdarting ospreys, her luck
held to its shadow. She aimed to carry the cure. (238–39; emphasis added) 

Walcott endows agency to the Swift with her “aim to carry” but also places this form of  maternal legacy 
in a particularly shaded form. 

The sense of  mourning in book 6, the solemn, memorial book within the text that depicts three 
deaths—those of  Maud, the Swift and Hector—is inaugurated with the description of  the bleached 
bone on the shoreline of  St. Lucia that becomes linked with the maternal through Ma Kilman. Walcott 
explains the fate of  the Swift: 

She saw the horned island and uncurled her claws 
with one frail cry, since swifts are not given to song, 
and fluttered down to a beach, ejecting the seed 
in grass near the sand. She nestled in dry seaweed. 
In a year she was bleached bone. All of  that motion 
in a pile of  fragile ash from the fire of  her will, 
but the vine grew its own wings, out of  the ocean. (239) 

She both gestates and then releases the seed from which the vine grows, which is cultivated by the only 
character in the text named for maternity, Ma Kilman. The Swift’s progeny is nothing less than the cure 
for the wound of  history. 

Ma Kilman teaches that the sea, the great mother, can cure the wound too (242). In her book 
Witches, Goddesses, and Angry Spirits, Maha Marouan notes that, in African diasporic fiction, religion is often 
a location of  “liberation. The openness offered to women in African diaspora religious systems can be 
traced to West and Central African cultures that do not exclude women from the domain of  priesthood 
and spiritual authority” (4). Ma Kilman is the female-centred spiritual authority in Omeros. As Collins 
notes, 

Given [her] relatively few lines and seemingly assigned minor status in the 
poem, Ma Kilman plays, nonetheless, the major role in diagnosing and 
treating the wounded spirits and fragmented polity of  St. Lucia. Through 
divination, an intuitive connection to African spirituality, the material practice 
of  obeah, trancework, and a maternal desire to comfort the pained St. Lucians, 
Ma Kilman helps. (147; emphasis added)

While the Roman Catholic funeral rites are offered as a backdrop within Maud’s funeral, the only spiritual 
or religious practice that directly creates lasting change is that of  Ma Kilman’s maternal cure. Collins 
suggests, “Offering an alternative to Western methods of  diagnosing and healing the individual patient, 
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obeah practitioners acknowledge the interdependence between the wounds of  the individual body and 
those of  the body politic” (161). 

Yet it is Maud’s funeral at the Cathedral of  the Immaculate Conception, a second location in the 
text named for the Catholic Virgin Mother, that provides a critical backdrop for rapprochement between 
Achille and Helen. Helen states, “I coming home” (267). In this funerary section (book 6), women are 
foregrounded. Walcott thus creates the possibility of  communion and inheritance for St. Lucia. Hector is 
mentioned only in passing: “His arc was over, for the course / of  every comet is such” (226), and Achille 
carries an oar to the funeral of  Hector, who is buried by the sea (233). The future rests with Helen.

In the middle of  Omeros, as the poet returns to the New World, he celebrates St. Lucians and their 
many generations of  ancestors: “They crossed, they survived. There is the epical splendour” (149). In this 
final movement, Walcott asserts an inclusive and fluid potential for the island. He portrays the Caribbean 
as a new, promising feminine location for renewal and regeneration. According to Collins, 

Walcott’s insistence on a return to mother-culture, his depiction in Helen of  
a strong woman character who ultimately refuses to be dominated by either 
men of  postcolonial tourist enterprises, and his insistence on an incorporation 
of  the ‘feminine’ in his vision align him with Caribbean women writers who 
attempt to unsettle rigid colonial hierarchies of  race, class, and gender. (160)

The female characters in Omeros navigate maternity in remarkable ways. As O’Callaghan explains 
in her “(Ex)Tending the Boundaries” article, “‘The West Indies’ is not lurking somewhere within […] 
multiple and various constructions. […] Eluding definitive appropriation, ‘the West Indies’ endlessly 
repeats and reflects such constructions in new patters, in old patterns, into the imagination of  the world” 
(275). O’Callaghan’s nuanced vision of  the West Indies reflects the complexity of  the women in Omeros. 
She asserts that in Caribbean writing “a continuum of  political directions operates, and exploration of  
ideological currents in the literature […] needs to be sensitively aware of  intersecting agendas within the 
specifics of  the text’s cultural matrix” (Women Writing 100). What O’Callaghan finds is that intricacies of  
female experience in the Caribbean cannot be reduced to a simple framework. Rather, she suggests that 
critics and writers must endeavour to illuminate narrative and elucidate character with a consideration 
of  complexity and interrelation.Walcott, in fact, while by no means a feminist in his life or poetry, seems 
to have taken a page from O’Callaghan’s arguments when he describes the alterities and connections of  
female experience in Omeros. In this text, St. Lucian women always seems to mirror and shadow each 
other. As Walcott describes his mother, Alix, (“She floated so lightly! One hand, frail as a swift” [165]), 
the union of  Alix with the Swift prefigures his later link between Alix and Maud (“[T]here was / my 
mother in Maud” [263]). Helen is described as “a shadow” (17); yet, as the author notes, “the island was 
Helen” (103). Thus, if  Helen is the island/scape, a shade of  beauty, Maud’s body reflects an old imperial 
cartograph. Walcott explains, “[S]he’d stretch a mapped arm from her nightdress. ‘It’s a rare / chart’” 
(28). Walcott explains her embroidery of  birds and her central position amid other female figures: “She’d 
be a ghost like all / her sisters, a smudge on a cloud. Maud marked their routes” (122). Maud’s sewing of  
avian images portends both her end-of-life journey and that of  the Swift. As O’Callaghan has powerfully 
shown, in relation to women’s writing in the West Indies more generally, the female characters in Omeros 
defy expectation and refuse facile categories. They reflect and refract one another. When Walcott’s female 
characters are understood to be subjects and not mere objects within their journeys and within the larger 
Atlantic world, these West Indian women create, guide and cure—in both their own lives and those of  
their literal and metaphoric progenies—creating legacies of  a healing maternal cultural union.

http://funeral.at
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Notes
1 Walcott occupies a difficult position in terms of  gender and power. See the Oxford Poetry Chair scandal 

for the most egregious of  these awful events (Irvine). 

2 All further references to O’Callaghan refer to Women Writing the West Indies, 1804–1939: “A Hot Place, Belong-
ing to Us” (2003) unless otherwise noted.

3 The vision of  Alix Walcott contrasts with the memory of  the father who is clearly lauded not for his phys-
ical presence but for his intellectual and poetic gifts. The father and his blue book of  poems provides his 
professional gift. 

4 Even Catherine Weldon, the famed ‘Woman Walking Ahead’ who aided Sitting Bull, warned of  the dan-
gers of  the Ghost Dance and is referenced in the Dakota territory passages of  Omeros, has a troubled 
maternity. Weldon is a mother, but her son dies from a tetanus infection (Pollack 263-64). Weldon is not 
covered in this essay because she has not resided on St. Lucia.

5 Notice the paradox of  Ma Kilman’s name, which evokes the killing of  men.

6 The legacy of  slavery in St. Lucia and the relationship between a white woman of  the colonial class 
(Maud) and a black woman of  the servant class (Helen) has a powerful historical resonance. The yellow 
dress, the object of  possession and dispossession, becomes a symbol of  the contested island generally, the 
Plunkett farm specifically and the power relations among the women who are placed within these disputed 
locations. The connection between the two women is not only the contested yellow dress but also their 
maternal status or lack thereof. 

7 The paternity of  Helen’s child is unveiled with the revelation that her womb “was carrying Hector’s child” 
(250). This fact seems critical not in that Achille will raise the child as his own but rather that Helen’s 
pregnancy is the result of  her relationship with Hector. It is Hector, not Achille, who left the sea to drive a 
taxi on land. While mention of  Hector’s demise in his comet taxi appears in book 6, it is only in passing. It 
comes with a condemnation for his leaving the sea for the land and the tourist trade. It is Hector who loses 
his life chasing the tourist dollar. His progeny will be raised by someone who made the choice to remain on 
the sea.
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“Reach to Golden Spring”: 
Changing Vistas in the Poetry 
of  Lorna Goodison
Anthea Morrison

In Lorna Goodison’s 2013 collection Oracabessa, the poem “Bye Boonoonoonoos” 
conjures up the bittersweetness of  provisional return to a landscape never absent from the 
writer’s consciousness, even after several decades of  life away from the island. She remembers 
the long-gone days in a Jamaican home with her son, his dog and “the hushabye of  the river” 
(Oracabessa 93), recalling also, with the acuity of  her painter’s focus on colour and shape, 
the imperfection of  “that one/arthritic rose bush/mixture of  rose madder, salmon pink/and 
maroon.” Louise Bennett, or Miss Lou, Goodison’s beloved neighbour and friend during her 
years in the semirural community of  Gordon Town, is honoured in the near untranslatable 
but, to a Jamaican ear, phonetically pleasing word ‘boonoonoonoos’1—an allusion that 
underscores the poet’s continuing rootedness both in her homeland and in her language. 

Source: Untitled. Nadia Huggins. 2020.
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Born in Kingston’s Victoria Jubilee Hospital, Goodison has described the first years of  her childhood 
on an urban street bereft of  trees: “The yard I grew up in had no trees. It had one breadfruit tree that 
had no head.” (“How I Became” 290). Yet throughout her work, the seduction of  the rural heartland is 
patent, and the writer has explained the nexus between her familial history and her connection to what 
Jamaicans term simply and affectionately ‘country’: “The lack of  trees in my early memory gave me a 
great love for things pastoral […] I fell in love with the country, especially with the river in which I had my 
first true baptism” (“How I Became” 290). Indeed, the poet has drawn, from the 1980 volume Tamarind 
Season to Oracabessa, on the contours of  Jamaica as both source of  solace and signifier of  belonging. Her 
self-conscious privileging of  flora and fauna makes landscape in Goodison’s work not a convenient decor 
but an irreplaceable presence.2  It is not an immutable presence: while the soothing “hushabye” evoked in 
“Bye Boonoonoonoos” recalls the centrality of  the river memorialized in the title of  her memoir From 
Harvey River (2007), some poems from recent collections express an ecological concern, an awareness of  
the transformation and even degradation that accompany the illusion—or reality—of  social progress. 
This essay highlights that affective proximity to the land, the personal geography that frames Goodison’s 
work, paying particular attention to the configuration of  Jamaica’s watercourses and mountains in the 
collections Oracabessa and Controlling the Silver (2005).

Goodison is certainly not singular among Caribbean writers in this focus on landscape, used not 
simply as a trope but as an ineradicable element of  identity. Elizabeth DeLoughrey makes an interesting 
and convincing assessment of  the concern with nature in Caribbean literature: “Caribbean writers have 
long engaged the history of  the environment and the complexity of  its representation. Scholars have 
argued that the Caribbean is one of  the most important areas for an ecocritical lens because the region’s 
history does not allow for a facile division between humans and nature” (265). Among major poets of  the 
region who have memorably explored the place of  the natural world in Caribbean—and in their own—
experience, one might cite Derek Walcott, Aimé Césaire, Kamau Brathwaite, Édouard Glissant, Olive 
Senior and Mark McWatt (and this list is certainly not exhaustive). The Guyanese McWatt, whose work 
has often foregrounded the vast rivers of  his continental homeland, dedicated a 2009 keynote address 
to the topic “Loving Guyana’s Rivers.”3  McWatt privileges, in that semi-autobiographical piece, the 
mystery and majesty of  Guyana’s waters, elaborating on what he terms “the romance of  the rivers” and 
invoking with proud familiarity the resounding names of  the rivers of  the interior. He recalls an adolescent 
intimacy with the rivers, which he describes as “almost sexual,” remembering “a total surrender to the 
seduction of  sun and living water” (1; emphasis added). Once his father taught him to swim by throwing 
him into the river—in what sounds like an invented masculinist ritual of  initiation—and commanding the 
teenager, “Swim, dammit!” the boy would “joyfully jump off jetties and wharves all over the country and 
enjoy the embrace of  the river-water and the tug tide or current” (2). Goodison’s focus on watercourses is 
inspired by more modest rivers and streams and by a different gender perspective, perhaps linked to the 
absence of  the learned masculine audacity reflected in young McWatt’s exuberant immersion of  himself  
in swiftly moving water. There is often a sense of  the domestic, as well as the sensual, in Goodison’s 
portrayal of  these bodies of  water, essential for rural Jamaican communities. It is worth noting that this 
fondness for river imagery has been constant throughout her career, as Edward Baugh noted in his 1986 
article “Goodison on the Road to Heartease”: “[W]e notice […] in Goodison’s work, developing from 
Tamarind Season, a fascination with imagery of  water and wetness—rain, river, sea” (20). Specifically, for 
both Goodison and McWatt, learning to immerse oneself  in river water, to overcome the terror of  the 
unknown so as to confirm a necessary intimacy with one’s native land, was a virtual rite of  passage in 
childhood. 
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In its attention to the natural world, Goodison’s work is certainly firmly located within an ecological 
sensibility and is also marked by a resolutely postcolonial sensibility that informs her relation to the island 
place. Denise deCaires Narain, in “Landscape and Poetic Identity in Caribbean Women’s Poetry,” points 
to the gendered implications of  the representation of  landscape. The article chooses as an epigraph a 
section of  the long poem that makes up Grace Nichols’s Startling the Flying Fish (beginning with the words 
“Mi dear, times hard / but things lush-lush here”), the importance of  which deCaires Narain underlines 
by stating that it “acknowledges the enduring image of  the land-as-Eden in Caribbean poetry but it does 
so with a knowing wariness […] characteristic of  women’s poetry” (41). In Goodison’s oeuvre, the natural 
world is not uniformly represented as a source of  comfort. In the quietly sarcastic “Reporting Back to 
Queen Isabella” (the second poem in Oracabessa), while the writer implicitly affirms the lushness of  the 
land whose original name, Xaymaca, is translated ‘land of  wood and water,’ the poem highlights, above 
all, the exploitative intent of  the would-be conquistadores who were quick to thingify both the island and 
its people:

Overabundance of  wood, over one hundred
rivers, food, and fat pastures for Spanish horses, men,
and cattle; and yes, your majesty, there were some people. (5)

And in a more intimate vein, in Goodison’s earlier volume Controlling the Silver, the landscape is 
inextricably associated with the grief  that the persona experiences at the loss of  a beloved family member, 
a bereavement painfully conjoined with an awareness of  the loss of  the years spent ‘making life’ away 
from home. Several of  these poems are full of  regret at separation from an essential place, which does 
not diminish the need to recall the specificity of  that place and to reinscribe a claim of  belonging. “Island 
Aubade,” appearing, like “Bye Boonoonoonoos,” to refer to a time when the poet and her son lived in 
the shadow of  the majestic Blue Mountains, begins as if  the island is ever present and peaceful. In its first 
lines, Goodison foregrounds the notion explored elsewhere in her poetry4 of  beginning again, embracing 
the possibility of  renewal implicit in the daily assurance of  “firstlight.” The latter term, as well as the 
expression “Before day morning,” emblematic of  her ability to marry Standard Jamaican English with 
Creole and with creative neologisms,5  confirms Jahan Ramazani’s description of  one aspect of  Goodison’s 
prodigious gift as “the suppleness of  her poetry’s turns between Standard English and Jamaican Creole” 
(560):

Before day morning, at cockcrow and firstlight,
our island is washed by the sea which has been 
cleaning itself  down with foamweed and sponge.

(Goodison, Controlling the Silver 1)

The poem goes on to evoke the rare, intense colouration of  one of  Jamaica’s most precious fruits, “the 
purple skin / concealing the milk-flesh of  most private starapple / (which Miles consumed only in twos)” 
(3), associated with the simple comfort—familiar in Goodison’s work—of  providing in abundance the 
nourishment needed by loved ones. But the tone of  the final stanza is less than serene, as it urgently 
summons an ailing traveller to accept the balm of  homeland:

Going to bathe in the family river cousin,
we need to go back to where our people come from. (3)
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The frequently elegiac tone of  the volume Controlling the Silver is indeed attributable to the mourning it 
enacts for Goodison’s “dear cousin” Joan, fellow migrant but above all her friend and ally from childhood, 
from the time when the townie that was the young Goodison first visited her mother’s “country”:

When at age seven our two eyes made four, 
you were my first cousin who taught me
how a river named by our generations 
was benign. […] (6)

This beloved river is also, of  course, at the centre of  Goodison’s memoir From Harvey River: the 
writer’s grandmother Margaret, on the birth of  a first, long-anticipated child, receives from fellow villagers 
the gift of  infants’ clothing washed—or, one might say, ‘anointed’—in the water of  this river “named by 
our generations,” including “exquisitely embroidered baby dresses, dozens of  gleaming white birdseye 
napkins already washed clean in the Harvey River and dried near the field of  lilies” (9). Several chapters 
later, the beginning of  her friendship with Joan and other cousins is also described with reference to the 
presence of  a benevolent river:

Early next morning Joan shook me awake, saying that it was time for us to 
have our morning bath in the river. […] My cousins could swim, they just 
ran down the riverbank and leapt into the water. And I jumped right in after 
them; but because I could not swim, I nearly drowned. So I quickly learned 
to stay in the shallows and watch them swim the river, bank to bank. But I 
was so happy. (212)

In the epilogue to the memoir, the adult writer experiences the sharp panic of  disorientation as she 
awakens in a strange hotel room in Germany, but she is able to find her bearings by remembering the 
benevolence of  the river water that she had once learned to navigate: “I can turn this darkness into the 
river at night […] I dive and under the surface of  the water, I know what I’ll find. The evidence of  my 
generations. The small schools of  fish will flutter by like my mother and her sisters and brothers. [...] As 
long as I swim in it, I will be borne to safety” (278).

In “Dear Cousin,” however, the familial river is conspicuously absent; the poem begins on a sombre 
note, acknowledging that Joan did not make it home from Canada—despite the conviction expressed in 
other poems that they must return together—and the geographical setting is alien:

[…] You lie in the foothills 

of  Calgary and I’d like to be able 
to tell you that the azure harbor ahead

is the horseshoe of  Lucea Bay, but those
white horses run too fierce. (Controlling the Silver 5)

So, the persona will have to make the return to origins without the beloved cousin; and even more painful, 
in a return whether imagined or real, home is not without its disappointments. The poem “Back To 
Where We Come From” (34) sounded, initially, a note of  anticipation; but the one that follows, bitterly 
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entitled “O Pirates Yes They Rob I,”6  refers to other cousins, modern-day “pirates” who have despoiled 
the familial property and land, on which the ancestors are buried: “A rickety banana walk / crowds the 
tombs” (35).

To this individual loss, a loss imprinted on the environment, Goodison adds a larger public 
concern, the fear of  degradation of  what many Jamaicans imagine as inviolable space—the rural interior 
where the description of  Xaymaca as land of  wood and water leaps from the page to the gladdened 
eye. The poem “Change If  You Must Just Change Slow” reminds the Jamaican reader of  the ecological 
implications of  plans to intrude on the heavily wooded, hilly Cockpit Country,7  important to the country 
as a source of  fresh water and also symbolically linked to the Maroons’ resistance to English colonialism. 
In the lines quoted below, the use of  the first-person plural is striking; this is not, as one might assume at 
first, a metaphor evocative of  the intimacy of  an individual embracing a lover but rather, I believe, the 
representation of  a collective, visceral connection to the land. It is clearly reminiscent of  the universal 
gesture of  kissing the earth on returning home after a prolonged absence or a particularly harrowing 
journey, but with heightened intensity, with a sense of  urgency and an understanding that this part of  the 
land is its very core:

We will crouch down then in a red earth
hollow, press our lips close to the heart 
of  this deep Cockpit Country and call out
please don’t change or change if  you must
just change slow […] 
Heaped yam hills, garlands of  green vines,
cockades of  bamboo on crown of  the hillside. (Controlling the Silver 61)

But it is important too that the poem ends by reinforcing the point suggested by the title: some change is 
inevitable, and, implicitly, one must resist a paralysing nostalgia about what has never been a paradisal 
island. After all, the final lines of  the poem seem both to memorialize and to bid farewell to the “[l]ittle 
bit a country village place or woodland […] / Country we leave from to go and make life” (Controlling the 
Silver 61). 

One thinks here of  Evelyn O’Callaghan’s penetrating remark, in her analysis of  the first four 
novels by Earl Lovelace, about the shift from the simple pastoral in that writer’s vision of  his native 
Trinidad: “For Paradise, even as we encounter it in the texts, is in process of  change” ( Modernization 47; 
emphasis in original). O’Callaghan’s reminder, in that same essay, that “Eden is never so lovely as before 
the fall” (44) is also pertinent in considering Goodison’s keen awareness that the remembered vistas of  
home will change with time.

Indeed, O’Callaghan, whose contribution to Caribbean literary and cultural criticism we celebrate 
in this issue, has demonstrated a scholarly interest in what has now emerged as Caribbean ecocriticism8 
across a formidable body of  critical texts illuminating the central place of  landscape. Her essay “Views 
and Visions: Layered Landscapes in West Indian Migrant Narratives” emphasizes the challenge of  
inhabiting a new landscape as related both in the narratives of  twentieth-century West Indian migrants 
to America and Europe and in the earlier accounts of  transplanted European women of  the colonial 
era. Of  particular relevance to the analysis undertaken in the present essay is “The Modernization of  
the Trinidad Landscape in the Novels of  Earl Lovelace,” in which O’Callaghan argues that, despite 
Lovelace’s apparent embrace of  the pastoral in his early fictions, he does not idealize rural life, nor does 
he represent “progress” and migration to urban Trinidad as necessarily dehumanizing (47–48). In 2013, 
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O’Callaghan addressed the topic in her lecture “Looking at Our Landscapes Then and Now” for the 
University of  West Indies, Cave Hill, Professorial Lecture Series; and she again shifted her critical lens 
from scribal to visual texts as the invited speaker at the Eighth Edward Baugh Distinguished Lecture Series 
in 2014.9  Here her lecture “Contesting Visual Meaning: West Indian Landscapes Real and Imagined” 
focused on the point of  view of  the colonial outsider. O’Callaghan has also offered important Caribbean 
critical direction at the intersection of  ecological and gendered perspectives, as in her introduction to 
the 2011 edition of  Dominican Elma Napier’s A Flying Fish Whispered, first published in 1938, which 
she presents as “a pioneering attempt, way ahead of  its time, to engage with feminist and ecological 
discourses” (7).10 Her work inspires attention to the complexities inherent in the Caribbean writer’s 
representation of  island topography, a concern also relevant to readings of  Goodison’s writings energized 
by an insider’s eye and intimate relationship to the Caribbean/Jamaican landscape. This ecocritical 
focus in O’Callaghan’s recent writing emerges again in her paper “The Half-Life of  Visual and Scribal 
Landscapes and Caribbean Tourism Promotion,” presented to the 2019 Association of  Commonwealth 
Language and Literature Studies Conference, in which she highlights, through visual texts, a colonialist 
vision of  Jamaica that ignores/minimizes the presence of  the enslaved Africans (3–4) —a wilful omission 
reminiscent of  Don Cristobal’s “forgetfulness” about the native presence in Goodison’s poem (“Reporting 
Back to Queen Isabella”). O’Callaghan refers specifically to the work of  the eighteenth-century English 
artist George Robertson and also interrogates the representation of  the island by eighteenth-century 
plantocrat William Beckford and his “‘way of  seeing’ [that] translated Jamaican land into a specific type of  
aesthetically privileged landscape” (O’Callaghan, “Half-Life” 2; emphasis in original).   

The issues of  perspective and local attachment appear for Goodison in Oracabessa’s “Charlie 
Chaplin at Golden Clouds,” in which Goodison expresses particular respect for the task of  the fisherman, 
as she fruitfully juxtaposes the perspective of  the outsider admiring Jamaica’s oceanic beauty (“Charlie 
Chaplin declared Oracabessa / Paradise”), against that of  the “ordinary people,” such as the fishermen 
and the small farmers cultivating their land. Charlie Chaplin did stay as a guest at the luxurious villa 
named Golden Clouds in the early twentieth century and did indeed find it an enchanting place. But 
eschewing the reductive representation of  Jamaica as tourist haven, the poet quietly brings into the light 
the hardships—and the dignity—of  those who ply a trade through the sea, of  those regularly exposed 
to the tropical “sunhot.” With the potent understatement at which she is adept, Goodison slips in the 
troubling detail that these “big fishermen […] cannot swim.” One may infer here an understanding of  
the socio-economic disparities in Jamaica, which mean that many in ‘service industries’ themselves hardly 
find the time to tap the island’s natural resources; or one may read in this a reference to a fear of  sea water 
(anecdotal evidence suggests that a surprising number of  Jamaicans do not know how to swim), perhaps 
linked to that first, grim encounter of  enslaved Africans with the ocean. The run-on line leading to “hard, 
big fishermen who cannot swim” underscores the physical toughness, even the valour of  these fishermen, 
and the stanzas that follow make it clear that they, and their fellow workers the farmers, are certainly the 
equals of  the “great man,” the famous visitor:

 […] Chaplin
 looked out silently from his room window
 framing the Caribbean Sea and saw rowing
 hard, big fishermen who cannot swim.
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He went for a walk and watched banana 
men dressed like tramps, cultivating
acres of  hillside land. The inheritors of  earth

about their business, not caring about who
the great man was, except to offer him a jelly
coconut – Oracabessa sun can be hot. […] (Oracabessa 114)

The echo of  the Beatitudes in the description of  these banana men—and presumably also of  the 
fishermen—as “inheritors of  earth” is striking, as is the absence of  the definite article before “earth,” 
leaving the reader the latitude to conclude that what these country people have inherited, rather than 
“gold” or portable wealth, is the small and precious portion of  earth that their land-starved ancestors so 
craved in the post-emancipation period.11

In Oracabessa’s “Morning Ballad,” the setting is not as conspicuously enchanting as that of  
Goldeneye or Half  Moon Bay, nor is it the splendid seascape facing visitors to Golden Clouds, but is 
rather the hillside community of  Golden Spring. While it recalls in its title the earlier “Island Aubade,” 
this poem privileges return rather than déracinement, tracing what is perhaps an imaginary journey up 
Stony Hill Road, with the district of  Golden Spring as the final destination. In the first three lines, there is 
reference to an accompanying maternal figure, “the good mother,” and then in the following stanza, the 
focus shifts to the surroundings, with idiosyncratic landmarks along the way:

You will pass a school walled only on one side.
The vendors of  fruit: pineapples, ortaniques
will tumble over themselves to get to your car.

Buy a sugarloaf  pineapple peeled into a plastic bag. (Oracabessa 109) 

These lines portray the rather haphazard, even eccentric, configuration of  a district that is neither country 
nor town, of  a contemporary Jamaica where vendors are anxious and even aggressive in pursuit of  a sale, 
where the prized sugarloaf  (the most succulent version of  the fruit) is still appealing, though confined to 
the convenience of  plastic. This is home but certainly not paradise; just before arrival at the destination, 
as a sort of  poetic reality check not without humour, the speaker becomes aware of  a pungent odour: 
“The renk from the goat pen will water your eyes” (109). But Golden Spring awaits—a name resonant 
with the hopefulness that pervades this entire volume in which Jamaican place names are reminders both 
of  the spiritual trajectory that this poet has frequently chronicled and of  the palpable, unforgettable hills 
and valleys of  her island of  origin. In “Note to Self,” the persona begins by urging a visit to Goldeneye, 
certainly not an ‘authentic’ Jamaican place name (Goldeneye was thus named by Ian Fleming, who built 
his dream house and lived there for many years; it is now the brand name of  a luxurious tourist resort 
owned by Chris Blackwell in the same location). But the poem moves on to invoke, with near reverence, 
the small seaside town bathed in light, which gives the volume its title: “Oracabessa home of  honey light 
that limns / all around with gold leaf  […]” (112); and it ends (as does “Morning Ballad”) by recalling the 
essential site always in the writer’s field of  vision: “Still on the road to Heartease; the city of  gold / is the 
site of  Heartease. Journeys” (113).
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The importance of  place names in Goodison’s poetry hardly needs emphasizing, but it is noteworthy 
how often the epithets ‘gold’ and ‘golden,’ implicit also in the word ‘Oracabessa,’ occur in her most recent 
volume. It is intriguing that she should have titled one of  her collections “Golden Grove,” a name that the 
fascinating study Jamaican Place Names identifies as historically popular, “with six widely spread occurrences 
in 1950” (Higman and Hudson 108). In their analysis of  frequently used “[h]abitation place names” 
(including wonderfully evocative “sentiment names,” such as Content,12 Mount Pleasant, Retirement, 
Retreat, Friendship and Springfield [77]), B. W. Higman and B. J. Hudson point out that “the sentiments 
expressed tend to be positive, with an emphasis on feelings of  satisfaction, present or future, as well as 
on warm human relationships and the comfort of  refuge” (79). Interestingly, they also highlight “the 
commonness of  spring as an element in the Jamaican naming system” (77; emphasis in original). 

In “Morning Ballad,” while a similar positivity inheres in the name Golden Spring, the journey 
to the area is not a straightforward or uniformly scenic one, nor does it culminate in a hero’s welcome. 
The uphill trajectory and the underlying image of  an older, struggling car—requiring of  the driver no 
longer familiar with the terrain particular vigilance in changing gear in order to cope with the sharp 
angle of  ascent—underscore that point. Yet the objective remains clear: “Reach to Golden Spring; sing 
morning ballad” (Oracabessa 109); the traveller wonders how she could have ever left “an island where / 
someone named a wayside cottage: ‘Morning Ballad’” (109). And the tone changes briefly as she allows 
a/her child’s voice to capture and to question the sadness of  the years of  self-banishment: “Mother, why 
are you sadding?” (110).

 But as the poem ends, the prospect, the dream that motivates the journey up a steep road remains 
untarnished; the speaker is sure of  arrival not at Eldorado but at a golden, sunlight-infused site:

Sadding into grace state or something like it.
Voice stretched elastic can contralto sorrow,
ululate praise, bridge broken re-establish
pass to Heartease. (110)
 

That fundamental optimism characteristic of  Goodison is, I think, encapsulated in a remark by Hugh 
Hodges, discussing the concept of  a ‘start-over Eden’ in her earlier work: “Eden is not the place to which 
we finally return; it is the place from which we are always beginning” (28). The journey to Golden Spring 
is therefore, ultimately, a ‘beginning again,’ a purposeful journey not unlike the one to which the poet’s 
mother summons her in a new unpublished poem, “Here You Are Mother,” which Goodison read to 
an audience for the first time in 2019 at the Two Seasons Talking Trees Literary Fiesta.13 Here the poet 
dreams/imagines her mother once again comfortably traversing the waters of  home, arriving at, but not 
lingering in, the safety of  Lucea Harbour:

You dive in and breast-stroke the familiar
long-lap river rushing past

your old childhood home all but gone to ruin;
captured by pirate cousin. You backstroke
float and butterfly into Lucea Harbour.

This image of  the smoothly swimming mother recalls the section of  Goodison’s memoir From Harvey 
River, quoted above, in which the memory of  immersion in river water offered comfort to Doris after the 
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family’s relocation to Kingston. But while the evocation of  that fluid figure was positive, even triumphant, 
the poem “Here You Are Mother” is poignant and initially painful because of  the persona’s longing for a 
renewed proximity that the wise mother cannot countenance (though it is certainly less mournful in tone 
than the earlier elegy “My Mother’s Sea Chanty” [Goodison, Turn Thanks 6). In “Here You Are Mother,” 
the speaker represents the moment of  separation from her mother after the latter’s death as a journey 
away from a tempting “big sea”:

You stepped into the deep and embraced big sea
waves; turned back to me on land and said,
“You cannot come with me yet”
Then off you swam. I set off for home, feet barely
touching ground till I reached Constant Spring;
where I lifted my eyes to the hills.

Go long you said, and be yourself.

At the heart of  the uplifting turn towards the end of  the new poem is what it shares with “Morning 
Ballad”: the privileging of  a place name that is evocative of  spring water, with a calming backdrop of  
mountains. For busy Kingstonians who drive unthinkingly (or with irritation!) on the congested semi-
highway that is Constant Spring Road, Goodison’s imagining of  the speaker effortlessly journeying from 
Lucea Harbour to Constant Spring at the bidding of  her mother is a whimsical, even magical notion. 
But this poet has always had the capacity to transform and to reconfigure ‘reality’ through the power of  
the word: indeed, it appears here that the speaker is almost levitating, and one senses that she is taking 
full possession of  the island her mother leaves her, “inheritor of  earth,” taking literally in her stride the 
long journey from Hanover to Kingston. It is interesting that the reference to Constant Spring appears 
to locate home in an urban space; yet the penultimate line includes an allusion to the redeeming heights, 
which is both biblical (echoing the first line of  Psalm 121) and evocative of  the mountainous terrain of  
Gordon Town where Goodison lived for many years.

In the first few lines of  the poem “Reporting Back to Queen Isabella,” cited earlier on in this 
essay, Goodison referred tongue-in-cheek to the Spanish monarch, “whose speech set the gold standard 
/ for her nation’s language” (Oracabessa 5), alluding, I believe, in part to the controversial notion of  
linguistic correctness but above all to the quest for gold that underpinned the European incursion into 
what Don Cristobal termed, “The fairest isle that eyes ever beheld” (5). That simple vision, perpetuated, 
for example, in the contemporary slogan intended to lull anxious tourists (“Jamaica No Problem”), is 
manifestly one that Goodison, sensitive to the complexity of  this island and wary of  the hyperbole fuelled 
by blind nationalism, does not endorse. But in several poems in the section of  Oracabessa bearing a title that 
celebrates her own “nation’s language,” for example, “Bye Boonoonoonoos,” Goodison deploys imagery 
that, instead of  placing the precious, coveted, corrupting metal in the hands of  the future colonizers, makes 
the landscape itself  “golden,” imbuing with “honey light” the vistas of  her “island in the sun.”14

At the end of  an essay focusing on an aspect of  Caribbean literature to which Evelyn O’Callaghan, 
in her incisive critical interventions, has drawn significant attention, I take this opportunity to point to 
the personal and professional qualities which distinguish her as does her scholarship.  Over many years as 
academic and administrator at The University of  the West Indies, Evelyn O’Callaghan has demonstrated 
an unswerving commitment to the institution and to the welfare of  its students; she has been passionate 
about the importance of  teaching, and exemplary in her collegiality, her openness to dialogue, and the 
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dynamism which made her a solution-oriented Dean of  Faculty. For those of  us who are fortunate to call 
her friend, Evelyn’s qualities also include an irrepressible and delightful humour, thoughtful attention to 
the needs of  others, generosity of  spirit, and a contagious love of  life. May her retirement be a season of  
fruitful adventures and fresh discoveries.

Notes
1  Meaning (approximately) ‘sweetheart.’

2 Goodison’s work exemplifies what Sarah Phillips Casteel describes as characteristic of  contem-
porary Caribbean writing: “[R]ather than merely serving as a backdrop, landscape frequently 
functions as a protagonist” (482).

3 First delivered as the keynote address at the University of  the West Indies (UWI), Mona, Aca-
demic Conference in 2006.

4 See, for example, “Our Blessed Country Lady” (Oracabessa 95–96).

5 For a comprehensive discussion of  Goodison’s skill in this area, see Velma Pollard’s authoritative 
article “Mothertongue Voices in the Writing of  Olive Senior and Lorna Goodison.” 

6 This phrase is an allusion to the words that begin Bob Marley’s celebrated “Redemption Song.”

7 There have been several national petitions in the early twenty-first century opposing proposals to 
allow bauxite mining within the Cockpit Country.

8 See the special 2016 issue of  the Journal of  West Indian Literature on Caribbean ecocriticism, in-
cluding the preface by Elaine Savory.

9 Organized by the Department of  Literatures in English, UWI, Mona.

10 See also her article “Elma Napier’s Literary Sense of  Place.”

11 The attitude of  the new landowner is memorably portrayed in Goodison’s poem “Never Expect” 
(Travelling Mercies 10).

12 One of  the final lines of   Goodison’s “Change If  You Must Just Change Slow”  reads, “[N]ame 
of  Content, Wire Fence, Stetin, Allsides” (Golden Grove 106).
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13 An earlier version of  this poem was published under the title “Constant Spring” in Michigan 
Quarterly Review, Issue 57.1, Winter 2018. The literary festival took place in Treasure Beach, Ja-
maica, May 2019. I am grateful to the author for her kindness in letting me have the text of  this 
poem and allowing me to cite it.

14 I am borrowing here the title of  the song “Island in the Sun” made famous by Harry Belafonte.
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Woman Version as Foundational 
Text: Mapping Caribbean 
Women’s Writing
Emily Taylor

I first read Evelyn O’Callaghan’s Woman Version: Theoretical Approaches to West Indian 
Fiction by Women as a graduate student at the University of  Oregon. I was preparing for my 
PhD exams, and I trudged through dark rainy days to the Knight Library to read and take 
notes. The day I tracked down Evelyn’s book, I was relieved to check it out and find it was a 
slim volume. When I opened it and started reading, I was even more relieved to find that I 
could understand it and, what’s more, that the prose was interesting, snappy and engaging. It 
was an eye-opening moment, not only for the content (with which I will engage more deeply 
below) but also as one of  the first times I encountered a style of  literary criticism I knew I 
wanted to emulate. 

Source: Photo by Arash Asghari on Unsplash
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It is not overstating the case that reading Evelyn’s book has changed my life and set off a trajectory 
that led me to where I am now, teaching in an English department at a small liberal arts college in 
South Carolina. Before I read Woman Version, most of  my coursework and writing had focused on the 
francophone and Spanish-speaking Caribbean, but after reading it, I took a turn that led me to becoming 
a postcolonial scholar of  anglophone Caribbean literature, with a focus on world literatures written in 
English more broadly. I doubt I would have ended up in an English department specifically without the 
influence of  Woman Version. The experience of  reading it also helped me to begin to position myself  as 
a scholar from outside the region. In comparative literature, we are inevitably strangers to one set of  
literary canons or another, whether it be a distance of  time or as an outsider to the culture that produced 
a particular set of  works. As a white graduate student based in the United States (US), I was increasingly 
aware that to study the questions I was interested in (how texts fight power, how the experience of  exile 
and diaspora are represented, how cultures mix under the pressures of  colonialism) I would have to 
commit to studying outside of  the US centre. When I put down Woman Version, I realized I had to find a 
way to get to Barbados to study at the University of  the West Indies (UWI). 

After applying for funding, I ended up with a Rotary Grant to study at UWI for the 2005–06 school 
year. While there, Evelyn opened her classes and her office door to me, and introduced me to a number 
of  visiting writers and scholars, most memorably Nalo Hopkinson and Mayra Santos-Febres (whose work 
later became the subject of  one of  my dissertation chapters). She also introduced me to other students of  
hers, including Caryn Rae Adams (now working and teaching in Australia) and Romona Bennett (now 
in the United Kingdom), and students who had worked with her previously, such as J. Dillon Brown. 
After my year at UWI, she encouraged me to attend the Association of  Caribbean Women Writers and 
Scholars Conference and—after I defended my dissertation (a study of  Caribbean women writers) in 
2009—the Caribbean Studies Association Conference, where I met Alison Donnell, who became an early 
career mentor. It took me a few years (and hundreds of  applications) to find a tenure-track position, and 
it was Evelyn’s and Alison’s encouragement that inspired me to publish and keep pushing as an adjunct 
and visiting professor. 

I offer my own career trajectory as evidence for what I am sure is a familiar story to those who have 
had Evelyn as a friend, colleague or professor. What started with Woman Version ended with my training 
and career as a scholar, currently, of  world literature, with a focus on the anglophone Caribbean and 
postcolonial literature in English. As I am slowly piecing together my own book project (in between a 
heavy teaching load), I am motivated to keep going, remembering the reach of  books like Woman Version 
and the impact that publishing your work can have on future generations of  scholars. Like Evelyn’s 
mentorship, Woman Version brought together a number of  theoretical strands that together created new 
possibilities for the study of  Caribbean literature. As one of  the first pieces of  literary scholarship to 
take up an intersectional, feminist approach, Woman Version helped to create new spaces for investigation 
and imagination, especially for our understanding of  the representations of  gender and sexuality in the 
region.

Woman Version is important in the field of  Caribbean literary scholarship because it was among the 
first projects to examine women’s writing in the region in a systematic and theoretical way. Along with 
Carole Boyce Davies and Elaine Fido’s Out of  the Kumbla (1990) and Selwyn Cudjoe’s Caribbean Women 
Writers (1990), Woman Version centred women writers and began the project (now familiar in transnational 
feminism) of  combining postcolonial and feminist questions about subjectivity, family, national and 
domestic politics, and racial identities in colonial and decolonial societies. Using musical analogies from 
jazz and reggae, Woman Version suggests we can understand women’s writing in the region as a version, 
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or a remix, of  an original that decentres origins. After the initial release of  a reggae track, hundreds of  
versions could follow, each becoming a collective enterprise. Rather than privileging the importance or 
sanctity of  the original, Evelyn argued that we should rather interpret the versions on their own merit, 
appreciating the complexity and diversity of  form that follows:

[W]hat I suggest is that we approach this writing […] as a kind of  remix or dub 
version, which utilizes elements from the ‘master tape’ of  Caribbean literary 
discourse (combining, stretching, modifying them in new ways); announces a 
gendered perspective; adds individual styles of  ‘talk over’; enhances or omits 
tracks depending on desired effect; and generally alters by recontextualization 
to create a unique literary entity. (11; emphasis in original) 

While these “dub versions” could be seen to centre the original text, they actually highlight how what 
we consider ‘original’ are themselves referencing previous texts. Instead of  thinking of  texts by women 
as derivative of  the original male versions, we can understand how they are part of  a larger canon of  
Caribbean literature, itself  embedded in intertextual relations. 

In subsequent chapters, Woman Version outlines a model for applying concepts from literary theory 
(often of  European or US origin) in a way that is useful for Caribbean literary texts. Directly addressing 
the notion that doing so could result in a type of  theoretical appropriation or critical blindness, Woman 
Version instead argues that we can approach theory much as we approach the version: stretching and 
adapting it to suit the purposes of  sketching a postcolonial feminist model of  literary scholarship in the 
region. Instead of  constructing “a single theoretical model for West Indian women’s writing,” Woman 
Version suggests “the need for plural and syncretic theoretical approaches which can take account of  
the multiplicity, complexity, the intersection of  apparently conflicting orientations which we find in the 
writing: approaches which can combine heterogeneity and commonality while refusing to be ultimately 
formalized under any one ‘ism’” (15; emphasis in original). The first chapter turns to early texts to refute 
the notion that Caribbean women’s writing began in the twentieth century—and only following men’s 
writing. Instead, although many of  the early texts were authored by white Creoles who supported the 
English colonial enterprise and plantation economy based on the oppression of  the majority population, 
they are nonetheless worth attending to for their historical importance in understanding the intersection 
of  gender identity with colonizer subjectivities. They are also important early texts for understanding 
how women writers in the region subvert conventional forms, such as travel narratives, to tell their stories. 
Attending to these nineteenth-century narratives also allows us to understand how later white Creole 
writers such as Jean Rhys, Phyllis Shand Allfrey and Eliot Bliss are writing their own dub versions of  these 
earlier texts.

In chapter 2, Woman Version turns to an analysis of  madness in Myriam Warner-Vieyra’s As the Sorcerer 
Said (1982), Zee Edgell’s Beka Lamb (1982) and Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1966). Rather than reflecting any 
reality of  mental illness in the region, these fictional representations of  madness are instead a rebuke 
of  rigid gender roles and expectations for sexual behaviour by girls and women: this attention to the 
“madwoman version […] illuminates the impossible straightjackets of  polarized female stereotypes into 
which girlchildren in the Caribbean were—and to some extent, still are—required to fit” (47). Madness 
then becomes a trope of  resistance and a rejection of  the impossible demands of  colonial and national 
societies. 
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In chapter 3, Woman Version offers one of  the first examples of  how to apply postcolonial and 
feminist theory together. Through a reading of  Jamaica Kincaid’s Annie John (1984) and Erna Brodber’s 
Jane and Louisa Will Soon Come Home (1980), Evelyn demonstrates how imperial oppressions and patriarchal 
oppressions overlap and are contested in the novels. Examining the colonial associations of  land and 
territory with virgins, and the national associations of  land as mother, the chapter argues that, in Kincaid’s 
work, Annie’s complicated relationship with her mother figures her eventual migration away from her 
mother country to the UK. In Jane and Louisa, childhood loss of  innocence becomes a paradise lost as girls 
are socialized into sexualized roles as women. Both novels unpack “contending stereotypes of  femininity, of  
race and class fixity, within which female socialization frequently occurred in the colonial and postcolonial 
West Indies” (O’Callaghan, Woman Version 66). Exploring these questions on the transition from girlhood 
to womanhood in the novels sets up the following chapter on the representations of  female subjectivity in 
Brodber’s second novel, Myal (1988). While much of  the literature examined in Woman Version represents 
the tragic effects of  patriarchal and colonial oppression for Caribbean woman, Myal demonstrates how a 
novel can represent empowered female subjectivities that use collective agency to fight power. 

Chapter 5 returns to the question of  representing community, to trace how Guyanese writer Grace 
Nichol’s novel Whole of  a Morning Sky (1986) employs a type of  comic double vision that questions patriarchal 
authority in politically tumultuous times. Rather than reinforce or replicate authoritarian postures, the 
novel is a type of  female carnival in which female protagonists reaffirm a sense of  community and tear 
down certain icons sacred to the patriarchy. These types of  strategies in fiction can be understood to have 
“a transformative, if  not revolutionary, impact upon patriarchal discourse,” and Whole of  a Morning Sky 
“can be read as a demonstration of  Bakhtin’s theorizing in practice, as the female body […] makes its 
presence, and needs felt in the face of  high-flown political rhetoric on ‘justice’, ‘rights’, ‘rules’ and the 
like, exposing them as useless and empty phrases in the particular context of  articulation” (O’Callaghan, 
Woman Version 96). In the final chapter of  the book, Evelyn returns to questions of  ideology and theory 
to make the case for a sustained literary criticism of  Caribbean women’s writing. Rejecting the idea that 
such approaches diminish the literariness or art of  the text, she concludes by making the convincing case 
for approaching Caribbean women’s writing from a critical perspective. 

As a foundational text in the fields of  Caribbean women’s writing and feminist literary scholarship, 
Woman Version is cited throughout numerous theses and dissertations (including, of  course, my own). A 
Google Scholar search turns up hundreds of  citations of  Woman Version in journal articles, edited volumes 
and book chapters, including in texts that themselves have become foundational in the field, such as 
Belinda Edmondson’s Making Men: Gender, Literary Authority, and Women’s Writing in Caribbean Literature (1999), 
Alison Donnell’s Twentieth-Century Caribbean Literature: Critical Moments in Anglophone Literary History (2005) 
and Keja Valens’s Desire between Women in Caribbean Literature (2013), among others. Browsing the works-
cited list of  Woman Version reads like a who’s who of  scholars in the field, as it cites conference papers and 
early works by Kathleen Balutansky, Rhonda Cobham, Carolyn Cooper, Carole Boyce Davies, Elaine 
Savory Fido, Barbara Lalla, Anthea Morrison, Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert, Velma Pollard, Helen Pyne 
Timothy and Helen Tiffin. Reflected in Evelyn’s scholarship is her ability to connect not just people but 
also key concepts that clearly became integral to projects that followed.

Woman Version clearly gave later generations of  scholars inspiration and direction for new research. 
It also reads as a roadmap pointing to Evelyn’s later scholarship, such as her book Women Writing the 
West Indies, 1804–1939: “A Hot Place, Belonging To Us” (2004), where she returns to a number of  the early 
narratives she examined in the first chapter of  Woman Version. Her study of  madness is fleshed out in the 
edited volume Madness in Anglophone Caribbean Literature: On the Edge (Ledent et al.; 2018), and her attention 
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to outsider voices continues in Caribbean Irish Connections (Donnell et al.; 2015). All of  these works deliver 
a critical voice and an engaging style that make convincing cases for the importance of  gender, sex and 
sexuality as key critical areas of  focus in Caribbean literature. 

Reflecting on the important place of  Woman Version in Caribbean literary scholarship reminds me 
again of  how much Evelyn’s work has furthered the field, especially in the way a feminist lens forces us to 
ask questions about the often-stifling gender and sexual norms in the region. It also reminds me that literary 
scholarship depends on excellent teachers and mentors, and, to survive, it must be intergenerational. On 
the occasion of  Evelyn’s retirement, I am so grateful for the time and energy she was able to give to my 
own career. Her retirement, however, forces me to consider my own role as mentor and teacher, and to 
understand that now, as an associate professor, it is my duty and that of  my fellow colleagues to ensure 
the continuation of  Caribbean literary scholarship around the world. May we be the inspiration to future 
scholars that Evelyn is to all of  us. 
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“She have the sun in her”: 
Tribute for Ev
Denise deCaires Narain and Jane Bryce

Denise

It’s almost impossible for me to speak of  Professor Evelyn O’Callaghan without 
speaking of  myself  and of  Professor Jane Bryce. This is not simply the hunger for attention 
that comes with being third in a family of  nine (Ev knows this story of  mine well) but because 
our lives intersected fortuitously at a crossroads at a moment when we were each starting down 
new roads: Ev to write her first book, the groundbreaking Woman Version, Jane to have her first 
baby, and me—after years of  longing to do so—finally returning to live in the Caribbean. 
Serendipitously, Jane and I had encountered each other at an Open University summer school 
in 1991 in the United Kingdom and, on her recommendation, I was hired to do Ev’s teaching 
while she was on sabbatical. So, there I was at Cave Hill in September 1992 with two rather 
unexpectedly fabulous women academics!

Source: Photograph property of  Jane Bryce.
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I’d been reading Ev’s work, of  course, for my PhD on Caribbean women poets, so meeting 
her was a bit like meeting a celebrity. We’d met just before I arrived in Barbados at an Association for 
Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies conference at Mona, where I remember thinking how 
cool she looked, sitting by the pool with her dark glasses, long legs and cigarette, chatting animatedly. Jane 
was very pregnant at the time and exuded a different vibe: moodily looking for shade, food and breathing 
space, while I was escaping a doomed relationship in the grey of  England. But we got on like a house on 
fire: a weird synergy that I’d never anticipated encountering in an academic institution; nor did I anticipate 
such passionate discussions, disagreements and diatribes about feminism, nationalism, belonging, race, 
students, teaching, make-up, diets, sex, whatever. Sometimes we were like three mad Berthas storming 
around together at one of  our various habitats, ranting about the state of  things: Why weren’t students 
enjoying Jane and Louisa as much as we did? Why did they all like Wide Sargasso Sea? Why was motherhood 
so hard, politicians so useless? … and so on. We three talked, debated, read, reread, laughed, cried and 
mourned together; we were a minicommons, a coven of  witches and bitches and cérébrales.

Perhaps the Bertha metaphor resonated strongly for us three at that moment because Jean Rhys’s 
Wide Sargasso Sea was finding a wider readership as postcolonial studies took off, and debates about ‘race’ 
began to shift in complicated and interesting ways. I admired the way Ev’s serious engagement with these 
issues was always tempered by irreverence and by a refusal to be pinned down in the shadow cast by the 
endless (mis)readings of  Bertha and of  Rhys herself  as tragic white Creoles. Ev’s vibe was much more 
attuned to Rhys’s picong and bite: “She have the sun in her” (Wide Sargasso Sea) or “A lady - some words 
have a long, thin neck that you’d like to strangle” (Voyage). Like Rhys’s Selina (“Let Them”), I can well 
imagine Ev pausing to file her nails, should she ever (as if !) be arrested for being drunk and disorderly. 
Our three-way unladylike conversations were threaded through with profanities and jokes but also with 
quotes from the literature we loved—or loved to hate: Jean Rhys, Mikey Smith, Kamau Brathwaite, Derek 
Walcott, Wole Soyinka, V.S. Naipaul, Toni Morrison, Olive Senior and more. “Where is my country and 
where do I belong?” was a particular favourite, rendered mournfully or parodically, depending on the 
mood. Mighty Sparrow’s “Congo Man,” adapted for three, not two, white women travelling through 
(literary) Africa (and the Caribbean), was often our swansong at the end of  one of  our ‘girls’ nights out 
(still going strong, if  less raucously).

I can’t imagine Ev ‘retired’; I wonder what she will do with all of  those notepads (the familiar 
yellow lined A4 notepads that the University of  the West Indies issued) in which, in her distinctive, neat, 
spidery handwriting she would tirelessly make notes at every paper she listened to at any conference. 
Despite my doodling attempts to distract her, she always remained attentive to the presenter. How many 
dozens of  these yellow notepads does she now have? And what a rich archive they’d make of  a Caribbean 
feminist intellectual.

I remember her taking a wry, painful pleasure in the endless questions her sons asked when they 
were little, in the genre of  “Muuum, which is fastest, a cheetah or a jaguar?” I know where they got that 
curiosity from: Ev is a persistent and probing interlocutor—and often when you are least expecting it. 
Most recently, we were in Paris together (at a Jean Rhys conference—yes, Rhys still rules!) and took time 
out to go to the Modern Art Museum. We’d started off with a wine-soaked lunch and had looked at a few 
of  the exhibits before collapsing on chairs and lolling lazily, watching others looking at art. Ev suddenly 
perked up to ask, “Den, tell me, what exactly is this affect theory stuff that you keep talking about?” and 
wouldn’t be fobbed off, either. It is this restless intellectual curiosity and the sense that things matter that 
continue to animate Ev’s scholarship. Her dedication to her students is legendary, and they universally 
love her, especially her commitment to making them see how and why Caribbean literature really matters. 
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I remember Ev in dark glasses, a borrowed cap and endless bling, delivering a minilecture in rap at 
Cave Hill. Her energetic teaching style was phenomenal (providing the teaching was not before noon, 
of  course). And, though she’s lived and worked in Barbados, Jamaica was never far away: she only had 
to hear a couple of  bars of  reggae to drop into a skank; her discourse was peppered with the rhythm 
and vocabulary of  Jamaica. I’ve ‘cotched’ in Ev’s office many a time and felt the vibe of  Jamaican and 
Caribbean culture all around me on her double-stacked, packed bookcases. ‘Horse dead and cow fat’—
I’ve heard her use that saying countless times, and now, finally, I have occasion to write it. I’m so happy I 
was offered the chance to ‘replace’ Ev, but of  course she couldn’t and can’t be replaced. Ev is Ev, and all 
who know her know that. There’s got to be a Jamaican proverb that encapsulates her particular brio—but 
I haven’t located it yet.

Jane

It’s not a proverb, but how about, ‘Well, just a tups then?’ often heard as the wine bottle was getting 
near empty on one of  our many girls’ nights out. But that was after Denise arrived, and we instituted a 
tradition that started with all sorts of  spontaneous misadventures and has now resolved into more sedate 
dinners. I first met Ev, a few days after I arrived to take up a job in the department, on campus sometime 
in the middle of  the morning. She had just parked her car and was, she explained, rushing to a class, so 
she couldn’t stop to talk. It was my first introduction to what everyone who works with Ev knows sooner 
or later: don’t ask her to attend a meeting before 10 a.m., as she won’t be there. After I met her two young 
sons, I understood that her eccentric hours were her answer to the question facing all women academics 
with children: how to keep up the research and writing when all your waking hours are taken up with 
teaching, reading to children, baths and bedtimes. Ev’s solution—staying up half  the night and sleeping 
late in the morning—obviously worked, because that way she got two books written and completed her 
PhD while being a full-time mother. It was not without cost. In those early days, we had an informal 
African studies seminar going on once a month or so, and soon after I arrived, I gave a talk about popular 
fiction by Nigerian women writers. I mentioned a column in a Lagos newspaper: “Treena Kwenta: Diary 
of  a Fun-loving but Hard-working Single Parent.” When I quoted her lamenting, “Life is such a drag 
these days, there is nothing to brighten my day […] I have not danced for ages. I am so weighed down by 
responsibility that I can choke. And all because I am a mother,” there was a loud “Yes, man!” from Ev.

Ev was, of  course, a doting and dutiful mother, but she loved fun, and she loved to dance—and 
the three of  us did a lot of  both. But as colleagues, we also understood each other without having to 
explain anything. We were reading the same books and engaging with the same ideas. When we started 
a new postgraduate course in women’s writing and feminist theory, Ev and I taught it together. In spite 
of  grappling with Spivak, Cixous and Irigaray, we never satisfactorily answered the question to which Ev 
insistently returned: “Well, can the subaltern speak?” In those days of  earnest theoretical orthodoxy, her 
scepticism and irreverence were a reminder of  what really mattered: women’s writing—never mind how 
many rules it broke or if  the students thought what they were studying was ‘women’s poultry.’ Ev loved 
to tell the story of  how, when she was teaching the eighteenth-century novel, she asked why a particular 
student hadn’t read Tom Jones. The answer “Miss, the book too tick!” became our battle cry.

Over the (many, many) years that followed that initial glorious encounter, Ev, Denise and I have 
continued to work and play together, attend conferences together and learn from each other. At an early 
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West Indian Literature conference held at Mona, I had to suffer the two of  them snorting with laughter 
as I presented a paper on Robert Antoni’s Divina Trace, using Shadow as a calypsonian theorist. This 
required me to recite lines like: “Shakespeare say / who steal my purse steal trash / the Shadow say / 
that tief  was looking for some cash.” My irredeemably English accent was too much for such a couple of  
code-switching Creoles. But always we were there as listeners to and interlocutors of  each other’s papers, 
before going out and running down whatever fun was to be had—in Kingston, Georgetown, Bridgetown, 
Canberra, London or Paris.

We agreed that the best way to show students that literature was a living thing was for them to 
meet living writers. At Cave Hill, as we started to develop creative writing as an option in the literature 
degree, we used the opportunity to invite Caribbean writers to campus. Often, they were friends of  Ev’s 
or people she’d worked with at Mona. For Ev, promoting Caribbean writing was a mission that informed 
everything she did. She especially made Caribbean women’s writing her own, and the course on it that 
she devised and taught was perennially popular with students. In a class on whatever subject, you’d often 
hear someone say, “Oh, that’s just like what Ms. O’Callaghan says. …” She introduced students to ideas 
they’d never encountered before and showed them a side of  Caribbeanness they hadn’t known how to 
name. They appreciated the knowledge she opened up for them but loved her for her humour and the 
way she was always ready to explain things in their own language. Ev went out of  her way to support 
her students, whether it was copious comments on essays and proposals, applications to study at other 
universities or lending an ear to personal problems. Despite resisting it for years, she finally agreed to 
become dean of  Humanities and Education in her last two years because she saw a chance, at a difficult 
time, to make things better for students and colleagues. She even started getting up for early morning 
meetings—the ultimate sacrifice.

I had no idea when I met Ev that first morning, in a rush to get to class, that for a quarter of  a 
century we would fight the same battles. I doubt I would have survived without her. Always ready to speak 
truth to power, unintimidated, passionate and down to earth, she was far more than just a colleague. She 
helped shape a culture at Cave Hill that was characterized as much by caring as by careful scholarship. 
They were great years, and I was lucky to share them.
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A Dear Prof. Letter
Malica S. Willie

Dear Prof.,

 On first meeting you 

in the prelude to our pilgrimage,

your visage,

painted stern,

provoked fear and trembling.

But as we journeyed on, 

it was discovered,

Source: Photo by Clever Visuals on Unsplash
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expeditiously so,

Radix enim omnium malorum est acceptio defectuum:

That what you refused to tolerate,

you abominated,

were lame excuses, 

indolence and sloppy work.

And it was this that roused in us 

a desire to perpetually excel.

  You made our classrooms safe,

broke through the hard-boiled crusts of  our ignorance,

allowed our minds to roam,

to relentlessly pursue knowledge for the sake of  knowing,

to think beyond thought,

to read past words,

and to live, really live,

unhindered by boxes.

 Evelyn ...

Professor O’Callaghan ...

our Penthesilea,

You were the best of  examples:

You taught us to speak truth

by always speaking yours,

to fight for what is right,

by your total readiness to take on the world.

 You raised us up,
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tended to us,

renewed a right spirit in us

and breathed eternal stories into our souls.

 To us, your students,

you have given much,

and this has not gone unnoticed.

You, who seem more powerful than all the gods, 

and superior to Rodin,

have sculpted the most obliged of  thinkers:

 “Dear Prof.,

You challenged me to hold my work,

at a certain academic rigour,

and for that, I am grateful. 

You made room for me

and my unconventional theories,

which made my thesis what it is today.

Thank you, Aston.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You were always kind to me,

made me believe in myself,

because you believed in me.

You had the highest standards,

demanded excellence,

you never let us skate.

Thank You, Milt.”

 “Dear Prof.,

As a young lit major, 

you truly assisted me in developing the eye of  a literary critic. 
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You nurtured my appreciation for the classics, 

and through the examination of  fiction by Caribbean women, 

I developed an awareness of  the position of  women in West 

Indian culture. 

Thank you for being an exceptional educator, woman and role 

model.

Keiran.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You were a loving disciplinarian,

the perfect balance

between fun and frightening.

I both wanted and needed

to produce the best,

and only the best, for you,

to avoid being raked over the coals.

With thanks, Cherish.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You have impacted me greatly. 

You were always very pleasant—

laughing and flitting from topic to topic,

merging experience with literary theory and social 

commentary; 

a casual conversation,

would always leave me wondering if  I should have taken notes.

You taught me so much about womanhood and feminism,

yet it baffled me 

that such an empowered woman like yourself

could exist in such a tiny, fancy package. 
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I feel honoured to have been exposed to your unique 

perspectives. 

Your years have been spent so positively shaping many minds. 

I hope you feel appreciated and special, and you keep that 

unique spark. 

You’re the true definition of  a firework.

For such a tiny lady, you have made an explosive impact on so 

many. 

Thank you for your dedication and time spent inspiring women 

like me, Shermaine.”

 “Dear Prof.,

As an exchange student from York University,

with a Saint Lucian background, 

my time at UWI, Cave Hill,

was an educational and social baptism

into Caribbean culture and imagination. 

You provided me with an analytical structure,

to interrogate archival material,

which often perpetuate discourse 

in the dehumanization of  people with African ancestry. 

This encouraged me to think about 

and work towards documenting our own stories. 

Although our time together was relatively short, 

your teaching pedagogy, 

your interactions outside of  the classroom,

helped this Rastaman to navigate and progress in the UWI 

space. 
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Thank you for being an amazing and uplifting individual. 

I pray that wherever or whatever you decide to explore next, 

it will fulfil you and lead to your happiness.

Chevy.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You never underestimated your students,

and constantly provided us with the support needed at UWI. 

It was in your classroom

that I ultimately decided on how I wanted to impact the world.

Your thought-provoking discussions helped nurture and 

cultivate us, 

and motivated and inspired us in numerous aspects of  our lives.

Thank you, Paulette.”

 “Dear Prof.,

In stepping through the door of  your officee, 

I was transported to an enchantingly bookish locale of  your 

making. 

Perhaps it was the lighting, 

or the way in which you arranged your books; 

the otherworldly ambience made my brief  visits to your office

a memorable experience. 

Your effervescent spirit and sharp attention 

gave your space its unique signature. 

After graduating from UWI 

and becoming a teacher of  literature myself, 

I was inordinately pleased to share your brilliant insights with 

my own students.

I am honoured and humbled to have had you, 
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an extraordinary person, as my thesis adviser.

I salute you,

for your outstanding academic contributions to West Indian 

literature. Congratulations! 

May your legacy continue to inspire future generations.

Sarah-Anne.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You are a brilliant individual,

and I am honoured to have gotten the opportunity,

to have been lectured by you.

Thanks, Jarrell.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You insisted on perfection.

I was always to do my best,

I was never to accept mediocrity.

And this is now

something that I stress with my own students.

Prof., you made me enjoy literature at UWI,

Thank you, Sharon.”

 “Dear Prof.,

You were an influential leader and mentor,

and I feel privileged to have been your student.

I greatly benefited from your natural aptitude for teaching and 

research, 

but also from your wit, compassion and genuine interest in 

your beloved students.

You impacted my career choices as a gender advocate

and an English teacher. 
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My love for research and the interrogation of  gender issues has 

deepened

because you always emphasized 

the importance of  being practical, intuitive and innovative. 

You are a teacher both in and out of  the classroom. 

I am grateful for your gentle nudges,

your confidence;

you helped me to actualize my potential.

Thank you, Alicia.”

 “Dear Prof.,

Whilst not overly excelling in your courses, 

I always admired your professionalism, 

your strict disciplinarian approach

and, in particular,

your honesty about how I could improve as a student of  

literature. 

You treated me fairly,

were always approachable

and receptive to my concerns. 

I wish you the very best

and thank you for all you gave.

Congratulations on having a fabulous career.

Andrew.”

 “Dear Prof,

There is so much I can say

about how much I admire you:

your sense of  style, 

your kindness, humility, 
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your down-to-earth nature,

your wealth of  knowledge and

your effervescence.

 Prof., you were more than just a professor to 

me:

you were a mentor.

You encouraged me to go the extra mile,

to never settle

and to never take things at face value.

You ignited a fire within me

and made me passionate about West Indian literature. 

You are an awesome lady,

 and I feel privileged to have had a professor like you. 

 I pray

that, as you journey into retirement,

God grants you the peace and happiness

that you truly deserve.

Julicia.”

 For nurturing us,

For helping us believe in ourselves,

For insisting on only our best,

For inspiring us,

For being everything we need

and so much more:

You have our sincerest gratitude,

our unconditional respect,

and our infinite affection.
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Breaking Historical and 
Critical Silences
Bénédicte Ledent

Throughout her career as a teacher and as an academic, Evelyn O’Callaghan has 
tirelessly encouraged her students and fellow critics to look at the world with an open mind, 
spurring them, as she says in an interview conducted by Sheryl Gifford and published in 
2012, to “question certain things that they think about gender and identity in particular, 
and suggest the possibility of  other ways of  being.” It takes a very special scholar to be 
interviewed in a literary journal, and this particular conversation was amply justified by the 
pioneering role that Evelyn had played in the emergence of  West Indian feminist criticism 
for several decades. This is perhaps the best-known aspect of  her work. It is rightly cele-
brated in several contributions to this special issue, and the fact that she is one of  the major 
critical voices of  Caribbean women’s writing is readily confirmed by an even cursory look at 
her impressive curriculum vitae. However, her list of  publications allows for more surprising 
facts. 

Source: Black & Blue Nadia Huggins. Digital Photograph. 2011.
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One of  the possible revelations in Evelyn’s list of  achievements is the slim volume entitled The 
Earliest Patriots, published in 1986. A blend of  fact and fiction around a slave rebellion that took place in 
Barbados in 1816, it might not be a book that Evelyn has often spoken about and would even want to 
evoke now, but it certainly provides a good example of  her keen interest in the human beings that were 
forgotten in often anonymous historiographies. It also showcases her constant desire, as the back-cover 
blurb indicates, to “give life, character and identity to names which litter the crumbling pages of  histor-
ical manuscripts.” This early publication also testifies to Evelyn’s untiring attempts to understand the 
world and the society she lives in by investigating its past, whether historical or literary, and bringing its 
archives alive, as she has also done with the work of  several women writers from the Caribbean, such as 
Frieda Cassin or Elma Napier, whose neglected works she has contributed to bringing back into print. 

In addition to her institutional commitment to the University of  the West Indies, as a professor, 
as a head of  department, then as a dean, and the many papers and keynotes that she has delivered at 
countless international conferences and venues, Evelyn’s curriculum vitae discloses other striking, yet 
telling, features of  her working life. One of  them is her ability to establish solid international collab-
orations, which speaks not only to her being open to the world but also to her formidable intellectual 
curiosity, her talent to locate critical blind spots and her faculty to discuss with others the results of  her 
own investigations. Her active participation in the editorial team of  the Journal of  West Indian Literature 
is certainly a typical instance of  this. So are other groundbreaking collaborative projects that she has 
been involved in over the years, which give an idea of  the wide scope of  her research interests. These 
are certainly always centred on the Caribbean, but, in line with her committed scholarship, they simul-
taneously encompass themes that, in one way or another, engage with the wider world and relate more 
generally to marginalized or discriminated identities—in short, to “other ways of  being.” 

With Alison Donnell, she worked between 2010 and 2011, in collaboration with the University 
of  Reading, UK, on a research project entitled “Breaking Sexual Silences: Literature and the Re-imag-
ination of  Caribbean Sexualities,” which led to the organization of  several events—some of  them for 
the Barbadian public at large, not just for academics—and to the publication of  a special issue of  the 
Journal of  West Indian Literature devoted to the Trinidadian writer Shani Mootoo (deCaires Narain et al.). 
In 2012, Evelyn embarked with both Alison Donnell and Maria McGarrity on a project concerning 
Caribbean Irish literary connections. This initiative gave rise in the same year to a memorable interna-
tional conference in Barbados and later in 2015 to the publication of  an already much quoted coedited 
volume Caribbean Irish Connections: Interdisciplinary Perspectives (Donnell et al.), which has been described in 
Fionnghuala Sweeney’s review of  the book as “map[ping] out the specifics of  a little-explored, yet criti-
cally-significant network of  connections” (74). 

Evelyn’s most recent research-related collaborative venture has been undertaken with the Uni-
versity of  Liège in Belgium and revolves around the representation of  madness and mental states in 
anglophone Caribbean literature. This is another important area of  the West Indian literary tradition 
that has been underexamined so far, except perhaps in relation to Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea, a text 
that Evelyn knows inside out and has discussed with passion in different venues, including her own 
classroom. Evelyn is one of  the very first critics of  West Indian literature who has paid close attention 
to the ubiquitous figure of  the mad woman—not just Antoinette in Rhys’s classic. Evelyn’s 1990 article 
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“Interior Schisms Dramatised: The Treatment of  the ‘Mad’ Woman in the Work of  Some Female Ca-
ribbean Novelists,” which was reworked into one of  the chapters of  her book Woman Version: Theoretical 
Approaches to West Indian Fiction by Women (1993), is not only an emblematic instance of  her own brand of  
literary criticism: careful, well documented and respectful of  the creative writings that it analyses. This 
essay also marks her as a pioneer in the examination of  a subject matter that, for all its pervasiveness in 
Caribbean literature, might have been relatively neglected because it can prove to be an epistemological 
minefield when handled insensitively. Under Evelyn’s pen, however, ‘madness’ is tackled with distinctive 
open-mindedness and empathy. Be it as it may, her groundbreaking article became the catalyst for an 
exploratory project that is still in progress. One of  its decisive stages was the course that we co-taught in 
2015 in Liège, Madness in Caribbean Literature. No doubt the students who registered for this seminar 
will remember Evelyn’s meticulous explanations of  the ‘spirit thievery’ that affects Ella in Erna Brod-
ber’s Myal (1988) or the contextual ramifications of  Christiania’s apparently irrational behaviour in 
Caryl Phillips’s Cambridge (1991), and her convincing demonstrations that these two cases are better un-
derstood when perceived in the framework of  the region’s painful and complex history. In the wake of  
this teaching experiment, an international conference followed, coorganized in Liège by Evelyn, my col-
league Daria Tunca and myself, an event that, in turn, generated an edited collection of  essays, Madness 
in Anglophone Caribbean Literature: On the Edge (Ledent et al.), which was published in 2018. The next stage 
in this exploration of  what we called “altered states” in Caribbean letters will be a coauthored mono-
graph that is in the process of  being drafted, and which attempts to plumb the various manifestations of  
insanity—whether pathological or strategic—that characterizes the protagonists of  contemporary writ-
ers from the Caribbean and its diaspora. This is a challenging undertaking, because it has necessitated a 
frustrating process of  selection among the many available Caribbean texts engaging with mental health 
and, above all, because it has involved a confrontation with the many sufferings that the violent history 
of  the region has caused to the West Indian psyche. Yet, working in tandem with such a knowledgeable, 
generous and sympathetic scholar as Evelyn O’Callaghan could not but make this particular experience 
scientifically and humanly rewarding. Undoubtedly, she will participate in many more similar collective 
endeavours in the future, as ever actively engaged in “breaking critical silences” (Gifford). 
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is a writer himself  and has published (in addition to his academic writings) three collections of  poetry, 
which have won various literary prizes, and a collection of  short stories, Suspended Sentences, which has 
won a few literary prizes, including the Commonwealth prize for Best First Book of  Fiction. In 1986, 
McWatt started the Journal of  West Indian Literature (JWIL). Victor Chang became co-editor of  the Journal 
a few years later and McWatt and Chang edited the journal until McWatt retired in 2007. JWIL is still 
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valuable colleague at Cave Hill, Evelyn O’Callaghan.

Anthea Morrison is Retired Senior Lecturer in Comparative Caribbean Literature, Department 
of  Literatures in English, UWI Mona. She was Deputy Dean for Graduate Studies, Faculty of  Humanities 
and Education, UWI Mona, 2016-2018, and taught Francophone literature at UWI Cave Hill from 1986-
2004. She has published articles on post-Negritude Francophone Caribbean poetry (including Edouard 
Glissant), Caribbean/African American women’s writing and Caribbean diasporic literature; and is co-
editor, with Judith Byfield and LaRay Denzer, of  Gendering the African Diaspora. Women, Culture and Historical 
Change in the Caribbean and the Nigerian Hinterland. She is currently working on a monograph on the poetry 
of  Lorna Goodison. A book publication entitled New Crossings: Caribbean Migration Narratives is forthcoming 
(UWI Press, 2019). 

Caryl Phillips was born in St Kitts, spent his childhood in the North of  England and now lives 
in the United States, where he is Professor of  English at Yale University. He is the award-winning author 
of  eleven novels, four stage plays and five volumes of  non-fiction, in addition to numerous radio plays, 
scripts and essays. All of  his publications testify to a special attention to issues of  identity and belonging, 
often in the context of  the African diaspora. His latest book, A View of  the Empire at Sunset (2018), is a 
biographical novel that dramatizes the life of  Dominican-born writer Jean Rhys with typical psychological 
subtlety and formal originality.

Velma Pollard is a retired Senior Lecturer in Language Education in the Department of  
Educational Studies, Faculty of  Arts and Education of  the University of  the West Indies at Mona, 
Jamaica. Her major research interests have been Creole Languages of  the Anglophone Caribbean, the 
Language of  Caribbean Literature and Caribbean Women’s Writing.  Articles in these areas appear in 
local and international journals. She has published a handbook: From Jamaican Creole to Standard English-a 
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is involved in Creative writing and has published poems and stories in regional and international journals 
and anthologies. She has a novel, three collections of  short fiction and five books of  poetry. Her novella 
Karl won the Casa de las Americas Prize in 1992. 
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